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Abstract 

With the shift toward a practice-based curriculum in teacher education (Grossman 

2011; Grossman & McDonald, 2008; McDonald, Kazemi & Kavanagh, 2013), scholars 

(Hlas & Hlas, 2012; Kearney, 2015) in the foreign language field have started 

researching high-leverage teaching practices (HLTPs). In 2017, Glisan and Donato 

proposed six HLTPs which are fundamental in foreign language teaching. This 

qualitative classroom-based case study aims to explore the tensions between the HLTPs 

proposed by scholars and those enacted in a middle school introductory level Chinese 

class. Analysis, drawing from microethnographic methods (Erickson, 2006), focuses on 

instructional activity types (IATs), the presence and absence of HLTPs in the teacher’s 

instruction and patterns of students’ engagement with language (EWL). The IATs 

identified as typical reveal absence of HLTPs related to developing L2 literacy. Findings 

confirm high language engagement when HLTPs are employed by the teacher, contribute 

to the further development of the HLTP framework and suggest implications for its 

applications in teacher education. 
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Chapter I Introduction 

1. Origins of this study 

As a young student, I had some wonderful teachers. Their classes were always 

organized and inviting. The lesson objectives were clear and therefore, undoubtedly 

measurable. Thus, students were motivated and actively participated. The whole class had 

a good tempo; there were smooth transitions and a positive environment. Whenever I sat 

in such a classroom, the teacher’s masterful handling made me feel that teaching was 

really easy. What these instructors did appeared effortless. However, when I began 

teaching, the struggles I experienced made me realize the amount of knowledge and skill 

that goes into this work. Teaching was much more complex than I thought. The natural 

flow in the classroom interaction of the effective teacher masks the complexity of the 

endeavor. 

I was not alone. My misconceptions were fueled by the pervasive comments like 

“teaching is innate” or “anyone can be a teacher” or “those who can’t, teach”, which are 

not the truth. When I was a junior in college, after having read the fascinating book of 

one of my professors, I selected his course on the history of British literature. However, 

his teaching greatly disappointed me. It was boring, inattentive and uninspiring. There is 

a Chinese saying describing teachers like this professor. They are “boiling dumplings in a 

teapot, which cannot pour out what is inside”. Teaching is not a straightforward practice. 

Erudition does not imply competence and the ability to teach is not innate. It requires 

learning. 

If teaching is learnable, what is the content? Is it possible to make the complicated 

parts of teaching visible to prospective teachers? According to the theory of high leverage 
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teaching practices, the answer is yes. This study aims at making the practice of teaching 

transparent, helping the future teacher learn the most effective way to get those 

“dumplings” out of the teapot. 

2. Statement of Problem 

2.1 Concept of teaching in this study 

This study addresses the kind of teaching that occurs in a classroom and entails 

the core tasks that an instructor must execute to assist learning, manage problems while 

maintaining productive relationships with the student and build understandings of content 

(Ball & Forzani, 2009; Lampert, 2010). In foreign language teaching, the tasks might be 

to lead a whole group discussion about a text, to explain the differences between two 

similar sounds and to assess the students’ oral ability, among many other possible 

examples. 

2.2 The nature of classroom teaching 

Teaching is not a new practice. Children begin to learn fortuitously as infants and 

by the age of six, in a formal classroom. Therefore, its familiarity projects a false 

assumption, making the complex work of the teacher look deceptively simple (Grossman, 

Hammerness & McDonald, 2009). However, the practice in a classroom is demanding, 

because it is non-natural, intricate and relational. Thus, it requires training (Ball & 

Forzani, 2009; Cohen, 2011; Grossman, Compton, Igra, Ronfeldt, Shahan & Williamson, 

2009; Lampert, 2010; Lampert & Graziani, 2009). First of all, it does not happen 

automatically. Despite the fact that learning can happen without deliberate intention, this 

way of gaining knowledge is serendipitous. However, a classroom teacher has to 

effectively design lessons, which can maximize the probability of deliberate learning and 
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ensure achievement of the teaching and learning objectives (Ball & Forzani, 2009). John 

Dewey (1910) drew an analogy between teaching and selling: 

Teaching may be compared to selling commodities. We should ridicule a 
merchant who said that he had sold a great many goods although no one had 
bought any. But perhaps there are teachers who think that they have done a good 
day’s teaching irrespective of what students have learned. There is the same 
equation between teaching and learning that there is between selling and buying. 
(p. 33-35) 

Thus, learning does not necessarily ensue from teaching. However, their disconnection is 

not as transparent as it appears to be in commerce. Therefore, purposefully seeking to 

make the connection between the two is a “crucial and even constitutive feature” of this 

practice (Cohen, 2011). 

Attentive teaching is intricate. First, purposeful teaching requires mastery of a 

great deal of knowledge and many skills. Of course, most importantly, the instructor 

should be well informed about the subject. Equally importantly, s/he needs to know how 

to co-construct knowledge with the student, organize the instructional discourse and 

appropriately conduct the moves and activities in context. Moreover, the teacher should 

also be acquainted with their students’ psychology, development, way of learning, and 

above all, understanding of the content at hand (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Cohen, 2011). 

Finally, s/he must be able to put all of this knowledge into action. From setting the 

objectives, choosing materials, planning the classroom activities to designing evaluation 

methods, the teacher has to make sure every step is well developed and consistent. Ball 

and Forzani (2009) depicted clearly the intricacy of the work: 

During class, they (teachers) must keep track of 25 or more learners as they move 
through the content, keep their eye on the learning goals, attend to the integrity of 
the subject matter, manage individual student behavior and maintain a productive 
learning environment, pose strategically targeted questions, interpret students’ 
work, craft responses, assess, and steer all of this toward each student’s growth. 
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Teachers do all of this in environments that involve parents, administrators, state 
objectives and tests, policies, and community priorities. This intricate work 
involves high levels of coordination. (p. 501) 

The work becomes even more complex due to its third characteristic—that it is 

relational. The locus of this practice is, of course, not the teacher but the student. It 

happens between at least two people, a teacher and a student. If the student has no desire 

to learn, then there is no way that the teacher can make it happen. Therefore, this work 

entails not only giving instruction, but also more copious work, such as developing and 

maintaining a good connection with the student, establishing a supportive learning 

environment, and encouraging and motivating them. 

Cohen, Raudenbush, and Ball (2003) depict the relationship between the teacher, 

the students, and the content in the diagram below of their instructional triangle (Figure 

1.1). It is noticeable that the interactions between these three major elements are 

bidirectional. The teacher has to draw on professional knowledge and skills through 

purposeful design of the classroom activities to make these interactions the most 

productive for students’ learning. In addition, teaching does not happen in a vacuum. 

What the teacher thinks, says and does with the learners concerning the content happens 

in a particular organization and other environments, such as state and country, which are 

implicated in the classroom interactions. The instructor needs not only consider the 

instructional design and enactment and the increase in the possibility of the students’ 

attainment of the learning goals, but also do all this with the consideration of the context. 
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(Figure 1.1 The instructional triangle) 
Source: Cohen, Raudenbush, and Ball (2003) 

As demonstrated above, classroom practice, which is difficult and complex, 

requires professional training. However, as Cohen (2011) notes “most teaching was 

frontal, centered on teachers, and aside from some crack academic classes, intellectual 

demands were modest” (p. 2). This has been especially true of foreign language (FL) 

education. In addition, due to the fact that the subject is also the medium, its instruction is 

different from that of content courses such as history, math and science in that “the 

content and the process for learning are the same” (Hammadou & Bernhardt, 1987, p. 

302). This makes FL teacher education crucial for the improvement of the quality of 

instruction. Therefore, a carefully designed program is critically important. However, the 

reality is that “generic teacher preparation programs inadequately speak to the needs of 

future foreign language teachers and that conventional inservice programming offers little 

to the professional development of teachers in the field” (p. 302). This unsatisfying status 

quo makes the need of reform imperative (Tedick & Walker, 1994). 

The predominant conceptual lens of teaching and learning has influenced the 

development of teacher education, which has undergone significant transformation in the 

past fifty years. Grossman and McDonald (2008) theorized that it began with the 
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investigation of teacher characteristics and behaviors in the 1960s and then moved on to 

teacher cognition in the 1980s including decision-making, teacher knowledge, belief and 

reflection. The current focus on teacher knowledge and thinking is helpful, but not 

sufficient. As Ball and Forzani (2009) contended, “the knowledge that counts for practice 

is that entailed by the work” (p. 503). Therefore, for the prospective practitioner, besides 

the foundational knowledge of the teacher education program, they need to further know 

how to put the knowledge into action. 

Generally speaking, there exists a separation of the methods courses and the 

clinical experience in traditional foreign language teacher education programs. The 

methods classes often remain in the conceptual domain. They often involve tenure-line 

faculty who may not have taught in the K-12 system or have not for some time. Field 

experience classes, in a kind of balance to methods courses, are supervised by either 

former or current classroom practitioners. Such a division exemplifies the split between 

theory and practice in teacher education. Grossman and her colleagues (2009) argued, 

“An underlying assumption of this separation is that the theoretical resides in university 

course work and the practice resides in school-based placements” (p.275). Such a model 

has often reduced the teacher candidates’ learning of concrete practices into a single 

practicum course in a K-12 school. Rarely do methods’ professors systematically connect 

theory to instances of classroom practice, and understandings of instructional practices 

are left to chance in the field. Such a peripheral role of the clinical experience implies 

that teacher education is structured in a way that values conceptual courses over practice, 

and thus, “practice is not at the core of the curriculum” (Grossman, Hammerness & 

McDonald, 2009, p.275). 
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Foreign language scholars have also noticed the insufficient focus on practice in 

teacher education, a notion that has also spurred their research (Glisan & Donato, 2017; 

Hlas & Hlas, 2012, Kearney, 2015) on the application of a practice-based approaches to 

foreign language teacher education. This approach focuses on specifying praxis that 

entails knowledge and action instead of an exclusive concentration on transmitting 

knowledge for teaching (McDonald, Kazemi & Kavanagh, 2013). Its primary aim is to 

get future teachers involved in a cycle that alternates between a pedagogy of inquiry and 

a pedagogy of enactment, enabling the teacher to learn to see classroom discourse and 

interaction in terms of implementation and animation of pedagogical practice and to 

analyze and to internalize practice in a personalized way. 

In order to build a practice-based curriculum, the first step is “specifying its 

content—what teachers need to do and unpacking it for learning” (Ball & Forzani, 2009). 

The content of teacher education in this approach, then, is a set of practices. Scholars in 

this domain have used a range of terms to refer to instructional practices, including “core 

practices” (Grossman, Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009; McDonald, Kazemi & 

Kavanagh, 2013), “high-leverage practice” (Ball et al. 2009; Hatch & Grossman, 2009) 

and “high-leverage teaching practices (HLTPs)” (Hlas & Hlas, 2012; Kearney, 2015)1. 

To identify HLTPs, researchers need to closely examine real classrooms, discern and 

name specific practices, connect them to positive learning processes or outcomes and 

decompose them into their constituent parts. Decomposition of practices means “breaking 

down complex practice into its constituent parts for the purposes of teaching and 

learning” (Grossman, 2011, p. 2838-2839). Only in this way can they establish a 

1 This study is going to use these three terms interchangeably. 
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“grammar of practice” (Grossman & McDonald, 2008)—a common language, so to 

speak, for classifying overarching practices as well as their constituent parts (or micro-

practices). Such a grammar of practice serves as an analytic tool to describe and explain 

teaching performance. 

Currently, discussion of the core practices in teaching foreign languages is 

gaining momentum. Scholars have started contemplating, investigating and identifying 

HLTPs specifically in foreign language education (Glisan & Donato, 2017; Hlas & Hlas, 

2012; Kearney, 2015). However, the proposal of this discipline has to be deliberate. 

Although in their newly published book, Glisan and Donato (2017) have introduced six 

major core practices and their related micro-practices, how much they align with real 

world enactments of language teaching is still empirically untested. Therefore, 

researchers should carefully examine the core practices that have already been articulated 

using empirical evidence. Only in this way, can they begin to establish a firm theoretical 

and empirical ground for a practice-based foreign language teacher education. In 

addition, though scholars envisioned the HLTPs that the student teacher needs to master 

before they begin their career, no one has examined the results of applying them in a real 

language classroom. Whether the enactment of the HLTPs necessarily leads to high 

quality classroom interaction or high performance among students is still unknown. 

Finally, the development of the HLTP framework and the enrichment of the core practice 

and micro-practice inventory should also be based on empirical research in a range of 

language classroom contexts. 
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3. Purpose of this study 

Driven by the above stated problems related to the nature of classroom teaching 

and also in foreign language teacher education, using Glisan and Donato’s framework 

(2017), this study aims to further explore HLTPs in a real-world language classroom—a 

middle school beginning level class of Chinese as a foreign language (CFL) – and to 

investigate their usefulness in relation to interactions central to student learning. In order 

to make the HLTPs transparent, I am going to parse the teaching by first analyzing the 

classroom discourse patterns. As Walsh (2013) argued: “Any attempt to improve teaching 

and learning, any move towards professional development, should begin by looking at the 

interactions which take place in the classroom” (p.28). The analysis of the HLTPs of this 

CFL teacher when compared with the HLTPs framework advocated by scholars reveals 

tensions between the two. In addition, this study will connect classroom discursive 

practice to student learning processes by examining patterns of their Engagement With 

Language (EWL), referring to “a cognitive, and/or affective, and/or social state and 

process in which the learner is the agent and language is object (and sometimes the 

vehicle)” (Svalberg, 2009, p.247). Whether the HLTPs proposed by Glisan and Donato 

lead to high levels of student engagement, defined by the EWL construct, will be 

examined. This should provide insight into the tensions between proposed HLTPs and 

actual practices from the perspective of learning process. 

The overarching goal of this study is to examine what tensions exist between 

HLTPs that scholars in foreign language education are proposing and starting to research, 

and the real practices observed in the instructional practice of an introductory CFL 

teacher. To this end, the study pursues answers to the following four research questions: 
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1. What are the typical and atypical instructional activities of the teacher? 

2. What are the HLTPs being enacted? And in what ways? What are the HLTPs not 

being enacted? 

3. What are the patterns of student engagement with language across activity types 

and HLTPs implemented by the teacher? 

4. What are the teacher’s perspectives on HLTPs? 

4. Significance of the study 

This study is significant in four ways. First of all, the identification of HLTPs 

proposed by scholars in empirical data and the discovery of tensions between theory and 

empirical data can contribute to the further development of the framework, enrich the 

inventory of HLTPs by providing missing focal content, and advance understanding of 

pedagogical practices. Practically, teacher educators can use that information to help 

novice teachers to develop their skills. Investigating the framework from the teacher’s 

perspective is also critical in making the idea of HLTPs more accessible to prospective 

instructors. Second, this study offers a way to connect practices with outcomes, which 

methodologically and theoretically is a heretofore-unexplored line of inquiry. Hlas and 

Hlas (2012) mention that determining the impact of HLTPs on learning is a thorny issue. 

This research design sees EWL as a positive learning process that can mark a practice as 

high leverage. One contribution of this present research is to further develop and refine 

the proposed HLTP framework based on empirical data and, in turn, to explore the ways 

that it can improve real classroom teaching. In addition, examining classroom 

interactions through the lens of practice is also new. Third, the foreign language 

classroom discourse in the K-12 context, especially of young learners, is, in fact, under 
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studied. Fourth, it also fills a gap in Chinese language teaching research. Few process-

oriented studies on classroom interactional patterns have been done in a Chinese 

language class, especially, in the K-12 context and none from the practice perspective. 

Therefore, this is a truly pioneering study with regard to practice-based teacher education, 

foreign language classroom discourse analysis at the K-12 level, and also in terms of 

Chinese as a foreign language. 

5. Structure of this dissertation 

This dissertation includes five chapters. Chapter one has described origins and 

problems that motivate this study, stated the research aims and questions and presented 

the significance of the study. Chapter two first provides an overview of three major 

constructs – language, discourse and practice – and then delineates the three essential 

theoretical frameworks—classroom discourse (CD), high-leverage teaching practice 

(HLTP) and engagement with language (EWL). It also offers an extensive review of 

literature with regard to these theoretical underpinnings. Chapter three lays out the 

methodological design. It presents the research site, participants, and procedures of data 

collection and analysis. Chapter four, five and six present results and discussion of 

findings. Each research questions will be addressed. In chapter seven, I draw conclusions 

and discuss the implications of the study and suggest directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical framework and Literature Review 

1. Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of the research literature that gives rise to the need 

for this study. It also explicates the theoretical framework for the study, specifically with 

regard to high-leverage teaching practices (HLTPs) and engagement with language as the 

major foundations of the framework. After briefly describing the broad foundations of 

my overarching theoretical framework – practice and discourse – I move to a literature 

review. I first review the classroom discourse literature with regard to teacher action, 

especially the areas of whole class discourse patterns, questioning and corrective 

feedback. The purpose is to present how teachers’ classroom practice has been examined 

from other perspectives. I then turn to introduce two theoretical concepts about high 

leverage teaching practices and engagement with language that are used to frame my 

study and inform my analytic procedures, to interpret the data and generate the findings 

of this dissertation. Following discussion of each of these two frameworks, I also provide 

a review of empirical studies for each of the theoretical constructs. 

2. Broad Theoretical Foundations: Practice Theory and Discourse Analysis 

2.1 Practice Theory 

The primary focus of this study is teachers’ HLTPs. The growing body of 

research in foreign language education that adopts a core practice/high leverage teaching 

practice lens derives from a broader approach of practice-based teacher education 

(Goodwin, 1994; Grossman, 2011; Grossman, Hammerness & McDonald, 2009), in 

which, a teaching practice is defined as “one that incorporates both the intellectual and 

technical activities that encompasses both the individual practitioner and the professional 
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community” (Grossman et al., 2009, p.2059). It is an anthropologically informed notion 

of what it means to do the work of teaching. Work in this domain relies on a broader 

theory of practice (Bourdieu, 1977). 

Bourdieu revolutionized the understanding of the concept of practice by 

overcoming the traditional dichotomies, social or individual, inner or outer, objective or 

subjective, and structure or agent. The key concept of Bourdieu’s philosophy of practice 

is habitus, which he defines as 

systems of durable, transposable disposition, structured structures predisposed to 
function as structuring structures, that is, as principles of the generation and 
structuring of practices and representations which can be objectively ‘regulated’ 
and ‘regular’ without in any way being the product of obedience to rules, 
objectively adapted to their goals without presupposing a conscious aiming at 
ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary to attain them and, being 
all this, collectively orchestrated without being the product of the orchestrating 
action of a conductor. (1977, p. 72) 

Bourdieu proposed habitus as a hidden quality, which drives the practice of the actor (an 

individual or a group). It is comprised of a “structured and structuring structure”. 

“Structure” indicates that this disposition of human practice is not random, but patterned. 

It is “structured” by the actor’s history and current circumstances. Meanwhile, it is 

“structuring” in that the actor’s past shapes his/her current action. Habitus designates “a 

way of being, a habitual state (especially of the body) and, in particular, a predisposition, 

tendency, propensity or inclination” (1977, p. 214). Bourdieu’s use of the term of 

“disposition” implies the combination of structure and tendency, which is sustained over 

time and functions in practice. The generation of these practices is usually rule following. 

This way of being, formed by childhood upbringing, education, and personal experience, 

is embedded in both mind and muscle, which, most often, leads to the unconscious 

automaticity of performance, perceptions, and beliefs. However, Bourdieu does not mean 
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that the actor is a pre-programmed robot. Another important aspect of the hidden state 

points to the presence of improvisations, in Bourdieu’s words, “a radical transformation” 

(1977, p.78). The innovation, also unconscious, results from the long-term learning 

processes and is cultivated in social interactions. These two aspects of habitus reconcile 

the juxtaposition of the seeming opposition of structure and agent. The intention, 

motivation, aspiration and interests of the actor/agent are defined by the socially 

structured situations, and thus, objectified. In the long course of learning and exercise, the 

formation of the habitus, “a system of objective potentialities” (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 76), 

happens imperceptibly, which later becomes the basis of perception and apprehension. 

Once in a while, a particular state of the habitus in a special objective condition presents 

a subjective creation, which, in turn, reforms the actor’s habitus. In this eternally on-

going process, the two dichotomies mingle into one unsteady unity, social and individual, 

inner and outer, objective and subjective, and structure and agent, which continually 

construct and reconstruct each other. In habitus, it is never one or the other. It is one and 

the other. And only through this endless process of transformation, can the practice be 

alive and making growth. 

Habitus alone does not comprise practice. Bourdieu (1986, p.76, cited in Grenfell, 

2014, p.50) prescribed the following equation: 

[(habitus)(capital)] + field = practice 

He uses field to indicate the social arena. Capital represents the agent’s position in that 

field. Practice ensues from an unconscious relationship between the agent’s propensity 

and place in a special socialized situation, such as education, literature, science, and art. 

Any field operates in this way. It imposes constraints or rules, and simultaneously 
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requires perpetual improvisation. A good analogy can be found in the game of basketball. 

In play, all the members have to follow the rules. In addition, each of them is pre-

assigned a set position, the shoot guard, point guard, center, power guard, or small guard. 

Their performance is determined by personal skill, specific position, and the rules. The 

subjective physical condition of the playing field also influences performance. However, 

because each player is able to improvise, even if the same athlete plays with the exact 

same teammates in the same position, every game is different and fascinating thanks to 

the constant changing interpolation happened in the interactional game, which is 

perpetual in play. Another good example is found in the learning of a new language, the 

intrinsic quality of which is like becoming skilled at basketball. The building of a 

language habitus relies on a significant amount of linguistic input—the rules such as 

phonetic, syntactic, and morphologic. Only when such a code is mentally and physically 

inscribed through practice, can the learners produce the output of the target language. 

However, unlike entering code into a computer, this learning process is not linear. It 

develops in a discursively disciplined manner. In order to form the habitus, the learner 

has to go through the strenuous process of speaking, listening, reading and writing the 

language. Later, the stronger the habitus, the greater is the creativity of the language user. 

Bourdieu’s understanding of practice also applies in the field of world language 

teacher education. The habitus of a language teacher resides in the instructor’s 

knowledge, beliefs, perceptions and, most importantly, pedagogical power in planning 

and enacting their lessons. The original habitus is partly pre-determined by personal 

language and other learning experiences, family upbringing, and, in part, professional 

training. Later, it is continuously polished and reshaped in practical experience. The work 
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of teaching has certain patterns and is restricted by rules of this field. “Through lengthy 

processes of learning which are simultaneously processes of ‘inculcation’ by society and 

social fields and active self-creation” (Calhoun, 2002, p.13), the veteran teacher is more 

capable of improvising and freely arranging the classroom activities in order to achieve 

their pedagogical goals. On the contrary, the novice teacher, lacking that interactive 

formation of their habitus, who is more often focused on rule-following and newly 

learned specific techniques and methods, might overlook the overarching pedagogical 

goal in their lesson. For instance, without a certain amount of practice in a real context, 

the novice foreign language teacher might not be able to skillfully perform the moves to 

achieve his/her goal such as making input comprehensible or engaging learners in oral 

communication. Sometimes, s/he focuses too much attention on carrying out a specific 

activity like TPRS without a clear consciousness of its underpinning principles. 

Therefore, in preparing skillful instructors, the transmission of knowledge itself is not 

enough. Gaining pedagogical acumen is a practical process, which needs not only the 

mastery of knowledge, but most importantly, the continuing exercises of the enactment in 

teaching. Only in this way, can the teacher educator help novices acquire and forge a 

strong habitus so that they can freely and skillfully perform in classroom interactions. 

2.2 Discourse Analysis 

Besides Bourdieu’s view of practice, another underpinning of this research is 

found in linguist James Paul Gee’s discourse analysis, a “study of language-in-use” (Gee, 

2011a, p. 8). It is a theory investigating the way in which people use language to say, to 

do and to be things and a research method exploring linguistic function and meaning in 

different contexts. Gee argues that the function that language serves is not simply to 
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express and communicate. It also performs actions. For example, in a wedding ceremony, 

a pastor declares the new husband and wife. A teacher calls the end of the class. A 

President opens the Olympic games. In addition, people also use language to take on a 

particular social identity such as a Christian, a bartender, or a wildlife rehabilitator, by 

using a different linguistic style following the norms or conventions of a special social 

practice. It is different from everyday speech. Gee’s theory further develops seven areas 

of reality that language builds. They are significance, practices, identities, relationships, 

politics, connections, sign systems and knowledge (Gee, 2011a), which also serve as 

analytical tools to interrogate the purpose of saying something. Here is an example. A 

Chinese student greets his teacher by saying “您好nín hǎo” (the honorific form of 

“hello”). However, the teacher responds with “你好nǐ hǎo” (the regular form of “hello”). 

The simple word choice of “Nín” and “Nĭ” in greetings indicates the higher social status 

of the teacher and the speakers’ relationship, the practice of a respectful student and the 

value of teacher in Chinese society. As an analytic method, Gee contends that the 

researcher can use these seven aspects when conducting discourse analysis. 

What is discourse? We begin with the meaning of “discourse”. Gee (2011a) 

distinguishes capitalized “Discourse” from lower case “discourse”. The word “discourse” 

indicates the language-in-use, e.g. conversations and stories (p.34). In contrast, he defines 

“Discourse” as a “way of combining and integrating language, action, interactions, ways 

of thinking, believing, valuing and using various symbols, tools, and objects to enact a 

particular sort of socially recognizable identity” (p. 29). It is not solely a linguistic 

concept, but a kit consisting of all the above-mentioned elements, through which 

recognition may be achieved: “A Discourse is a characteristic way of saying, doing, and 
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being” (p.30). It refers to various representations adopted by a group of people, such as a 

street gang, teacher, middle-class American, or factory worker. Take the Barbie doll 

Discourse as an example. It is a combined notion of a certain featured look, body shape, 

clothes and accessories, way of talking, values and attitudes. The features falling into this 

frame make a “Barbie” recognizable. If a person enacts a Cowboy Discourse, he would 

put on cowboy attire with the hat, boots, belt and jeans. Besides that, he needs to act in a 

certain way (taciturn, tough but fair), talk in a certain way (using old western slang with a 

cool harsh voice), and display certain values and attitudes (courage, self-reliance and 

optimism). The work of the analysis is to make all these acceptable and meaningful 

elements of the Discourse visible. Applying this theory to educational research brings 

focus to the speech of teacher and student, classroom interactions, characteristic 

activities, values and beliefs, the significance stressed, and power exercised. It aims to 

understand educational processes and the way in which opportunities for learning are 

constructed across time, events and groups, and the way in which discourse shapes and is 

shaped by discursive activities and social practices (Gee & Green, 1998). 

Besides Discourse, five other concepts are also essential. They are situated 

meaning, social language, figured worlds, intertextuality and Conversations. Together, 

they serve as the “tools of inquiry” (Gee, 2011a, p.8). Gee distinguishes two types of 

meaning, that of a word, phrase or structure—utterance-type meaning and utterance-

token meaning. Utterance-type meaning, indicates the “general range of possible 

meanings” (p. 63). It is the general expectation in the mind. For example, the word “cat” 

in “The world’s big cats are all endangered” means felines, such as lions, tigers, or 

leopards. It generally serves as a topic in the sentence, which has a meaning potential. 
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However, meaning in actual context is always specific and local. Gee names this type as 

the “utterance-token meaning” or “situated meaning” (p. 63). For example, in the context 

“I saw a mouse on the subway today”, the word “mouse” refers to the small mammal 

belonging to the rodent family. In “My mouse was broken”, it indicates a computer 

pointing device. In “Mummy, I saw Mickey Mouse in the parade”, it refers to a cartoon 

figure created by the Disney company. Sometimes, a word in a specific context takes on 

specific and nuanced connotations. For example, the word “coffee” may mean the brown 

liquid in the sentence “The coffee spilled, go get a mop”. It could also mean the beans in 

“The coffee spilled, go get a broom” (p.66). In real communication, words are never used 

independently. They are embedded in a certain context. People usually actively and 

automatically make up or fill in the meaning based on the specific situation and their 

previous knowledge and experience. The “Situated Meaning Tool” brings awareness of 

the hidden meaning and allows the analyst to ask the details of meaning contributed by 

the listener and how the context is construed. In addition, it reveals the ways in which it 

is shaped by the context and the interlocutors’ shared figured world. 

The third tool of analysis, figured world, refers to a theory or model of a 

simplified world that captures what is taken to be normal about people, practices, things 

or interactions (Gee, 2011a). Typical stories or mental models, often socially and 

culturally constructed and unconsciously existing in the mind, enable people to 

comprehend, interpret and talk about how the world works. For example, we all have a 

general understanding of what the average school is like, what a lawyer looks like and 

does for a living. According to Gee (2011a), there are three types of figured worlds. The 

first is the espoused world, meaning theories that people believe. The second is the 
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evaluative world, indicating theories that people use to judge themselves or others. The 

third is world-in-(inter)action, referring to that which guides action or interaction. The 

figured world represents “taken-for-granted” thinking, which not only guides our view of 

the world but also daily behavior. This tool of inquiry mediates the micro-level 

interactions with the macro-level of institutions and helps “set up what count as central, 

typical cases, and what count as marginal, non-typical cases” (p. 78). It helps analysts 

formulate the context the speaker assumes the listener will fill in. One thing to note is that 

figured worlds differ across cultural or social groups. For example, the Chinese figured 

world of the “good student” is different from that of the American. Nor is it static. The 

assumption of the “good student” in 18th century America must differ from that of the 

present. In daily life, conflict may arise as people hold different figured worlds. The 

“good” American student may be found to be aggressive and disrespectful to the teacher 

in China. On the contrary, the “good” Chinese student might be too quiet and not 

proactive in an American school. To resolve this conflict, specification and 

communication about the oversimplified assumptions are needed. 

Social language, another tool to understand meaning, indicates varieties of 

language, which allows the speaker to express his/her social identities. Linguists use the 

word “register” to indicate a similar notion. All languages, such as English or Chinese, 

are composed of many different social languages. For example, doctors, TV news 

reporters, or teachers speak and write in distinct ways. Social language is not equal to 

Discourse, which includes not only language but also other elements involved in 

communication like acting, feeling, clothes, and values. Social language, however, 

suggests the role of language in discourse analysis. Through these linguistic utterances, 
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the listener can figure out the identity of the speaker and what s/he is doing. For example, 

a female professor at school is also a mother at home. The way she speaks in the 

classroom must be different from the way she talks at home. In her graduate classroom or 

in a meeting with a student, she adopts an academic language, which she surely would 

not use with her children. Also, when she talks to her parents, her identity changes to that 

of a daughter instead of a professor or mother, the language she uses will also change 

accordingly. Social language is a linguistic tool, which helps to represent a particular 

identity and its accompanying meaningful practices. Two aspects of grammar reside in it. 

The first is the traditional set of grammatical units including nouns, verbs, phrases, and 

clauses. Gee points out the existence of another characteristic of the grammar and its 

importance to construct social languages. That is the “collocational patterns” formed by 

the words, phrases and clauses arranged together. There exist correlations among 

linguistic units, like the way a set of clothes and accessories go together to form a 

particular style, such as prom attire or cowboy apparel: “To know any specific social 

language is to know how its characteristic lexical and grammatical resources are 

combined to enact specific social situated identities” (Gee, 2011b, p. 156). The 

correlation forms a characteristic style of language. When Billy Graham passed away, 

former President Barack Obama tweeted “Billy Graham was a humble servant who 

prayed for so many – and who, with wisdom and grace, gave hope and guidance to 

generations of Americans”. By contrast, the current President, Donald Trump, tweeted 

“The GREAT Billy Graham is dead. There was nobody like him! He will be missed by 

Christians and all religions. A very special man”. The reason both these tweets got 
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people’s attention is that Trump’s social language is inappropriate. It does not represent 

his Presidential identity in public and violates the figured world of the head of a country. 

Conversation is the fifth tool that people use to make meaning. In this sense, Gee 

writes it with the upper case C to indicate debates and themes in society or within specific 

social groups that a large number of people recognize, both in terms of the sides taken in 

such debates and the kinds of people that tend to support each side (Gee, 2011a). When 

people talk, they allude to shared opinions from public debates on social issues, such as 

smoking, abortion, private gun rights, and the forced separation and detention of 

immigrant families. The Conversations with regard to these issues are continuously going 

on. People, who are familiar with them, know the sides, how they are discussed, and what 

kind of people tend to support each side. Like figured worlds, Conversation is a broad 

resource that serves as the background knowledge in such discourse. Knowing it is 

helpful for the listener in terms of meaning. Some Conversations are known on the level 

of the whole society, whereas some are only familiar to special groups. In addition, they 

are different across societies and cultures. The criticality of Conversations in the 

understanding of meaning explains the phenomenon that in the first year of my study in 

the States, it was easier for me to comprehend the professor’s lectures, especially after I 

had previewed the lesson. However, due to my ignorance of the on-going Conversations 

in the local culture, I often got lost when chatting with my classmates. For example, when 

they alluded to the Conversations about the closing of a local factory, or that of teacher 

performance and salary, which Jon Stewart defended in his Daily Show, I was lost. 

The last notion in Gee’s tools of inquiry for discourse analysis is called 

intertextuality, which indicates a phenomenon in which an oral or written text directly or 
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indirectly quotes another text to make meaning (Gee, 2011a). When we write and speak, 

we often draw on other’s words and opinions or take on their identity to better express 

our meaning. Intertextuality is the interaction between discourses. For example, in 

academic writing, scholars will quote from previous works on the same topic to support 

their claims. Moreover, intertextuality is vastly used in literature. For example, Ulysses, 

written by James Joyce, alludes to Homer’s Odyssey. It is a retelling of the story of the 

Odyssey set in Dublin. Much western literature takes references from the Bible, such as 

John Milton’s Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained. However, intertextuality is not 

confined to academia or literature. In addition, there are various kinds of intertextuality. 

The direct and indirect quotations are two forms. Sometimes, the speaker or the writer 

might only allude to a phrase or word from another text. The meaning becomes clear to 

the reader or hearer who is aware of the reference. For example, “He was a Good 

Samaritan yesterday when he helped the lady start her car”. The mention of the “Good 

Samaritan” echoes the Biblical text. Those who know the story in the Bible understand 

that this person was compassionate one to stop and help the person in need. Sometimes, 

one text refers to another by mimicking its grammar or sentence structure. For example, 

when I campaigned for the student leader in college, I borrowed a sentence from John F. 

Kenney’s inauguration speech: “Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you 

can do for your country”. I changed it to “Ask not what your school can do for you, and 

ask what you can do for your school”. Finally, intertextuality also occurs in the change of 

social language incorporating another style and so taking on a different identity. For 

example, the title of an article published by Wired magazine is “The New Face of the 

Silicon Age: Tech jobs are fleeing to India faster than ever. You got a problem with 
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that?” (February, 2004) The final sentence in this title reminds the reader of a “tough 

guy” in the movies or books. The language in this popular culture high-tech magazine 

switches from the written journalistic style to a particular colloquial social language. The 

hybridity should draw the analyst’s attention. When encountering textual mixing or voice 

switching, the analyst needs to be alert and ask what new meaning is brought to the text 

and the function it aims to achieve. 

In general, discourse analysis is the study of language at work in saying, being 

and doing things. Gee’s theory sheds light on the complexity of the ways that it is used to 

create meaning and achieve goals. His theory of discourse is also one approach to 

conduct analyses, which should not be limited only to investigate the grammatical 

meaning of words. Other details of speech such as the larger context, the speaker’s 

identity, and the social conversations and values it draws upon should also be considered. 

Gee’s (2011a & 2011b) six fundamental notions—Discourse, situated meaning, figured 

world, social language, Conversation and intertextuality and the seven functions— 

significance, practices, identities, relationships, politics, connections and sign systems 

and knowledge serve as the tools to ask specific questions of the data. In addition, he 

insists that discourse analysis has to go to the further level of the critical. The analyst 

should not only illustrate the word meaning linguistically, but also probe into the 

implications of social practice and relationship in terms of status, power, and distribution 

of social goods. 

3. Teacher’s Practices in Shaping FL/L2 Classroom discourse 

Classrooms have been extensively studied in the past few decades. The research is 

at first conducted within a quantitative scheme, whereby “most classroom observation 
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research [focuses] on the frequencies of occurrences of various categories of behavior” 

(Dunkin & Biddles, 1974, p. 321). However, with the appearance of linguistic 

anthropology and ethnomethodology, scholars no longer view language merely as a sign 

system, but also a way of acting and a language-in-use embedded in sociocultural life. 

Educational researchers contend that a class cannot be simply divided by isolated variable 

acts, but should be treated as a sequential flow of activities comprised of interactional and 

contingent behaviors (Mehan, 1979; Van Lier, 1988). They argue that traditional 

experimental classroom research, which aims at finding the cause-effect relationships 

between actions and their results, fails to reveal the social process that happens in the 

classroom and neglects the context of the interactions. Mehan (1979) condemns this way 

of investigating the influence of the school on students as actually treating the learning 

environment as a “black box” (p. 4), against which the input and output factors are 

examined. In order to make up for the inherent disadvantages of this type of research, 

scholars (Cazden, 2001; Hellerman, 2005; Mehan, 1979; Sinchlair & Coulthard, 1975) 

have argued for a process-oriented classroom discourse research examined in 

sociocultural contexts. Classroom discourse (CD) can be defined as a particular type of 

interaction normally happening between a teacher and a number of students and among 

the students themselves. The study of classroom discourse is “the study of that 

communication system” (Cazden, 2001) in a particular context. Because the interactional 

process is complex, dynamic and emergent (Hall, 2004; Larsen-Freeman, 1997; Van Lier, 

2004; Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008), only by examining the moment-by-moment 

unfolding of the exchanges, can researchers understand how meaning is socially 

constructed between the teacher and the student and the process of accomplishments of 
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the pedagogical goals. In addition, every class is situated in a specific context with unique 

individuals—the teacher and students. To gain a full understanding of the language-in-

use process, the sociocultural context in which it happens cannot be neglected and a 

micro-analysis of the detailed facets is needed. 

This interactionist approach to classroom research was first conducted in L1 and 

bilingual classrooms (Cazden, 2001; Mehan, 1979; Rymes, 2009; Watson-Gegeo, 1997) 

and later adopted by L2 and foreign language scholars (Hall, 1997; Hall & Verplaetse, 

2000; Van Lier, 1988; Walsh, 2006). It is especially true with the language classroom 

that communication is central in the educational context. Largely this type of research 

examines the classroom interactions and their relation to language learning (Thoms, 

2012). An L2/FL classroom is constituted by its activities and practices, which are 

realized through the interactions between the teacher and student or student and student 

in the process during which learning happens. Before the interactionist turn, scholars 

largely focused on language learning as an individual and cognitive process. This view of 

language learning ignored interactional and sociolinguistic dimensions (Firth & Wagner, 

1997). In the 1990s, SLA and FL researchers argued for a reconceptualization of 

language learning focusing on not only the cognitive but also social aspects. Researchers 

should pay attention to the interactional practices that learners are involved in and 

examine how language learning is socialized and how meaning is co-constructed in this 

process. 

However, L2/FL classrooms are distinct from those content classes taught in 

students’ L1 in the sense that language is not only the medium, but also the objective of 

learning (Borg, 2006; Hall, 2004). In other words, in a language class, “the medium is the 
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message” (Hammadou & Bernhardt, 1987, p. 302). Students’ proficiency in the language 

in communication is often not high enough for them to understand and express 

themselves fluently. Therefore, the communication flow and pattern must also be 

different from what happens in an L1 and content classroom. The situation can become 

even more complex, when an L2 or FL classroom is a multicultural setting, where the 

teacher and the students come from different cultural backgrounds. Therefore, the need 

for conducting micro-analysis of classroom interactions is imperative in order to 

understand the language learning socialization process in such a complex sociocultural 

and linguistic setting. 

The teacher plays a crucial role in the process of language learning. As we 

discussed earlier, FL learning is constructed through the classroom practice. The teacher 

not only functions critically in the articulation of the communicative practices, but also 

the way they plan and enact their practices decisively influences the achievement of 

student language learning. In addition, research shows that a language class has a 

tradition of and tendency toward uneven distribution of communicative turns and the 

teacher’s dominance of the discourse (Chaudron, 1988; Nunan & Bailey, 2009), which 

can be detrimental to language learning. Besides describing what transpires in the student 

language learning process, another paramount goal of the interactionist approach to 

classroom discourse is to make further recommendations to the teachers and inform FL 

teacher educators (Gass, 2004). Only when they create “a set of principles for identifying 

and sustaining classroom interactional practices that foster additional language 

development” (Hall & Verplaetse, 2000, p.2), can they help future FL teachers with 

informed knowledge on language classroom practice. 
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4. Studies of teachers’ classroom discourse practices 

In general, studies that investigate the nature of classroom discourse in a foreign 

language learning setting are developing. They can be roughly divided into two major 

groups—studies of teacher-student interaction and studies of student-student interaction. 

This literature review will focus on the research from the teacher’s perspective, i.e. that 

which examines teachers’ classroom discourse practices, including teacher-student 

interactions and teachers’ actions. Considering the focus of this dissertation on teacher 

practices, I synthesized findings and insights from a review of studies on different types 

of instructional moves teachers can make that are consequential to language learning and 

development. While excluded from my own review, it is important to acknowledge that 

besides studies of teachers’ classroom discourse practices that impact language learning, 

there exists a body of research examining student-student interactions in the classroom 

for a range of purposes (Mori, 2002; Mondada & Pekarek Doehler, 2004). Some other 

studies investigate classroom conversation but not from the standpoint of developing 

proficiency (Bell, 2009, 2012; Pomerantz & Bell, 2007, 2011; Waring, 2013). Finally, a 

group of studies explore social factors influencing classroom exchange (Blommaert et al., 

2005; Ho, 2006). 

There are two criteria that I adopted to screen previous studies and construct this 

review. The first criterion for inclusion is that the study is classroom discourse research 

within the context of foreign or second language classrooms. Although, this dissertation 

is conducted in a foreign language context, due to the close developmental relationship 

between those two research fields, this literature review includes the studies in second 

language classrooms. The second criterion for inclusion in the review is that the study 
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examines the moment-by-moment unfolding of the discursive practices of the teacher and 

their influence on students’ language learning. 

4.1 Patterns of whole class interactions 

Early classroom discourse studies focus on understanding interactional patterns. A 

typical one, ubiquitous in a traditional teacher-controlled classroom, is the initiation-

response-evaluation/feedback routine (IRE/F) (Lemke, 1990; Mehan, 1979; Sinclair & 

Coulthard, 1975). Also known as a triadic dialogue (Lemke, 1990), it contains three 

turns, usually starting with a question posed by the teacher and followed by the response 

of the student. In the third turn, the teacher replies briefly with an evaluation or feedback 

such as “good”, “excellent”, “that’s right” or “that’s not right” to end the exchange. In 

this type of pattern, the teacher takes on the role of the expert, who is the initiator and has 

the answer to the question. Through the elicitation of the response, the teacher checks 

whether the student has mastered a particular piece of knowledge. 

This pattern is dominant, regardless of a foreign or second language instructional 

setting (Ellis, 2012). It is estimated that it accounts for approximately 70% of all the 

discourse in many secondary and even in some primary classrooms (Wells, 1993). 

Musumerci (1996) suggests four reasons for its dominance. First, the teacher and student 

view this routine as appropriate. Second, the evaluation or feedback realizes the teacher’s 

sense of obligation to encourage the student. Third, this pattern fits the inherently unequal 

distribution of power relations in classroom settings. Fourth, time constraints make this 

pattern seem attractive to teachers as the most manageable and effective way to 

orchestrate whole class interactions (Cited in Walsh, 2006). 
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However, the IRE/F pattern has received criticism from interactionist scholars 

(Cazden, 2001; Hall & Walsh, 2002; Kapser 2001; Lerner, 1995). Hall and Walsh (2002) 

who contend that in using such a mode of exchange the teacher acts as a gatekeeper to 

decide “who participates, when and how much interaction takes place between student 

and teacher” (Thoms, 2012, p. s11). Thus, the student’s participation in the classroom is 

limited. As this asymmetrical interaction grants the teacher power to control the flow of 

the discourse, it has also been criticized for depriving verbal resources that promote 

learning. By strictly executing the IRE/F exchange, the teacher actually inhibits his/her 

students’ opportunities to talk freely and extensively, restricts negotiation of meaning as 

communication, and thus holds them back from gaining proficiency in the use of complex 

language. Kasper (2001) also points out that the strict triadic dialogue is unproductive for 

acquiring pragmatic competence. However, this does not mean that it cannot afford 

learning at all. Whether this discursive pattern can facilitate students’ contributions to the 

conversation largely depends on the pedagogical purposes and how the teacher enacts it 

(Ellis, 2002; Kubanyiova, 2015; Thoms, 2012). Some scholars (Van Lier, 1996; Walsh, 

2006; Wells, 1993) take a more neutral position contending that its merits or demerits 

depend on the purposes it serves as a pedagogical activity. If the primary purpose is to 

ensure that the student appropriates information and obtains problem-solving skills, this 

pattern can be effective (Wells, 1993). 

However, in terms of individual development in FL or L2 learning, a primary 

pedagogical aim is to promote the student’s engagement with the language and to 

increase meaning-focused communication. Researchers have proposed a newer version of 

IRF, where F now represents follow-up (Donato & Brooks, 2004; Nystrand, 1997; 
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Nassaji & Wells, 2000; Walsh, 2006; Wells, 1993). This variation demonstrates the 

impact of the teacher in the learning process due to the adjustment in the third turn, which 

greatly enhances the quantity and quality of the student’s involvement. 

By extensively observing a number of 3rd grade classrooms and conducting a 

subtle analysis of the interactions, Wells (1993) revealed a slight change in the third turn 

resulting in enthusiastic and extended student participation. For example, the teachers 

asked questions, or requested clarification instead of closing down the exchange by 

providing a brief comment. Later research of Nassaji and Wells (2000) explicitly 

illustrates the ubiquity of IRE/F pattern in the classrooms at every level. However, 

dialogic interaction is emerging even in such classes resulting from the instructors’ varied 

choices in their follow-up turn. By avoiding evaluation in favor of offering justifications, 

making connections or counter-arguments, asking questions for negotiation and allowing 

the student the freedom of selecting the topic, they fabricated a more conversation-like 

communication and, thus, elicited substantial contribution and attentive participation 

from students. Hall (1998) shows a significant difference in student involvement in a high 

school Spanish as a foreign language classroom. She examined two group discussions. In 

the first group, the teacher strictly followed the IRE pattern and in the second group, the 

IRF. When the teacher asked the second group follow-up questions, or required the 

students to elaborate, or let them initiate the exchange, the participation and motivation 

were higher than in the first group. 

A core concept of the adapted version of IRF strives for equal and symmetrical 

interactions (Clifton, 2006; Donato, 2004; Van Lier, 1996;). The teacher can relinquish 

some control of the conversation and grant an equal footing to the student so that s/he can 
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lead the discussion. Thus, the classroom interplay becomes a co-construction (Jacoby & 

Ochs, 1995) of the discourse with a plethora of negotiation of meaning. In order to 

achieve genuine communication, besides changing the moves in the third turn, the teacher 

can also allow the student to “speak as themselves” (Ushioda, 2011, p. 15), i.e. to express 

personal meanings and their own identity; transfer the role of initiator of the conversation 

to the student (Berry, 1981, cited in Ellis, 2012; Hall, 1998; Waring, 2009); and solicit 

the student’s response in a collaborative manner (Ko, 2013; Toth, 2011). 

4.2 Teacher Question/Elicitation 

Some scholars see questioning technique as interchangeable with elicitation 

(Walsh, 2006; 2013), but some believe that questions constitute more than just obtaining 

responses (McCormic & Donato, 2000). Walsh (2013) defines elicitation as “the 

strategies used (normally) by teachers to get learners to respond” (p. 33). By using it, the 

teacher can reinforce student recall, maintain their attention, and most importantly 

stimulate them to talk, and thus, promote their involvement in classroom interactions. 

Questioning allows the teacher to effectively create a student-centered learning 

environment, in which the learner can actively participate in the discussion instead of 

only listening to a lecture. Questioning technique is a major tool, but absolutely not the 

only way to achieve elicitation. Using an incomplete sentence frame (Poole, 1992), also 

called the fill-in-the-blank frame (Boyd, 2012) can bring out answers from the student. 

For example, during a conversation, oftentimes, the teacher makes an incomplete 

statement like “so, the answer to that question will be— ”, purposefully prolonging the 

word “be” as a signal to wait for an answer. 
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This dissertation holds the view of McComic and Donato (2000) that questions 

can perform more functions than just elicitation. The teacher asks a lot of questions 

whether in FL or L2 classrooms. In the IRE/F patterns as discussed in the earlier section, 

questions take up the first turn in this prevailing mode of exchange, and thus, account for 

a large portion of the teacher talk. It is a dominant instructional tool and feature of 

teachers’ classroom discourse practices, assisting the instructor to achieve pedagogical 

goals. A question can achieve different functions, such as elicitation, facilitation, 

clarification and elaboration. How the teacher uses the question, its nature and role, and 

its impacts on learning have been extensively discussed since the late 1960s. 

Early teacher question studies focus on generating taxonomies and strive to codify 

the query types based on predetermined classification systems (Barn, 1976; Håkanssson 

& Lindberg, 1988; Long & Sato, 1983). Barns (1969, 1976) made the distinction between 

closed questions (i.e. that allow only one answer) and open questions (i.e. that permit 

different acceptable answers). Long and Sato (1983) proposed the typical differentiation 

between display and referential questions by examining a total of 938 questions in six 

elementary-level English as a second language (ESL) classes. When the teacher asks a 

display question, s/he has an answer in mind (e.g. What can you see in this picture?). If 

the teacher asks a referential question, s/he does not know the answer (eg: What did you 

do last Saturday?). There are also some other recognized types, such as specific and 

general information questions (Naiman, Fröhlich, Stern & Todesco, 1978), assisting and 

assessing questions (Tharp & Gallimore, 1988), and clarification requests (Pica, 1987). 

Besides investigating different types, researchers also explore other aspects, like 

the frequency and function of questions (Long & Sato, 1983; White & Lightbown, 1984), 
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their influence on language production (Brock, 1986; Crookes, 1993; Nunan, 1990; 

Shomoossi, 2004), modification of questions (Hu, 2004; White & Lightbown, 1984), 

duration of the student’s response (Dillion, 1981), and the teacher’s wait-time following a 

question (Holley & King, 1971; White & Lightbown, 1984; Shrum, 1985). 

Studies report that L2 teachers use more closed and display questions than open 

and referential questions (Long & Sato, 1983; Nunan, 1990; White & Lightbown, 1984). 

Brock (1986) further examined the effect of referential and display questions on the 

learner’s language production and illustrated that by using the referential ones, two 

teachers in a treatment group greatly enhanced the target language used by learners. 

Students produced longer and more syntactically complex responses than those in the 

control group. Other studies also confirmed this result (Long & Crookes, 1992; Nunan, 

1990; Shomoossi, 2004). 

However, the aforementioned studies are mainly conducted from an etic view and 

focus on the linguistic aspects of students’ language production (Chaudron, 1988; Ellis, 

2012; Zhang, Zhao & Goh, 2009). With the interactionist turn in FL and L2 education 

research, scholars contend that the investigation of the teacher’s use of questions should 

be examined in a more subtle and complex way rather than merely applying an 

oversimplified classification system. They argue for an emic approach, which focuses on 

the social processes of language use and the discourse dynamics underlying how teacher 

questions affect learning (McComic & Donato, 2000; Van Lier, 1988). 

Scholars approach teacher question behaviors from different perspectives. Wu’s 

(1993) research in secondary EFL classes in Hong Kong pointed out that referential 

questions do not necessarily lead to higher and more complex use of language. Teachers’ 
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question strategies also play an important role in the learning process. She illustrates two 

effective strategies—probing (i.e. ask further questions) and decomposition (i.e. break 

down the initial question into several parts) and an ineffective one—asking a series of 

questions and leaving no wait-time to the students. In addition, other factors such as the 

attitude and motivation of the students also account for instances in which the referential 

questions do not lead to higher quality of student contributions. 

Working from the language socialization perspective, Poole (1992) revealed the 

sociocultural reason underlying teachers’ choice of particular types of questions. The four 

typical strategies used by the teachers are display question, incomplete sentence frame, 

expansion, and scaffolding in the ESL learning settings she studied. They are consistent 

with techniques used by white, middle-class western society caregivers. Poole’s study 

demonstrated the social and cultural meaning encoded in teacher and student interactional 

sequences and explained the pervasiveness of the display questions. It is difficult for the 

teacher to get rid of a behavior, which they feel culturally warranted and that s/he is 

probably largely unaware of. 

Sociocultural theory is another major framework that scholars adopt to analyze 

classroom interactions. McCormick and Donato (2000) examined how a college ESL 

teacher used questions as scaffolding devices to achieve their pedagogical goals and 

assisted students to accomplish tasks beyond their ability. Their study shows that 

scaffolding is a useful framework for understanding teacher questions, which are 

identified in reference to six scaffolding functions—recruitment, reduction in degree of 

freedom, direction maintenance, marking critical features, frustration control and 

demonstration. Through this lens, the researchers illustrate that questions are used in 
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dynamic and discursive ways to assist comprehension. The authors argue that simply 

assigning a static function to a question type is misleading, which ignores the co-

constructed achievement processes mediated by this symbolic tool. The value of this 

study lies in the revelation of the dynamic nature, the rich social and cognitive value and 

broader roles of a question. 

Boyd and Rubin (2002) and Boyd (2012) examine the patterns and functions of 

teacher and student interactions from the perspective of contingently responsive teaching 

(Wells & Chang-Wells, 1992) and dialogic instruction (Nystrand, 1997). Both studies 

reveal a new understanding of the function of questions in teaching. Examining student 

extended talk, Boyd and Rubin (2002) showed that teacher talk engendered student 

critical turns in an ESOL (English for Speakers of Other languages) classroom. Their 

findings defended display questions showing that they brought out as many extended 

utterance as referential or authentic questions. The teacher did not ask the display 

questions as a recitation cue or an evaluation. Rather, in this classroom, display questions 

function as contingent ones, primarily responding to prior student expression and pushing 

them to further expand thinking and talking. In Boyd (2012), the researcher further 

explained how contingent questions served as an effective tool to facilitate and extend 

students’ talk. Contingent questions are promoted by a prior utterance and explicitly aim 

to extend what is being discussed. Finding shows that by using this type of question to 

push further, the teacher performed the roles of a guide and supporter and made 29% of 

the whole utterance. This study contributed to previous scholarly discussion by clarifying 

two major methods of promoting student talk. One is to change the third turn as a follow 
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up instead of as a feedback. The other is establishing socio-historical patterns of 

classroom talk, which can cultivate students to respond in particular ways. 

Noor, Amen and Mustaffa (2012) observed and analyzed the discourse in four 

primary EFL classrooms across four states in Malaysia focusing on the teacher question. 

Their findings showed that the most common type of questions asked by the four teachers 

is the display question. However, a close discourse analysis pointed out especially to the 

FL teachers that the act of asking effective and productive questions is cognitively 

demanding in terms of teachers’ knowledge of pedagogical content and the student. 

Failure in producing suitable questions for students resulted in students’ increased 

anxiety and decreased motivation to learn. 

Two teacher-questioning studies (Zhang, Liu & Hong, 2006; Zhang, Zhao & Goh, 

2009) from a classroom discourse perspective conducted in Chinese language classrooms 

are found. Zhang, Liu and Hong (2006) examined 22 lessons of five primary Chinese as 

L2 classrooms in Singapore. Findings, which were different from those of previous 

research in western language classrooms, demonstrated that Singapore Chinese language 

teachers asked an equal number of display and referential questions. Another difference 

is that teachers’ questions, especially referential questions, however, failed to elicit 

students’ response. A distinctive feature of the failed questions is that they were mostly 

textbook-based and vocabulary-oriented. The teacher-student interaction focused on text 

comprehension and linguistic accuracy instead of communicative competence. The 

authors claimed that whether these features are specific to Chinese language classroom or 

Singapore Chinese language classroom needs further studies on issues such as teachers’ 

beliefs with regard to asking questions, and social and cultural influences. 
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4.3 Corrective feedback (CF) 

Besides questioning, the other major action of the teacher in the language 

classroom is the feedback, meaning the teacher’s reaction to students’ output. Feedback 

has been discussed from different angles, such as immediate vs. delayed, reward vs. 

punishment, positive vs. negative (Barringer & Gholson, 1979). The last group, 

especially negative feedback, also called corrective feedback (Fanselow, 1977), has 

received great attention in the SL/FL field. It refers to the way the teacher treats student 

errors. Conversational analysts use the term repair (Kasper, 1985). Lyster and Ranta 

(1997) argued for two functions of negotiation in the L2 classrooms. Besides the concept 

of “negotiation of meaning” indicating “exchanges between learners and their 

interlocutors as they attempt to solve communication breakdowns and to work toward 

mutual comprehension (Pica et al., 1989, p.65), they proposed the concept of “negotiation 

of form” indicating “the provision of corrective feedback that encourages self-repair 

involving accuracy and precision and not merely comprehensibility” (Lyster & Ranta, 

1997, p. 42). This distinction is similar to the distinction between conversational and 

didactic repair made by conversation analysts (Seedhouse, 2004; Van Lier, 1988). 

Researchers have investigated CF from a variety of methodological traditions (e.g 

descriptive classroom interaction studies, experimental studies and conversation analysis 

studies). This review will briefly discuss the descriptive studies, which led to typologies 

of corrective feedback and some major classroom observational research that examined 

the teacher’s treatment of errors. Experimental studies (Carroll, Roberge & Swain, 1992; 

Carroll & Swain, 1993; DeKeyser, 1993) are not in the scope of this review. 
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In the first comprehensive review of literature, Hendrickson (1978) listed out five 

fundamental questions with regard to corrective feedback: 

1 Should learner errors be corrected? 2 If so, when should learner errors be 
corrected? 3 Which learner errors should be corrected? 4 How should learner 
errors be corrected? 5 Who should correct learner errors? (p.389) 

Experimental studies (Carroll, Roberge & Swain, 1992; Lightbown & Spada, 1990; 

Thomasello & Herron, 1989) mostly investigated the correlation between corrective 

feedback and L2 learning to answer question 1. The incentive of conducting this type of 

studies were driven by the conclusion of some research that negative feedback is actually 

not necessary in children’s first language (L1) learning (Birdsong, 1989; White, 1991). 

These studies generated positive findings that adult L2 learners who received CF 

outperformed their counterparts who did not. However, DeKeyser (1993) showed no 

significant overall effect on student achievement. Instead, it had interactional effect 

between factors such as previous experience, aptitude, extrinsic motivation and anxiety. 

Though experimental studies are informative, they are insufficient in terms of examining 

individual reactions to the feedback. Classroom observational qualitative studies are 

needed with regard to uncovering the process at the local level (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 

1994). 

The early descriptive studies (Allwright, 1975; Chaudron, 1977; Fanselow, 1977) 

focused on investigating types of corrective feedback. In these studies, researchers first 

defined and identified forms of correction and then put the teacher’s typically used 

strategies into categories. Chaudron (1977) regarded “any action of the teacher which 

clearly transforms, disapprovingly refers to, or demands improvement of the learner’s 

utterance” (p. 31) as a correction. Fenselow (1977) identified 16 types of treatment of 
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error and their percentage in 11 ESL classrooms. Among them, one type labeled as giving 

part of correct response or establishing cue in a different medium was used most by the 

teachers. Chaudron (1977) developed a model consisting of 31 features (those are 

dependent on context) and types (those are independent from context) of corrective 

feedback of three French immersion teachers who taught both the content and French 

language arts classes. The analysis showed that the teachers preferred to correct more 

errors in the language arts classes and tended to correct more errors earlier in the school 

year than later. Scholars (Allen et al., 1990; Ellis, 2012; Hyland & Hyland, 2006; 

Nystrom, 1983) pointed out that, as a social action, CF is quite complex. It varies in 

correspondence to the particular context. There is a lack of precision and consistency of 

the teacher’s error correction practices in these early studies. 

Later, Lyster and Ranta (1997) did a similar descriptive study in 27 French 

immersion classrooms in Canada. In this often-cited research, the authors identified and 

defined six major types of corrective feedback employed by the teacher including explicit 

correction, recast, clarification requests, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, and 

repetition. Ellis (2012) discussed these six strategies from the dimension of explicitness 

and implicitness. Explicit feedback refers to the overt provision of the correct form 

including explicit correction, metalinguistic feedback and elicitation. The implicit 

strategies—recast, repetition and clarification, do not give the correct version for the 

learner output. 

Besides identification of the types, researchers examined the frequency with 

which the teacher uses them. Lyster and Ranta (1997) examined how often the teacher 

used each type and their relation with learner uptake (i.e. the immediate utterance of the 
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student’s after the teacher’s feedback which contains a reaction). Results showed that all 

the teachers used recast (66%) the most. This result was confirmed by other subsequent 

research (Havranek, 1999; Lochtman 2000; Panova & Lyster, 2002; Ellis, Loewen & 

Basturkmen, 1999). However, in answering the question of whether recast leads to a 

higher percentage of student self-repair, findings are at odds with each other. The recast 

used by the teachers in the study by Lyster and Ranta (1997) led to a fairly small percent 

(18%) of student repair. Other discourse moves that led to a higher percentage of student 

repair were clarification requests (88%), metalinguistic feedback (86%), and repetition 

(78%), which are all explicit ones. Learners were less actively engaged when the teachers 

used recasts because most of the cases the students did not even notice the gap between 

their use of the forms and the teachers’. Panova and Lyster (2002) had a similar result of 

a high frequency of recasts with little learner uptake in adult ESL classes. This result was 

also consistent with an experimental study by Carroll, Swain and Roberge (1993) that 

learners who received explicit procedural feedback outperformed on the experimental 

tasks than their counterparts who were given implicit feedback. Both studies explained 

that explicit feedback eliminated the guesswork for learners, allowing them to either self-

repair or peer-repair. Instead of examining the relation between feedback and the 

student’s uptake, Havranek (1999, cited in Nicholas, Lightbown & Spada, 2001) 

designed tests measuring learners’ performance, which received different types of 

feedback in order to see their effectiveness. The results showed that compared with 

explicit feedback, recasts led to less accurate test performance. However, recasting was 

found effective in both Ellis et al., (1999) and Ohta (2000). Ellis et al. (1999) showed 

different results with regard to students’ uptake of the teacher’s recasts. Based on analysis 
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of 12 hours of teaching English in a private language school, Ellis and his colleagues 

reported a high percentage of recasts and a high percentage of uptake (75%). Ohta (2000) 

explored the student response to recasts in a new approach. She examined the private 

speech of the adult foreign language learners of Japanese to see the impact of the recasts 

on members of the class who were not the individual to whom the feedback was 

addressed. Private speech was defined as “oral language addressed by the student to 

himself or herself” (p.52). The researcher found that learners were more likely to react to 

a recast in private speech directed to another learner or the whole class. This result 

illustrated that recasts were actually salient to the learners, even if they did not elicit 

uptake from the originator of the error. 

When it comes to the frequency and effectiveness of different corrective feedback 

strategies, the factor of classroom context should be taken into consideration. The 

observed classes in both Ellis et al. (1999) and Ohta (2000) focused on the form of the 

language. And the classes that Ellis and his colleagues studied were preceded by an hour 

of instruction on specific grammatical features. The focal class in Ohta (2000) had a 

strong orientation toward focusing on form as “most activities were designed to promote 

an understanding and use of grammar and vocabulary, with particular topics providing 

broader coherence to classroom activity” (p. 55). In both of the classes students were 

more attentive to the modification in teachers’ feedback due to the focus on form 

classroom context. Lochtman (2002) particularly examined teachers’ CF in the traditional 

German as a FL classes which had an emphasis on grammar. His results confirmed that 

the more analytic and form-focused the activities, the more initiation to self-repair of the 
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students. When the focus of the classroom activities shifts to meaning, the number of 

teachers using recast was higher. 

Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994) explored teacher feedback from the perspective of 

sociocultural theory. In this study, they proposed a regulatory scale of implicit and 

explicit feedback strategies that a writing tutor used. This scale illustrated that their 

distinction is actually not a dichotomy but a continuum. The authors see the teacher’s 

correction as other-regulation in the learner’s zone of proximal development (ZPD). The 

teacher uses more explicit strategies as the other-regulation to help the student. When the 

learner’s ability moves higher in their ZPD, they are able to self-regulate and explicit 

strategies are no longer needed. Instead, the teacher should provide more implicit error 

feedback, because the learner is able to conduct the self-repair. Therefore, the answer to 

the question of using which types of CF should not be considered in a reductionist 

manner. The authors argue that all types of feedback are potentially relevant to learning. 

However, the choice of different types should be determined depending on where in the 

learner’s ZPD a particular property of the L2 is situated. 

In this section, I reviewed the existing studies of classroom discourse in L2 

classrooms. They focus on particular features of moment-by-moment interaction such as 

certain discourse patterns, questioning routines and feedback strategies. Some of these 

studies also attempt to connect teachers’ classroom discourse practices to student learning 

outcomes. These studies contribute to the classroom discourse literature in that they 

illuminate particular teacher moves and their characteristics in L2 instruction. Even 

though scholars attempted to draw generalizations about learning from interactional 

patterns, the review of the literature reveals that a particular discourse pattern does not 
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equal a particular outcome. The display question or the IRE pattern does not equate with 

effective or ineffective instruction. Moment-by-moment interaction is highly variable 

depending on the specific pedagogical goal and the local context. Therefore, this current 

study examines classroom discourse from a different perspective—high leverage teaching 

practice theory. It views classroom discourse from a broader scope relating to 

pedagogical goals, the realization of which is comprised of different layers of teaching 

practices. This multilayered approached distinguishes itself from the traditional dual 

understanding of classroom discourse as either the big D or the small d. It aims at a larger 

pedagogical process defined by a specific learning goal. This type of view of practices is 

needed in terms of connecting teacher practices with the learning outcomes of student 

engagement during classroom interaction. It is also a necessity with regard to teacher 

education. The novice teacher needs to know what pedagogical goals they are aiming for 

and also the set of practices and strategies that they can use to realize instruction that will 

address these goals. It further benefits them to see particular practices realized in a range 

of instructional activity types and in many different situation- and context-specific 

interactional realizations, highlighting the intersections of widely applicable practices 

with the specific demands of local classroom contexts and instructional moments. In the 

following section, I introduce the concept of high leverage teaching practices. 

5. High leverage teaching practices 

5.1 Basic Concepts 

In 1999, Ball and Cohen called for a reconstruction of education programs and 

proposed a new framework of practice-based teacher education (PBTE). Since then the 

literature with regard to PBTE has been rapidly growing, especially in recent years, first 
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in the field of math education (Ball et al. 2009; Ball & Foranzi, 2009) and then in others 

like science (Windschitl, Thompson, & Braaten, 2011; Windschitl et al., 2012), English 

language arts (Grossman & McDonald, 2008; Grossman & Hammerness & McDonald, 

2009;), world languages (Hlas & Hlas, 2012; Kearney, 2015; Lampert & Graziani, 2009; 

Troyan, David & Donato, 2013) and special education (McLeskey & Brownell, 2015). 

PBTE is a comprehensive approach, which contends that educators should make 

practice a central element in the teacher education curriculum. This approach questions 

the effectiveness of current professional programs, which are mostly established on two 

paradigms—a knowledge centered and personal centered view. The underpinning 

philosophy of the former is the positivist view, the application of which to teacher 

education places the presentation of generalized knowledge about teaching as the 

adequate form of professional preparation. It understands practical knowledge as simply 

relating the appropriate means to the decided objectives (Wallace & Bau, 1991). The 

latter resides in a phenomenologist view, which accentuates the meaning given by the 

individual. The teacher education approach under this paradigm often tries to understand 

the perceptions and individual experiences of student teachers and acknowledge their 

self-agency in decision making (Roberts, 2016). Usually founded under either paradigm 

or a mix of the two, the existing programs overlook an important facet of enactment in 

their profession preparation, which arguably leaves graduates unprepared for the 

classroom. PBTE highlights the differences between what the teacher knows and what 

the teacher does and tries to solve the problem of enactment (Kennedy, 1999) that the 

new teacher faces in real situations. To add “pedagogies of enactment” to the 

“pedagogies of investigation” (Grossman & McDonald, 2008) as a comprehensive 
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practice-based approach (Kearney, 2015), Grossman and McDonald (2008) suggest two 

major shifts that teacher educators need to adopt. First, they should reframe the program 

and shatter the historical separation between foundation and method courses. Second, 

they need to help novice teachers develop a set of core practices for teaching. Scholars 

have termed them (Grossman, Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009; Grossman & 

McDonald, 2008) “high-leverage practice” (Ball et al. 2009; Hatch & Grossman, 2009) 

or “high-leverage teaching practices” (Hlas & Hlas, 2012; Kearney, 2015). The 

understanding of this concept is slightly different. In their study (2009), Ball and her 

colleagues provided a definition. 

[High-leverage] practices are most likely to equip beginners with capabilities for 
the fundamental elements of professional work and that are unlikely to be learned 
on one’s own through experience … teaching practices in which the proficient 
enactment by a teacher is likely to lead to comparatively large advances in student 
learning. (p. 460) 

The focus of Hatch and Grossman’s (2009) definition is slightly different: 

High-leverage practices are approaches to teaching that can be used to address 
common problems of practice that teachers face and that novices will almost 
certainly need to employ once they begin teaching. High-leverage practices also 
enable novices to continue to learn; for example, learning to elicit student 
thinking in discussions allows new teachers to learn about the different ways 
students may be thinking about a text or problem. (pp. 76-77) 

By using the term “high-leverage”, these scholars indicate “the most beneficial strategies, 

routines, and practices that impact student learning based on how the teacher makes use 

of the practices or, more specifically, how they are leveraged by the teacher” (Hlas & 

Hlas, 2012, p. s78). 

Different scholars have proposed criteria to identify HLTPs (Grossman et al., 

2009; McDonald et al., 2013). A comprehensive list of them was developed by the 

University of Michigan Teacher Education Initiative (TEI) Curriculum (see Table 2. 1) 
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indicating features, such as effectiveness, usefulness in all areas, analyzability, and 

learnability. One important feature, which is not in the list, mentioned by Grossman and 

her colleagues (2009), is that the HLTPs should also be research-based. 

Scholars in different areas have identified 19 core practices they consider to be 

effective in all areas as presented by Teaching Works (see table 2. 2). This list covers 

practices focusing on different facets of teaching such as the skills of planning and 

designing (item 11, 12, 13), instruction (item 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 16), structuring the learning 

environment (item 4, 8), understanding student cognition (3, 5, 6, 14), relationship (9, 10, 

17, 19), reflection (18) and assessment (item 15). The skill of understanding student 

cognition overlaps with other skills like instruction, planning and designing. 

Features related to high-quality teaching: 
1. Effective/powerful in advancing pupils’ learning both distally and proximally 
2. Specifically effective in using and managing differences among students, and in 
confronting inequities. 
3. Useful in many contexts and across content areas. 
Features related to high-quality professional education: 
4. Can be assessed 
5. Serve usefully as building blocks for learning practice 
6. Can be unpacked and taught to beginners and learned by them 
7. Can be justified and made convincing to teacher candidates (and others) as 
meaningful and useful for becoming skilled practitioners, both now and later 
8. Are unlikely to be learned well only through experience 

(Table 2.1: Eight Features of HLTP Source: TEI Curriculum Group, 2008, p. 4) 

HLTPs 
1. Making content explicit through explanation, modeling, representations, and 
examples 
2. Leading whole-class discussion 
3. Eliciting and interpreting individual students’ thinking 
4. Establishing norms and routines for classroom discourse central to the subject-matter 
domain 
5. Recognizing particular common patterns of student thinking in a subject-matter 
domain 
6. Identifying and implementing an instructional response to common patterns of 
student thinking 
7. Teaching a lesson or segment of instruction 
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8. Implementing organizational routines, procedures, and strategies to support a 
learning environment 
9. Setting up and managing small group work 
10. Engaging in strategic relationship-building conversations with students 
11. Setting long- and short- term learning goals for student referenced to external 
benchmarks 
12. Appraising, choosing, and modifying tasks and texts for a specific learning goal 
13. Designing a sequence of lessons toward a specific learning goal 
14. Selecting and using particular methods to check understanding and monitor student 
learning 
15. Composing, selecting, interpreting, and using information from methods of 
summative assessment 
16. Providing oral and written feedback to students on their work 
17. Communicating about a student with a parent or guardian 
18. Analyzing instruction for the purpose of improving it 
19. Communicating with other professionals 

(Table 2.2 HLTPs Source: TeachingWorks2, 2013) 

5.2 Issues with regard to HLTPs 

The identification of HLTPs is a complex undertaking. Actually, using practices 

and activities as the basis for teacher preparation is not a new idea. As early as the 1920s, 

Charters and Waples (1929) conducted the Commonwealth Teacher Training Study, 

which collected data via survey from the activities of several thousand teachers and made 

a list of 1001 of them. They then divided these activities into seven major categories 

(cited in Zeichner, 2012). This is the first attempt to research teacher praxis based on 

scientific analysis. Later, there were other similar studies (Barr, 1929; Gage & Winne, 

1974). However, these studies did not exert great influence. They fell into a reductionist 

approach viewing practice as a whole action, which ignores its complex nature and only 

ended up with a long list of instructional activities. 

To avoid the failure of the previous attempts to employ a practice-based approach 

and also to avert a fad-like approach, there needs to be a deeper understanding of the 

2 A national organization based at the University of Michigan School of Education dedicated to improving 
professional training for teaching. 
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complexity of teaching, more robust tools for capturing instructional practice and careful 

analysis of the teaching practices and their unpacking for learning (Richardon, 2002, 

cited in Grossman & McDonald, 2008). The new approach holds that practice is not a 

simple moment of interaction. It is usually multilayered. One of the criteria to identify a 

HLTP is that it can be composed into smaller parts, rendering it visible for novices. And 

this task can be done systematically through empirical research. This makes the issue of 

its grain size essential, when it comes to HLTPs identification. It is varied among 

different practices. For example, leading classroom discussion is one HLTP that scholars 

discuss (e.g. Boerst & Sleep, 2007; Kearney, 2015). Its grain size is quite large and its 

realization needs more discrete practices, strategies and instructional routines. Therefore, 

it can be further “decomposed” (Grossman, 2011) into constituent components, also 

referred to as “micropractices” (Troyan, Davin, & Donato, 2013), such as “eliciting 

contributions and managing collective work” (Boerst & Sleept, 2007). Due to the variable 

grain sizes of different practices, the analytic work of decomposition, both from a 

research perspective and within teacher education programs, is the essence of this new 

approach, which distinguishes itself from previous attempts. 

Moreover, HLTPs should be defined in empirical ways and linked with student 

learning (Hlas & Hlas, 2012; Kearney, 2015). Rigorous and systematic research design is 

needed. Though researchers have started examining the relationship between certain 

HLTPs and their impact on students’ learning processes and outcomes, they have not 

reached consensus in defining what constitutes significant student learning. For example, 

Franke and Chan (2006), and Hatch and Grossman (2009) examined the documented 

practices of highly regarded teachers in both K-12 and higher education nominated by the 
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Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock 

(2001) used the effect sizes of student percentile gains to identify HLTPs. The Math 

Methods Planning Group at the University of Michigan developed a list of practices with 

reference to professional standards (Ball et al., 2009). These initial works are important in 

the development of HLTPs. However, these initial attempts of relating the effectiveness 

of the teacher practice with learning results varied from distant perspectives, which 

demonstrated different explanatory power. Except the study of Marzano, Pickering and 

Pollock (2001), all the other works indirectly examined this variable. On this point, 

Kearney (2015) calls for stronger emphasis on this point, arguing that “establishing 

reasonable and rigorous means for measuring the impact of practices on learning 

conditions (i.e. classroom discourse and interactions, enacted curriculum) and learning 

itself (in the moment and over longer time scales) is therefore paramount” (p. 102). 

In addition, the development of PBTE needs a shared language, i.e. “well-defined 

common terms for describing and analyzing teaching” (Grossman & McDonald, 2008, 

p.186). In 1975, Dan Lortie has already pointed out that the areas of teaching and teacher 

education lack a common technical vocabulary to describe the work. Up to now, it is still 

absent (Grossman & McDonald, 2008; McDonald et al., 2013). The variant terminology 

such as “practice”, “core practice”, “HLPs” and “HLTPs” shows this lack of 

commonality. Also, there is no consensus with regard to the grain sizes. Hlas and Hlas 

(2012) and Kearney (2015) called the upper level the “practice” and the sub-skills the 

“micropractices”. Boerst and Sleep (2007) constructed three layers rather than two. They 

call the upper level the “domain” of practices and the next level down they refer to it as 

the “practice”, which can be further decomposed into “strategies for teaching”. Hatch and 
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Grossman (2009) use “high leverage practice” to refer to upper level skills and “tools” to 

refer to sub-skills. The different terminology makes it difficult to understand the grain 

size of a HLTP. According to McDonald and his colleagues (2013), without this mutual 

framework, the field is limited in three major ways. 

First, we are limited in our ability to investigate how much and in what ways the 
core practices themselves need to change as the context of their implementation 
changes. Second, we are limited in our ability to develop teacher education 
pedagogies that support teachers in learning to enact core practices. And third, the 
lack of a common language limits our ability to engage in research aimed at 
understanding the impact of core practices and supporting pedagogies on K-12 
student learning. (p. 381) 

Therefore, it is paramount for researchers to develop such a framework, which requires 

careful parsing of the domain, identifying a grammar of practices and theoretically 

defining the elemental constructs of practice and micropractice. However, the need for a 

common ground does not necessarily mean that there should be one set of practices for 

the field to adopt as a whole. The most essential task is to develop a common 

understanding of the concept of core practices instead of a “dogmatic adherence to a 

fixed sequence of teaching behaviors” (Kearney, 2015, p. 102), so that each content area 

can maintain flexibility to organize and implement the practice-based teacher education 

initiatives. For example, scholars named the HLTP—leading classroom discussion 

differently. Ball and Forzani (2009) called it “whole group discussion” (p.507), 

Grossman et al. (2008) “orchestrating classroom discussions” (p.278), Hlas and Hlas 

(2012), “leading a classroom discussion” (p. s86), and Kearney (2015) “leading an open-

ended group discussion” (p. 101). This variation in terminology depends upon its special 

content and function in different educational fields. However, it should not be confusing 
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to the student as long as the concept is well established and its micropractices are well 

defined. 

5.3 Standards concerning HLTPs 

Ongoing discussion among scholars calling for a reemphasis on practice also has 

drawn the attention of teacher education associations and influenced standards for 

accreditation. In 2010, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 

(NCATE, 2010) published a report named Transforming Teacher Education Through 

Clinical Practice: A National Strategy to Prepare Effective Teachers. This report calls 

for a dramatic overhaul of current teacher educational programs and delineates 10 design 

principles of clinically based preparation. 

To prepare effective teachers for 21st century classrooms, teacher education must 
shift away from a norm which emphasizes academic preparation and course work 
loosely linked to school-based experiences. Rather, it must move to programs that 
are fully grounded in clinical practice and interwoven with academic content and 
professional courses. (p. ii) 

Accordingly, the Council for the Accreditation of Education Preparation (CAEP) in 2013 

accordingly revised their standards. Standard 2—Clinical Partnerships and Practice— 

accentuates the importance of enactment in teacher preparation. It states that programs 

should “ensure that effective partnerships and high-quality clinical practice are central to 

preparation so that candidates develop the knowledge, skills, and professional 

dispositions necessary to demonstrate a positive impact on all P-12 student learning and 

development” (CAEP, 2013, p.6). Besides these two teacher preparation councils, the 

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Language (ACTFL) also launched the 

Research Priorities Project, which pinpoints high-leverage teaching practices as one of 

the areas that needs to be further explored in order to improve FL classroom instruction 
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(Glisan & Donato, 2012). To answer this call, scholars (Davin & Troyan, 2015; Hlas & 

Hlas, 2012; Kearney, 2015) in started examining the potential application of PBTE in the 

field of FLs. 

6. HLTPs in the field of World Languages 

6.1 WL HLTPs 

Research on HLTPs in the field of WLs has started only in recent years. Scholars 

working in this area (Hlas & Hlas, 2012; Kearney, 2015; Troyan, Davin & Donato, 2013) 

have addressed the need for and challenges of building discipline-specific HLTPs. There 

is a growing consensus that it is imperative to establish a “grammar of practice” 

(Grossman & McDonald, 2008, p. 186), i.e. to identify the HLTPs and decompose them 

into micropractices—the routines, strategies, and moves, which especially apply to WL 

education. Kearney (2015) argued that in order to accomplish the first phase of the work, 

the scholars must 

(1) define in empirical ways what world language-specific HLTPs are, (2) identify 
the learning opportunities and outcomes to which those particular practices 
correspond, (3) analyze how HLTPs are deployed in classroom discourse, and (4) 
investigate ways in which such practices can be learned and used by novice 
teachers. (p. 104) 

The few existing studies are the pioneer work and conducted from different aspects. The 

earliest study was done by Lampert and Graziani in 2009. Then, to answer the call of the 

ACTFL, Anne Hlas and Chritopher Hlas in 2012 wrote a fundamental review of HLTPs, 

which can be applied in the FL field. Then Davin, Troyan and Donato published two 

articles reporting the implementation of PBTE in their teacher preparation program 

(Davin & Troyan, 2015; Troyan, Davin & Donato, 2013). Kearney (2015) investigated 

the micropractices that two teachers used to lead a group discussion. ACTFL has also 
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proposed a list including six fundamental HLTPs in their teacher training workshops and 

recently published a book by Glisan and Donato (2016) intended for use in teacher 

education settings. Here is a synthesized list of the HLTPs (see Table 2.3) discussed and 

examined in the aforementioned work. 

HLTPs in the field of WLs 
1. Anticipating student errors and misconceptions during planning 
2. Designing communicative activities 
3. Using authentic cultural resources 
4. Planning with backward design model 
5. Questioning for building and assessing student understanding 
6. Increasing interaction and target language comprehensibility 
7. Leading a classroom discussion 
8. Teaching grammar using an inductive approach followed by constructed 
explanations of form-meaning relationships/teach grammar as concept and use it in 
context 
9. Teaching through problem solving 
10. Providing appropriate feedback 
11. Making connections between multiple representations 
12. Explaining language and second language cultures 
13. Building students’ ability to use language for communicative purposes 

(Table 2.3) 

This list does not try to be comprehensive and exhaustive. It is meant to 

summarize and synthesize those practices, which have been researched and agreed upon 

by WL scholars. There are surely others that need to be investigated. For example, all the 

relational practices (Grossman, 2008) such as communicating with parents, engaging in 

strategic relationship-building conversations with students, are not mentioned here. They 

are also essential for FL teachers, especially for those who are not from English-speaking 

cultures. 

These 13 practices are not all concerned with instruction. The first four involve 

pre-instructional planning. The latter nine focus on the enactment of instruction. Numbers 

one and five are oriented toward understanding student thinking. This categorization is 
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not absolute, because some practices happen in both the planning and instructional 

phases, such as, anticipating student error, making connections between multiple 

representations, and using authentic cultural materials. Some of them are particularly 

specialized to the FL field, such as designing communicative activities, increasing 

interaction and target language comprehensibility, using authentic cultural materials, 

teaching grammar in context and building the ability to use language for communicative 

purposes. 

This list was generated from various kinds of research and resources. Therefore, 

the depth and the way in which they have been discussed are different. However, 

generally speaking, the research with regard to HLTPs in WL classes is still in 

preliminary stages. Hlas and Hlas3 (2012) conducted a literature view on the existing 

theoretical and empirical work, most of which are in the field of mathematics. They 

proposed four essential HLTPs (items 1, 7, 9 and 11) in the above list. The authors chose 

these practices based on four criteria—the empirical evidence provided in previous 

studies, their historical nature, continued importance in teacher training, and emphasis on 

the development of the student understanding. Even though each practice is first 

discussed from the perspective of math education, these authors have contributed to the 

development of HLTPs as they explicated their application in FL teaching. Their article 

proposes applications of practices identified in math education to the field of WL 

education, but it is important to note that their piece is a literature review and not a report 

of empirical research. 

3 Christopher Hlas is a professor of mathematics in University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and his wife Anne 
Hlas is a professor in the department of languages. 
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ACTFL has also announced six core practices. They are items 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,10. 

Another three—items 5, 6, 8 are from research by Troyan, Davin and Donato (2013). 

Though this is an empirical study, it focuses on the implementation of a practice-based 

approach to FL teacher education. Their choice of these three HLTPs was based on a 

review of the literature and discussion among themselves. Kearney (2015) conducted the 

first empirical study, which attempted to identify HLTPs and their constituent parts 

through analysis of classroom discourse. The researcher observed two high-performing 

novice WL teachers. One was teaching high school Spanish and the other high school 

Latin. The researcher conducted the initial inductive analysis during the process of data 

collection. She used microethnographic methods to code the practices according to the 

HLTPs identified by TeachingWorks (2013). The three core practices identified are 

“leading a group discussion”, “explaining language and second language cultures” and 

“building students’ ability to use language for communicative purposes”. Then the 

researcher further analyzed the practice of leading a group discussion, as it was the only 

practice that both the focal teachers frequently used. 

Even though scholars have begun their work to explore, identify and discuss the 

essential HLTPs in the field of world language, these practices are far from being fully 

investigated. Except those three HLTPs acknowledged by Kearney (2015), all the others 

are based on the review of the literature in other fields or the widely accepted SLA 

theories to inform their definition of practices. More empirical studies are needed to 

continue the research and move forward in the implementation of PBTE, as Troyan and 

his colleagues contended that 

systematic observation of the classroom of effective FL educator is needed to 
identify the [HLTPs] that are applicable to our field and critical to the 
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professional repertoire of pre-service teachers and novice teachers in the initial 
stage of their careers. (2013, p. 172) 

The following sections represent the brief descriptions of some of the HLTPs and their 

possible micropractices that have been discussed (Davin & Donato, 2015; Kearney, 2015; 

Hlas & Hlas, 2012; Troyan, Davin and Donato, 2013). 

Practice 1: Anticipating student errors and misconceptions during planning 

Understanding the thinking of the students in the subject domain is critical for the 

teacher both in the planning and enactment of the instruction. In math education, 

recognizing the student’s reasoning and anticipating their reactions to math problems is 

an essential skill. Hlas and Hlas (2012) discussed the application of this practice in the 

WL classroom. For the WL teacher, to anticipate student errors and misconceptions 

means to understand their difficulties in comprehending the target language, anticipating 

the common errors in expression, potential communication problems, and possible 

misunderstanding of a cultural perception. 

Hlas and Hlas proposed a lesson planning micropractice that anticipates student 

errors. It uses a “four-column lesson plan” (p. s82). This lesson plan model is different 

from traditional ones, which focus primarily on describing the activities of the teacher. 

This innovative template adds three more columns to support the operation of the 

anticipated student responses, the teacher follow-up questions and activities, and the 

teacher’s ongoing assessment of student understanding. It helps the teacher structure their 

thoughts and focus their attention not only on the procedural aspects of the lesson but 

also on the thinking of the students and the problem solving plans. 

Practice 5: Questioning for building and assessing student understanding 
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As I discussed in the previous section, questioning is a dominant tool in teaching, 

which assists the instructor to achieve various goals, such as, elicitation, facilitation, 

clarification, elaboration and assessment. Troyan, Davin and Donato (2013) taught this 

practice among the major three core practices to their future teachers. Then Davin and 

Donato (2015) further tracked two of their graduate students to explore whether they 

applied this practice in teaching. In their research, based on L2 theories regarding 

questions, the authors decompose it into three major micropractices and 12 constituent 

moves (see Table 2.4). 

(Table 2.4 Micropractices and Moves of the HLTP 5 Source: Troyan, Davin and Donato, 
2013) 

HLTP 5: Questioning to build and assess student understanding 
Micropractice Its moves 
1. Questions, lesson a. use of contextually appropriate questions 
objectives, and b. sufficient quantity of questions 
contexts 
2. Question types c. use of questions that move from yes/no to forced-choice to 

open-ended 
d. use of questions that are varied and include a balance of 
different questions types 
e. presence of assisting questions 
f. use of clear, unambiguous questions appropriate for 
students 

3. Questions form and g. progression from easy to more difficult questions 
follow up h. use of a variety of response of response types to students’ 

utterances 
i. natural reaction to students’ responses 
j. use of questions that utilize simple syntax (with beginners) 
k. use of follow-up questions to elicit elaborations 
l. rephrasing or downgrading of questions upon student 
confusion 

Practice 6: Increasing interaction and target language comprehensibility 

One of the essential HLTPs in WL language instruction is to increase interaction 

and the student’ s understanding of the target language. It is another one of the three core 

practices that Troyan, Davin and Donato (2013) chose for their implementation of the 
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practice-based approach. Also, Davin and Troyan (2015) further examined it. In the 

1980s, Krashen proposed the Monitor Model (1982) of second language acquisition 

(SLA) emphasizing the critical role of comprehensible input for L2 learning. He argued 

that with access to the target language, the learner would acquire it without noticing the 

language form. Thereafter, different models were proposed against Krashen’s Input 

Hypothesis. For example, VanPattern’s Input Processing Model (2004) contended that 

learning happens when the student raises conscious attention to the language form. Swain 

(1985) proposed the Output Hypothesis, which criticizes that Krashen’s Model for 

ignoring the role of output. However, all these models acknowledge the fundamental role 

of comprehensible input for the student to acquire the target language. In the 1990s, 

studies of interactions between native and nonnative speakers gave rise to the 

interactionist view. Scholars (Canale & Swain, 1985; Long, 1983; Pica, 1994; Swain & 

Lapkin, 1998) taking this approach recognized the essential role of interaction and argued 

that L2 is learned through negotiation of meaning. 

Based on these theories, the authors (Davin & Troyan, 2015; Troyan, Davin & 

Donato, 2013) place “increasing interaction and target language compressibility” as the 

first HLTP that the future FL teacher needs to master. In order to examine how their two 

graduates, who applied this practice in their work, Davin and Troyan (2015) decomposed 

it into three micropractices, namely, creating comprehensible language, giving contexts 

for comprehension, and providing comprehensible interactions with students. This 

description, in turn, was decomposed into 12 moves to decode the instruction (see Table 

2.5). 

HLTP 6: Increasing interaction and target language comprehensibility 
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Micro-practice Its moves 
1. Creating a. use of examples to define new words 
comprehensible b. use of appropriate rate of speech 
Language c. multiple use of new words and expressions 

d. use of tone of voice to signal new words and structures 
e. use of paraphrasing 
f. use of familiar vocabulary and structures 

2. Creating contexts for g. use of gestures to clarify new language 
comprehension h. clearly conveying lesson topic and objective before input 

i. use of meaningful and purposeful context 
j. use of visuals and props 

3. Creating k. active involvement of students in lessons 
comprehensible l. use of appropriate sequences of questions 
interactions with 
students 

(Table 2.5 Micropractices and Moves of the HLTP 6 Source: Troyan, Davin and Donato, 
2013) 

Practice 7: Leading a classroom discussion 

Leading a classroom discussion is a well-established HLTP. In the empirical 

study of Kearney (2015), this is one of the HLTPs that emerged from her classroom 

observation data. The teaching of both the Spanish and Latin instructors whom the 

researcher observed demonstrated explicitly this practice. In WL classes, a discussion on 

reading material involves the students’ understanding, interpretation of texts, and their 

speaking competence. Kearney (2015) proposed a definition for this practice: “leading a 

group discussion in the world language classroom calls on the teacher to engage all 

leaners in sustained conversation so as to explore specific content” (p. 109). 

Hlas and Hlas (2012) examined two major micropractices—eliciting and reacting 

to student contributions. They argued that by skillfully asking questions, the teacher can 

prompt the student’s response, facilitate the elaboration of opinion, make connections, 

and clarify their thinking. The other related tool is the use of the teacher’s feedback. 
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Besides questions, the teacher can use other techniques like indirect request—“I am not 

sure if I see your point clearly”, showing interest—“that’s an interesting point. Tell me 

more”, or paraphrasing to confirm or disconfirm the student’s understanding in order to 

obtain an extended response. Both of these micropractices are also presented in Kearney 

(2015). After identifying the three major HLTPs, the researcher further decomposed the 

leading a classroom discussion into sub-practices with multiple layers (see Table 2.6). 

The researcher classified them as pre-discussion, during-discussion, and closing the 

discussion practices. The two mentioned in Hlas and Hlas (2012) are during-discussion 

micropractices according to the table in Kearney (2015). Each is further realized by 

interactional moves. For example, in order to launch the discussion, both teachers stated 

goals of the interaction and asked guiding questions before any discussion. The Spanish 

teacher also made explicit the expectations for student contributions and reminded them 

of the relevant language forms. The Latin and Spanish students were on different 

proficiency levels, but these two teachers had a similar procedure and the same moves 

and strategies to achieve it. Kearney’s study (2015) is pioneering in theory and 

methodology for future researchers who are interested in further exploring HLTPs. 
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Spanish Teacher's 
Micro-Practices 

Pre-discussion practices 
Providing tools to guide students' 

participation in the discussion 
Previewing relevant grammar and 

terminology students may need 
During-discussion practices 
Launching the discussion 
• Stating goals of the interaction 
• Making explicit the expectations 

for student contributions 
• Referencing and/or asking 

guiding questions 
• Reminding students of relevant 

second language forms 

Eliciting student contributions 
through focused questioning 

Scaffolding students' contributions: 
• Asking a chain of probing 

questions to keep students 
talking 

• Echoing students' statements to 
aid their extended and more 
elaborate talk 

• Providing linguistic scaffolds 
through clarification requests, 
provision of alternate terms, 
recasts, etc. 

Accepting student-initiated topics in 
the discussion 

Attending to involving all students 
in the discussion 

Closing the discussion 

Latin Teacher's 
Micro-Practices 

Providing tools to guide students' 
participation in the discussion 

Launching the discussion 
• Stating goals of the interaction 
• Referencing and/or asking guiding 

questions 

Eliciting student contributions through 
focused questioning 

Scaffolding students' contributions: 
• Asking for support/evidence for a 

statement or interpretation 
• Recasting and extending students' 

interpretations 
• Drawing attention to symbolic 

forms 

Commenting on typical features of text 
genres 

Making connections among topics, student 
contributions, and texts related to the 
topic at hand 

Closing the discussion 

(Table 2.6 Micropractices of Leading Group Discussions Source: Kearney, 2015) 

Practice 9: Teaching through problem solving and Practice 8: Teaching grammar using 

an inductive approach 
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Teaching through problem solving is another essential HLTP in math education. 

Hlas and Hlas (2012) argued that in the FL classroom, problem-solving can be used in 

different kinds of language learning activities such as word puzzles, real-world problems, 

communication concerns, writing issues and interpretation of the text. Even though the 

authors provide their preliminary discussions on the ways this practice can be applied in 

FL education, problems still exist. The practice of problem solving is too broad. Its 

discussion could be more discipline specific by focusing on the unique problems facing 

by FL learners. For example, to solve the problem of relating meaning and form, ACTFL 

proposed the practice of teaching grammar using an inductive or meaning-based 

approach. If this practice is inclusive enough needs further discussion, because language 

has more than grammar form. The vocabulary and sound systems are also forms that 

could be taught in similar inductive, meaning-oriented fashion. So a more useful and 

inclusive practice could be building learners’ concepts of language form through 

meaning-based instruction. 

One classic micropractice for teaching through problem solving in math education 

is a four-step process that teachers use to guide students. The four steps are 

“understanding the problem, devising a plan, carrying out the plan, and looking back and 

revising the plan” (Hlas & Hlas, 2012, p. s88). By asking the requisite questions for each 

step, the teacher can help the student solve the problem and eventually internalize the 

questions through targeted scaffolding. This type of micropractice is a set routine instead 

of a particular strategy or technique. The authors argued that in FL education a similar 

teaching model exists. This model is called the PACE model. It is a story-based approach 

designed by Adair-Hauck and Donato (2002) to teach grammar in a meaningful context. 
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It also has four steps that the FL teacher can use to solve the problems of achieving 

comprehension and relating a particular language form to its meaning. They are the 

“Presentation of meaningful language in the context of story, Attention to specific aspects 

of the text, Co-construction of explanation of form-meaning mapping, and Extension 

activities that ask students to use new information in a different but related context” (Hlas 

& Hlas, 2012, p. 89). The essential part of this problem-solving process, similar to the 

one in math, is that its scaffolding to solve the problem is achieved through routine 

questions. For example, in step 2 of drawing students’ attention to particular grammatical 

forms, the teacher can ask questions like, “do you see something that is repeated here? 

What do you notice about the underlined words?” The following questions can be used 

with the student to co-construct the relationship between the form and its meaning. “What 

do these words have in common? What stays the same and what changes in the formation 

of these verbs? What do you think the ending signifies?” The student will begin to 

internalize the relationship through these scaffolding questions and finally be able to 

interpret and comprehend the story. 

Practice 11: Making connections between multiple representations 

One core practice discussed by Hlas and Hlas (2012) is making connections 

between multiple representations. The learning of a new mathematical concept involves 

various representations: numerical, verbal, visual and tactile. Research has shown that 

this practice can help students “reach a deeper level of conceptual understanding, 

translate problems between representations, and provide multiple self-created 

representations (Hlas & Hlas. 2012, p. s84). In an FL classroom, the teacher can use 

different models to illustrate the concepts such as “form-meaning mappings, cultural 
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Making Connections Between Multiple Representations 

Technique 

Concept 
attainment 

Identify 
patterns 

Manipulatives 

Verbalization 

Visualization 

Description 

Students are provided 
with or develop positive 
and negative examples 
of a concept. Based 
on examples and 
non-examples of the 
concept, students derive 
a concept definition 
(Bruner, Goodnow; &: 
Austin, 2009). 

Students compare and 
contrast attributes 
of representations in 
different ways. 

Students work with 
hands-on objects to 
learn properties of target 
concepts. 

Students verbalize their 
understanding of a 
concept in relation to a 
model, manipulatives, or 
their own work. 

Students create a 
concrete model. 

Example in FL 

Based on several contextualized examples, 
the class makes a list of examples and 
counter-examples to explain, for example, 
the various ways to ask for information 
(e.g., c:Qut? and ,:Cud!? Or Pourquoi?, 
Quand?, or A quelle heure?). Then, students 
state their observations in a brief rule 
about how to request information. 

After hearing an authentic folktale in 
the target language and discussing the 
meaning of the story, students identify the 
pattern for stating comparisons between 
objects or people. 

Students work with two sets of pictures: 
people and actions. Students create their 
own picture to create original and truthful 
utterances that describe various activities 
that they or others do in their daily lives. 

Students explain the use of metaphors 
in a paragraph they read or wrote based 
on their understanding of the concept. 
Students create a visual representation 
(e.g., drawing, short video, photograph) 
of their metaphors and then present 
to the class in the target language how 
their image represents and relates to the 
meaning of the metaphor of text. 

Students create a concept map of, for 
example, a language function, such as 
requesting information, the important 
events of a story, a time line of an historical 
event, or a comparison of holidays in the 
United States and in other cultures. 

ideas, contexts of language use, or academic content in the case of content-based 

instruction” (p. s84). The external multiple representation techniques that the FL teacher 

can use are concept attainment, identify patterns, manipulatives, verbalization and 

visualization (p. s85) (see Table 2.7). 

(Table 2.7 Micropractices of making connections between multiple representations 
Source: Kearney, 2015) 

Besides discussing and identifying possible HLTPs and their micropractices, three 

studies explored FL teacher education programs, which have adopted a practice-based 
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approach. Lampert and Graziani (2009) did the earliest study investigating an 

international, school-based program for teachers of Italian as a foreign language. It 

illustrated how a teacher education program, using a carefully chosen set of core 

practices, could prepare its novices to ambitiously teach an FL4. This program taught the 

practices—“instructional activities” (p.493), as they called them across speaking, 

listening, reading and writing, based on the communicative theory of language learning. 

The author used one activity named “conversation rebuilding” to demonstrate how the 

educators followed the cycle of “presentation, demonstration, scaffold planning, coached 

rehearsal, teaching and debriefing” (p.496) to help the student teachers learn 

micropractices like prompting students to form hypotheses and making them public, and 

identifying the communicative goals. The authors also discussed the features of this 

effective program, such as the continual negotiation of the collective understanding of 

novices, maintaining codified learning records, the pairing of educator and novice. Even 

though the setting of this study is different from that of a university teacher education 

program, it still provided a good example of implementing a practice-based approach in 

FL teacher education. In the end, the authors discussed the general challenges of applying 

the core practices identified in this program. They are problems such as the lack of a link 

between teacher education and improving teaching, a principled framework, and 

expertise in using the pedagogy of enactment. 

4 “Ambitious teaching is teaching that deliberately aims to get all kinds of students—across ethnic, racial, class, and 
gender categories—not only to acquire, but also to understand and use knowledge, and to use it to solve authentic 
problems” (Newmann & Associates, 1996, cited in Lampert and Graziani, p.492). 
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6.2 Glisan and Donato’s Framework of HLTPs 

In 2017, after having further developed and refined the above mentioned 

practices, Glisan and Donato published their book, Enacting the Work of Language 

Instruction: High-Leverage Teaching Practices, introducing six HLTPs specific to WL 

teaching. This is the first attempt in the field to propose such a framework of the core 

practices, which systematically delineates their micropractices and steps to realize them 

(see Table 2.8). 

HLTP #1 
MP #1 

Move #1 
Move #2 
Move #3 
Move #4 

Move #5 

Move #6 
Move #7 

MP #2 
Move #1 
Move #2 
Move #3 

Move #4 
MP #3 

Move #1 
Move #2 

Move #3 
Move #4 

HLTP #2 
MP #1 

Move #1 
Move #2 
Move #3 

Move #4 

Move #5 

MP #2 

Glisan and Donato’s Framework of HLTPs 
Facilitating target language comprehensibility 
Creating comprehensible language 
Paraphrases new words and expressions 
Define new words with examples rather than translation 
Slow down the rate of speech according to the level of the learners 
Use vocabulary and structures that learners know and builds on them over 
time 
Use words and expressions more than once or twice and enters and re-enters 
these language elements frequently in the input 
Signal new words and structures with tone of voice 
Using connected discourse makes language easier to understand 
Creating contexts for comprehension 
Use gestures to make new language clear 
Use visual and concrete objectives to support comprehension 
Focus learner attention on the topic and objective of the lesson in advance of 
presentations and discussions 
Creating a lesson with a purpose relevant to learners’ lives 
Creating comprehensible interactions 
Interact with learners using active comprehension checking strategies 
Interact with students and checks how well they are following what is said by 
cuing for recurrent words and phrases in the discourse 
Uses question sequences 
Provide useful expressions and phrases to help learners negotiate meaning 
Building a classroom discourse community 
Engaging learners in oral classroom communication 
Get to know the learners and help them to become familiar with one another 
Find contexts and topics that will motivate learners to talk and exchange ideas 
Find every opportunity possible for engaging in spontaneous interactions and 
in chit-chat with your learners 
Use humor to refer to common understandings and shared experiences that 
have come to occur in your classroom gradually as time has progressed 
Integrate as much IRF as possible, engage learners in multiple turns-at-talk, 
and move conversations forward; provide learners with sufficient 
interactional space by increasing wait-time and offering scaffolding assistance 
to motivate learners to participate and reduce anxiety 
Designing oral interpersonal pair and group tasks 
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Move #1 

Move #2 
Move #3 
Move #4 

Move #5 

MP #3 
Move #1 
Move #2 
Move #3 
Move #4 
Move #5 

Move #6 
HLTP #3 

MP #1 
Move #1 

Move #2 

MP #2 
Move #1 

Move #2 

Move #3 

Move #4 

Move #5 
HLTP #4 

MP #1 
MP #2 
MP #3 
MP #4 
MP #5 

HLTP #5 

MP #1 

Use the overarching theme, topic, or big idea as the springboard/context for 
the task 
Address the unit/lesson objective 
Design a task that fits the context and would be engaging for learners 
Consider the specific language and cultural knowledge that learners will need: 
language functions, vocabulary, grammatical structures, communication 
strategies, cultural knowledge 
Create a card or paper for each learner with instructions to that learner (this 
card/paper is a secret!) 
Conducting oral interpersonal pair and group tasks 
Group students into pairs and seat them facing one another 
Preview the activity orally with students and conduct the preparation phase 
Tell students how much time they have to complete the task 
Play music softly in the background (optional) 
Tell students what they will be expected to do after the activity is over 
(follow-up) 
Develop a way to signal to students when to begin and end the activity 
Guiding learners to interpret and discuss authentic texts 
Guiding learners to interpret authentic texts 
Select an authentic text in terms of topic familiarity, context-appropriateness, 
level of interest; age-appropriateness; linguistic level; strategy use by students 
Guide students through sequence of interpretive tasks 
a. Pre-reading/Pre-listening/Pre-viewing: Introduce text in a way that piques 
interest 
b. Skimming for main ideas and scanning for important details: conduct these 
in class 
c. Provide time for students to read/listen/view entire text 
d. Interpretive phase: guessing meaning in context 
e. Interpretation/discussion phase 
f. Creativity phase 
Leading a text-based discussion 
Prior to beginning the discussion, be sure that learners have demonstrated 
comprehension of main idea(s) and important details of the text 
The first time that you engage your class in this type of discussion, give a few 
“rules” to follow regarding expectations for how they contribute to the 
conversation 
Arrange the tasks in a circle or semi-circle to facility face-to-face 
conversation 
Sit in the circle, at least for the first few times that you facilitate the 
discussion 
Ask questions one at a time for discussion. 
Focusing on form in a dialogic context through PACE 
PACE model at-a-glance 
Selecting and analyzing a PACE story 
Planning for story telling 
Planning for Attention and Co-construction 
Planning for Extension Activities 
Focusing on cultural products, practices, and perspectives in a 
dialogic context 
Planning stage for the lesson 
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Step #1 Who are the students? 
Step #2 What is the cultural content of the lesson? 
Step #3 What vocabulary do students need to participate in the lesson? 
Step #4 What grammar structures do students need to participate in the lesson? 

MP #2 Enacting the cultural images lesson 
Step #1 Images and making observations 
Step #2 Analyzing additional information about the product and/or practice 
Step #3 Generating hypotheses about cultural perspectives 
Step #4 Exploring perspectives and reflecting further 

HLTP #6 Providing oral corrective feedback to improve learner 
performance 

MP #1 Types of teacher feedback in oral interactions 
MP #2 Range of common corrective feedback types 
MP #3 Corrective feedback decision-making 

(Table 2.8 HLTP Framework Source: Glisan & Donato, 2017) 

This framework nicely synthesizes and condenses the 13 Practices discussed by 

various scholars into six major domains in language education. For example, they 

separate the previously mentioned Practice 6, “increasing interaction and target language 

comprehensibility”, into the two categories of HLTP #1 and #2, respectively. Also, 

Practice 5, “questioning for building and assessing student understanding”, is re-

structured under HLTP #1 as a specific move to realize its micropractice, “creating 

comprehensible interactions with leaners”. Practice 2, “designing communicative 

activities” becomes a micropractice to HLTP #2, “build a classroom discourse 

community”. Practice 13, “building students’ ability to use language for communicative 

purposes” serves as an equivalent to HLTP #2. However, Glisan and Donato have 

restated this category to better carry the pedagogical objective. It is, then, decomposed 

into two micropractices and five specific moves for each one. Their framework also 

assembles Practice 7, “leading a classroom discussion” and Practice 5, “questions for 

building and assessing students understanding”, as the micropractice and move to HLTP 

#3, “guiding learners to interpret and discuss authentic texts”. Practice 9, “teaching 
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through problem solving”, is a borrowing from the mathematics field mentioned in the 

literature review of Hlas and Hlas (2012). The major unique problem for WL learners is 

relating form with meaning, which is addressed by HLTP #4 in the framework. It 

proposes a four-step, process PACE model to assist the teacher in solving the learner’s 

problem of relating language forms to meaning and helps them “Focus on form” in a 

dialogic context. Practice 12, “explaining language and second language cultures” and 

Practice 3, “using authentic cultural resources”, are both related to teaching culture. 

However, they are too broad and vague and so require a breakdown. HLTP #5, “focusing 

on cultural products, practices, and perspectives”, which is based on the ACTFL 

Standards, restates the goal of teaching culture in more details. In addition, it provides 

two micropractices in terms of planning and enacting the four-step process. Lastly, 

Practice 10, “providing appropriate feedback”, is recapitulated as HLTP #6, “providing 

oral corrective feedback to improve learner performance”, which more clearly defines the 

appropriateness of giving corrective feedback. 

Three previously mentioned Practices are not included in Glisan and Donota’s 

framework, two of which concern the planning stage. The first is Practice 4, “planning 

with a backward design model”, which potentially could have been another core practice 

with regard to curriculum and lesson planning. The second of the three is Practice 1, 

“anticipating student errors and misconceptions during planning”, which could have been 

included as a micropractice of HLTP #6 in the framework. Practice 11, the third, “making 

connections between multiple representations”, a borrowed concept from the 

mathematics field, is also excluded. This exclusion is understandable considering the 

unique feature of language education, the whole endeavor of which is to make 
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connections between different representations, i.e. to help the student establish the 

relationship between object, concept, and the meaning behind them and associate it with 

their own language forms. This Practice 11 is actually the groundwork of the discipline. 

Glisan and Donato’s framework actually further deciphers this foundational practice from 

different angles, such as facilitating comprehensibility (HLTP #1), interpreting authentic 

texts (HLTP #3), and cultural teaching (HLTP #4) in order to achieve this ultimate goal 

of language learning. 

Generally speaking, this newly proposed, and only existing framework in the 

field, is systematic and comprehensive. In addition, it is helpful in the understanding of 

HLTPs and practical with regard to teacher education, considering that it covers some 

major facets of WL classroom teaching and provides detailed moves. However, this 

framework is neither empirically based nor examined. In addition, whether some other 

practices, such as planning teaching, motivating students, and assessing learning, should 

to be included, is a matter for more investigation. 

6.3 Other Empirical Research 

In 2010, Troyan, Davin and Donato (2010) collaborating with their colleagues 

made the first attempt to purposefully and systematically engage a practice-based 

approach in their teacher education program. In 2013, they reported the results of this 

study illustrating the process of its implementation and the successes and challenges. The 

introduction of HLTPs and integration with the field site experience were in a practicum 

course. Three HLTPs were chosen based on a review of the literature and followed by a 

discussion among all the teaching staff. They are (1) using the target language 

comprehensibly during instruction (CI), (2) questioning for building and assessing 
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student understanding, (3) teaching grammar using an inductive approach followed by 

constructed explanations of the form-meaning relationship. The instructional procedure 

involves four stages: deconstruction, demonstration, rehearsal and coaching, as well as 

implementation and feedback. This study presented an effective model and provided a 

method of teaching practice to pre-service teachers. First of all, the identification of the 

HLTPs is essential. Then the instructors need to be selective for all aspects of the core 

practices in a single course cannot be introduced. In addition, the instruction should be 

carefully designed. For example, before the demonstration of the HLTPs, the student 

teachers should first be equipped with the knowledge of the pedagogical moves and 

prepared to analyze the practice. Another important piece of advice is that during the 

introduction phase, an instructional activity (IA) should be provided where the HLTPs 

can be developed. How to choose an appropriate IA for the enactment of the HLTPs 

should also be addressed. 

Davin and Troyan (2015) conducted a follow-up study to examine the ability of 

four teacher candidates in their program to implement the HLTPs. The researchers 

observed and analyzed the video recordings of the lessons, which were taught by these 

four teachers in the field site. They rated the teaching on 24 components of the two 

practices—increasing interaction and target language comprehensibility and questioning 

to build and assess student understanding. The results showed that these candidates 

develop the practices, that can be anticipated and prepared more easily than those, that 

are context dependent. For example, they scored high in using visuals and prompt, 

appropriate rate of speech, gestures to clarify new language, and unambiguous questions. 

For these practices, teachers become prepared through planning, rehearsal and coaching 
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with their own instructors. However, they are not yet proficient in their practices. They 

need the teachers to further develop their on-site ability to promote communication, such 

as using referential instead of evaluative questions, responding to their students naturally, 

and attuning their mediation to the students learning. Though this empirical study has its 

limitations, its findings, to a large extent, informed future teacher education programs, 

which have the intention of adopting this practice-based approach. Given the continuum 

of the difficulty and importance generated by this study, educators can decide the 

proportion of time assigned for each practice. Also, future educators should explore 

methods that can help the teacher participants manage contingencies in the classroom. 

In this section, I reviewed the basic concept of PBTE and HLTP, the definition of 

HLTP, its eight features, the major issues with regard to the establishment of the 

discipline and its influence on teacher education standards. Further, I discussed the 

development of HLTPs in the field of foreign language. I talked about emerging 

recognition of its importance in the field. I also generated an initial list of core practices 

and provided a review of the literature with regard to the practices and the application of 

the PBTE in teacher programs. As I discussed above the essence of the new practice-

based approach is the feasibility of decomposition of the core practice through empirical 

research rendering it visible to novices. Even though a list of 13 core practices have been 

discussed, only one of them have been decomposed through empirical study. Rigorous 

study design and solid research are needed for the identification and establishment of 

these practices. 

7. Engagement with language 
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Engagement is a buzzword in the field of education. The teacher and educational 

leader perceive prompting student engagement as a pedagogical goal. They favor this 

term due to the self-evident premise that it is a predictor of learning and development. 

Scholars, especially in the field of educational psychology, also show great interest and 

have done extensive research to prove it (Carini, Kuh, & Klein, 2006; Caulfield, 2010; 

Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000; Shernoff, et al., 2003). Engagement creates a sense of purpose 

and accomplishment among students and promotes the development of important 

dispositions towards learning (Herrenkohl & Guerra, 1998). More highly engaged 

learners demonstrate greater achievement in learning than those who are less interested. 

In a language classroom, if the student can be fully occupied with the target language, 

arguably they will develop proficiency. Therefore, this current research will use student 

engagement as marker for effectiveness in teaching practices. That is, a practice will be 

viewed as high leverage insofar as it impacts students’ Engagement with language. 

In her seminal work, Svalberg (2009) proposed the construct of engagement with 

language and the framework for investigation. Her model makes this popular concept 

researchable. Believing that engagement is both a multifaceted state and process, 

Svalberg (2009) defined it as 

In the context of language learning and use, Engagement with language 
(Engagement) is a cognitive, and/or affective, and/or social state and a process in 
which the learner is the agent and language is object (and sometimes vehicle) 
Cognitively, the Engaged individual is alert, pays focused attention and constructs 
their own knowledge. Affectively, the Engaged individual has a positive, 
purposeful, willing, and autonomous disposition towards the object (language, the 
language and/or what it represents) Socially, the Engaged individual is interactive 
and initiating. (p. 247) 
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Components/Constructs Engagement Involvement Commitment Motivation 

Cognitive 
Alertness • • 
Focused attention • 
Action knowledge • 

(making knowledge one's own) 
Affective 
Positive attitude to object • • • 
Purposeful • • • 
Willingness/choice • • • 
Autonomy • • 
Social 
Interaction/doing • • 
Agency • • 
Longterm • 
Other-oriented • • 
Self-oriented • 

She contrasts Engagement with the three other related constructs—Involvement, 

Commitment, and Motivation in a way that she breaks them down into different 

indicators under three big categories—cognitive, affective, and social (see Table 2.9) 

(Table 2.9 The relationship of engagement to neighboring constructs Source: Svalberg, 
2009) 

This table clearly shows the differences between these four constructs and their varied 

foci. Involvement emphasizes more the social aspect, Commitment, the affective and 

social, and Motivation, the affective. Engagement distinguishes itself from all these three 

because it “involves particular cognitive states, and/or affective orientations, and/or social 

attitudes, as well as actions and behaviors” (p. 244). There are two unique features of 

Engagement—focused attention and action knowledge. They emphasize that the learner 

is concentrated on the language and takes the initiative to socially use it. In addition, the 

status of the EWL is not static and therefore, the learner may be less or more engaged 

within and across classroom interactions. This is why Svalberg has claimed that 

Engagement is a multifaceted, gradable state and process. She provided its key 
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Cognitive 

How alert? (Does L seem 
energetic or lethargic? Does 
L seem to notice 
language/interaction 
features?) 
How focused? Is I..;s attention 
on the language ( as object or 
medium) or not? (Does I..;s 
mind seem to wander?) 
How reflective? 
How critical/analytical? Is I..;s 
reasoning inductive or 
memory/imitation based? 
Does L notice and reflect or 
simply react? (Does L 
compare? Does Lask 
questions? Does L infer/draw 
conclusions?) 

Affective 

How willing to engage? (Is L 
withdrawn or eager to 
participate?) 
How purposeful? (Does L seem 
to be 'going somewhere' or just 
coasting along?) 
How autonomous? (Is I..;s 
behaviour dependent or 
independent?) 

Social 

How interactive (Verbal and 
other behaviours? Does L use 
interaction for learning?) 
How supportive? (Verbal and 
other behaviours? Does L 
engage in negotiation and 
scaffolding?) 
Leader or follower? (Are I..;s 
interactions reactive or 
initiating?) 

characteristics under each facet as a state and as a process and also the criteria to identify 

EWL (Table 2.10). 

(Table 2.10 Criteria for identifying engagement with language Source: Svalberg, 2009) 

Under each category, the author suggests questions that researchers can ask in 

order to identify EWL and establish its degree and quality. In the latter part of this study, 

Svalberg (2009) provided some EWL examples that she analyzed with her own interview 

and observation data showing how ESOL students are cognitively, affectively and 

socially engaged with the language. Another important aspect of the EWL construct is its 

relationship with language awareness (LA) (see Figure 2.1). The researcher argued that 

LA is both the outcome and resource of EWL. Through the cognitive, affective and social 

interactional process, the LA of the learner is developed, resulting in a metacognitive 

cycle. Scholars (Ahn, 2016; Kearney & Ahn, 2013; Kearney & Barbour, 2015; Svalberg, 

2015) have already started examining varied aspects of WL learning from the perspective 

of EWL and LA. 
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Language as Object 

ENGAGEMENT 

Language as Vehicle 

LA as Outcome 

LANGUAGE AWARENESS 

LA as Resource 

(Figure 2.1 The engagement with language—LA cycle Source: Svalberg, 2009) 

Kearney and Ahn (2013) used Svalberg’s criteria as the analytical framework to 

explore the opportunities to cultivate language awareness for young FL learners. Their 

study showed that EWL could serve as an effective means to raise the LA of the student, 

even with very young learners. They also identified patterns of EWL episodes and 

qualitative analysis showed that the patterns correspond to the pedagogical approach. 

Finally, the authors suggested that the world language learning (WLL) program for 

young learners can adopt a curriculum, which intentionally focuses on promoting 

language awareness by integrating dimensions offered by Svalberg’s model. 

Kearney and Barbour (2015) explored the process of language socialization and 

the development of language awareness of the students in a typical non-immersion pre-

school FL program. The researchers identified two broad interactional patterns—the use 

of the new language and explicit meta-commentary about it. Analyzing the data from 

Svalberg’s EWL perspective (2009) revealed that the degree of the students’ EWL is 

qualitatively different and more intense when they contest and negotiate the language 

than when they simply use it. One important message conveyed is that the students’ 
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contention and even rejection of the new language draw a much higher degree of the 

awareness of the language (for example, noticing differences) than when they simply use 

it or imitate the teacher. 

Svalberg (2015) explored teaching grammar to the student teacher, which is very 

different than instructing the language user. The former should be able not only to use the 

language appropriately, but also explicitly discuss the grammar with their students. 

Believing that a high quality of EWL will lead to effective learning, the courses 

examined by this study adopted an inquiry-based approach of raising cognitive conflict to 

teach grammar in order to change the students’ beliefs about it and thus improve their 

analytical and verbal skills in this area. The results showed that the cognitive conflicts, 

due to various reasons—with or without prior knowledge, the absence of an equivalent 

L1 concept and inherent conceptual difficulty, triggered both collaborative and 

independent EWL, which contributed to the knowledge construction of the students. 

Ahn (2016) examined the language play of the young learner from the perspective 

of EWL and how it contributed to the development of their LA. By examining 71 hours 

of classroom interactions, the author identified 83 language play episodes and two 

patterns—language play at the formal level and at the semantic level. Through close 

analysis of the episodes based on the EWL criteria, the author demonstrated how the 

ludic language play of the students was related to their LA of both the language form and 

broader language use in a social context. The author argued that language play, working 

as a prime site, shows how LA with regard to forms, functions and effects. 

In this section, I discussed the EWL construct and also the analytical framework 

proposed by Svalberg (2009). This model has been used to examine various aspects of 
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language learning such as grammar, language socialization, and language play. It 

demonstrated the raising of the learners’ language awareness. As showed in the study of 

Kearney and Ahn (2013), the quantity and quality of the student’s EWL correspond to the 

different teaching approaches. However, the practices that elicit more EWL are still in 

question. Therefore, This current study uses Svalberg’s framework (2009) to examine the 

effectiveness of the teacher’s practice with regard to its ability to trigger EWL. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

In the present chapter, I focus on the methodology implemented in this 

dissertation project. I will explain the research tradition, focal site, participants, data 

collections and analysis procedures. In the research tradition section, I will also state the 

research questions and the underlying assumptions about language learning and teaching 

adopted in this study, which arise from the theory and research literature reviewed in the 

previous chapter. 

1. Research methodological orientation 

This is an exploratory, qualitative case study. The decision for this 

methodological orientation is, first, based on the research goal and questions. The goal is 

to identify the high-leverage practices that are most relevant to teaching an introductory 

level CFL class and to understand in detail how a teacher enacts these practices. With this 

goal in mind, I generated the following three research questions: 

1. What is the range of typical and atypical instructional activities and practices of 

the teacher? 

2. What are the patterns of student engagement with language across lessons and 

units as well as activity types? 

3. Are there HLTPs being enacted in an introductory Chinese language classroom? 

If yes, what are they? (i.e. Which pedagogical practices can be called HLTPs 

because they co-occur with high levels of engagement with language?) 

My assumptions about the nature of language, its learning and teaching, as well as 

the classroom context also contributed to decisions about research methods. In a broad 

sense, this study adopts an ecological view (van Lier, 1997; 2000) of the language 
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classroom setting, a chaos/complexity perspective of language and an emergentist 

approach to viewing language learning (Larsen-Freeman, 1997, 2006; Larsen-Freeman & 

Cameron, 2008). Language is complex and dynamic instead of a fixed system of 

grammar rules, the learning of which is both a cognitive and a social process. It happens 

in the interaction of multiple complex dynamic systems in various timescales in a 

particular context with individual developmental paths (Larsen-Freeman, 1997, 2006). 

Teaching is also a complex and dynamic social practice, which is realized through the 

classroom interactional discourse co-constructed by the teacher and students (Kearney, 

2015). It is a set of interactional routines interplaying with other resources (materials, 

gestures, digital tools) in the classroom environment. 

The case study method is usually adopted to answer “how” or “why” questions. 

However, it is also often used to examine the exploratory “what” inquiry (Yin, 2014). 

The research questions in this current study are three exploratory “what” questions with 

regard to the identification of HLTPs of a CFL teacher. One distinctive need for using 

this method arises out of the desire to understand a complex social phenomena. It focuses 

on one “thing” and investigates it in detail (Thomas, 2015). It allows the researcher to 

obtain a holistic and meaningful understanding of features of a complex real-life event. 

By using this method, the goal of the investigator is not to generalize the findings to a 

broader population or universe, but to further theoretical propositions (Yin, 2014). My 

research does not intend statistical generalization of the HLTPs, but to expand current 

understandings and further develop propositions by thoroughly examining the core 

practices, criteria for identifying them, processes of enacting them and their relation to 

desirable student outcomes, such as engagement with language, in one particular 
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introductory level CFL class. In this early research stage of HLTPs, especially in the FL 

field, there is a pressing need to conduct this type of inquiry that can support theoretical 

development while also advancing practice. In addition, as I stated above, the researcher 

views the classroom environment as a multi-faceted ecology with many interrelated 

heterogeneous elements and language teaching and learning in such a setting is also a 

complex social process. This dynamic process needs a research method, which can 

investigate it in depth, which is impossible to be achieved by employing a reductionist 

quantitative approach. 

Another fundamental question with regard to the research tradition is to define the 

“case” or the “thing” (Thomas, 2011, p. 3) being studied. For the current research, it is a 

case study of instructional practice in an introductory level CFL class, which involves 

several data sources. Its main focus is the teacher’s practice and the interaction in the 

classroom; therefore, interactional data are primary in this study. Other data, such as 

interviews and artifacts, serve to contextualize the teachers’ practice and to triangulate 

findings in the data set. 

Scholars disagree with each other on the importance of the validity and credibility 

of the case study (Smith & Deemer, 2000; Silverman, 2010; Thomas, 2015; Whittermore 

et al. 2001). Thomas (2011) asserts that the expectation of the validity and reliability 

issue falls away in a case study. However, he does not mean that the quality of the case 

study method should not and cannot be secured. Yin (2014) did discuss the criteria of 

judging the quality of a case study research from the four aspects of the construct 

validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability. Even though it seems that a 

conflict arises in their statements, they, in essence, agree with each other on the criteria, 
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which ensure high quality for the case study. The difference is that Thomas (2015) held a 

narrow understanding of the validity and credibility, while Yin (2014) interpreted these 

two standards in a broad way. Thomas (2015) pointed out the three pertinent questions 

that the case study can ask in terms of the research quality. They are 1 How well has the 

case been chosen? 2 How well has the context for the study been explained and justified? 

3 How well have arguments been made? He further explained that the justification of the 

second question should also include the data analysis decisions and pointed out that the 

three key factors for the research quality are “the choice of your case, the choices made 

concerning analysis and the robustness of your argument” (p.67). In the following 

sections of this chapter, I am going to address the first two of these key factors. 

2. Choosing a site and gaining access to it 

The choice of a case is critical to the quality of a case study. The focus of this 

current research is the practice of the teacher. Therefore, to locate a focal CFL teacher is 

the first and foremost task before conducting the research design. Due to my previous 

research experience, I was well informed about the current situation of the CFL programs 

and body of teachers in my local area. Generally speaking, the number of secondary 

schools, which have a CFL program, is small. Due to this fact, I purposefully maximized 

the sample pool without setting up too many screening criteria as long as the principle 

ones are met. For example, I did not restrict the specific level of the introductory course, 

be it in a high school or middle school. However, it had to be a regular foreign language 

program. In other words, it could not be an immersion or an exploratory model, and the 

student must attend one period of class every day or nearly every day. 
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One principle in selecting a teacher was the importance of finding a residential, 

not a guest teacher. Currently, all CFL teachers are native speakers of Chinese in this 

local area. A renowned public high school used to have one nonnative teacher. 

Unfortunately, she left the program in 2015. Among the native teachers, there are mainly 

two types—the residential and the visiting. The term “residential CFL instructor” 

identifies those who have stayed in the United States for years, are familiar with the 

educational system because they were, at one time, students and/or worked in the 

educational system for a long time. “The guest teacher” refers to the visiting instructors 

from China, who generally received their education there, are not familiar with American 

secondary schools, and will return home after teaching for two or three years. My 

decision to focus solely on the local residential teacher is based on two reasons. First, the 

guest teachers are new members in the learning community and are not certified. Most of 

them are very much in the survival mode due to their unfamiliarity with the educational 

community, the general and academic culture, and the students. Therefore, they will not 

serve as a good case for the purpose of this study. The residential teachers, however, are 

different. Most of them are certified, (I had the choice of six certified teachers), have 

attended school in the United States and are familiar with the American educational 

system and culture. Second, though still in a small number, these teachers represent the 

prospective teaching body and the future students of teacher educational programs. The 

guest teacher only serves as a temporary solution to the scarcity of the CFL instructors in 

the United States. Given the primary principle, priority will be given to the teachers, who 

are certified, experienced, and working in a mature program. 
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Gaining access to the site in a secondary school has never been an easy process, 

especially when doing research on secondary school Chinese teaching. First of all, the 

sample pool is fairly small. Due to the lack of funding, a good portion of the local CFL 

programs are taught by guest teachers, whom are sponsored by the Chinese government. 

This leaves only a few possible participants for this study. Secondly, as first generation 

immigrants working in a foreign country, the Chinese teachers always try to be as 

scrupulous as possible in their working environment, which leads to their reluctance to 

participate. 

After excluding the visiting instructors, I was left with a list of all the local 

residential teachers. I started contacting them and gave priority to those who best met my 

criteria, i.e. certified, experienced (more than five years teaching), working in an 

excellent CFL program. The second phase in choosing the case was to conduct a 

preliminary visit and observe the instructor’s class. I already had some contacts either 

from a previous study experience or my personal relationship. The first teacher, whom I 

approached, working in a renowned, high-ranked public school, rejected me. I had 

introduced my research to her by phone. After three conversations and having gained 

permission from the principal, she allowed me to come to her classroom for an informal 

observation. Afterwards, however, while we were discussing the use of a video or an 

audio recording as the form of data collection, she revealed her concerns, and, finally 

decided not to participate in my study. This frustrating process took approximately three 

months. The principal in the school had granted his permission for my research and some 

of my other colleagues had even collected video data in other FL classes in that same 

school, which indicated that the school environment was not a problem. This teacher, 
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however, probably due to her special identity in the professional environment, seemed to 

feel afraid to bring trouble to her work. 

Fortunately, my second choice, Mrs. Yang5, whom I approached, granted me 

permission to visit her class. I personally know her and explained my study by phone. 

She expressed her willingness to participate as long as the principal allowed it. With his 

permission, I made my preliminary visit to her classroom. There I developed a basic 

sense of her teaching, which was solid and showed good student engagement leading to 

my selection of this teacher. Then I scheduled a casual meeting with the principal to 

explain my study. Shortly after I met with him, he granted his permission for the study 

under the condition that I passed the school’s background check. However, they decided 

to only allow audio recording in the classroom. It is hard to tell whether this was the 

principal’s decision or the teacher’s. However, during this process I sensed the teacher’s 

prudence in her professional environment. For example, every time I visited the school 

before collecting data, she wanted me first to inform the principal. Moreover, she did not 

want me to meet her students before their parents at the parent-teacher conference. 

Therefore, I had to wait for the first ten days of the new session to start my data 

collection. The whole process of gaining access to a site took me about six months. After 

my background check was approved, we moved forward with planning the logistics of 

the study. Though video recording is my ideal major data resource, because it helps me 

capture visual information, the field notes and other artifacts compensated for the lack of 

this data, which audio recording is unable to obtain. Furthermore, audio recording also 

5 All names are pseudonyms. 
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has a great benefit. Pointing a video recorder at young leaners, especially for more than 

three months could put pressure on them breaking the natural flow of the classes. 

3. Site and the program 

This research was conducted in a prestigious private school for grades 5-12 

located in the northeastern of the United States. The study was conducted while it was 

celebrating its 125th anniversary. The average enrollment is 600 students and the student 

teacher ratio is 8:1. It has 20 AP classes including Chinese with a curriculum that goes 

beyond the limitations of standardized testing. One of the core values of the school is to 

embrace the diversity of the community and encourage the students to build mutual 

respect and understanding. In order to realize this mission, the school emphasizes the 

importance of foreign language education and offers four languages—French, Spanish, 

Chinese and Latin. It also provides three exchange programs in France, China and Spain, 

through which the student can have an immersive experience and apply their linguistic 

and cultural skills not only in the classroom but also in the real world. 

Established in 2006, this Chinese program is the first in any secondary school in 

the local area. It began in the middle school and then went to the high school, which now 

offers a Chinese AP course. There are two Chinese teachers, one for the high school and 

another for the middle school. The school’s investment in this program is transparent. 

The courses emphasize speaking and listening as well as reading and writing skills. Its 

primary goal is to develop the students’ communicative competence, with which the 

student will use the language in a real life situation. With this new means of 

communication, the student will not only develop their reasoning, memory and creative 
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skills, but also gain more understanding of the structure of language—including their 

own. Moreover, learning about another culture nurtures adaptability and openness. 

The middle school offers four courses, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th grade Chinese. I 

observed the 5th grade introductory course. Here the students have no prior experience 

with Mandarin Chinese. The course teaches them four skills of the language with an 

emphasis on the oral. It provides themes with regard to daily life, such as greetings, 

family members, school, numbers, and time. Simple Chinese characters and the concept 

of the radical are also introduced. Culture is celebrated through arts, field trips, and 

cooking activities. There are two field trips visiting the Chinese history display in a 

nearby museum, a Chinese restaurant and supermarket. 

4. Participants 

The focal teacher, Mrs. Yang, is an immigrant from China. She received a 

Bachelor’s degree in Business English in China and then earned her Master’s degree in 

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) in the school of education at 

a local University. Mrs. Yang is also state certified to teach Chinese, which she has done 

for eight years, seven of which have been in the current program. 

Unfortunately, during the observation there were only five students registered in 

the current 5th grade Chinese class. Normally, Mrs. Yang has approximately ten students 

in her classes. Therefore, this year’s 5th grade class is comparatively small. Among these 

students, there are four boys and one girl. Two of them are from African American 

families and three from Caucasian. Caden had no exposure to any language other than 

English. Leo, Jim and Eli had some limited experience in learning Spanish either through 

after school programs in primary school or through relatives, who speak Spanish. Lily 
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learned a few Chinese numbers with her friend’s mom, who is a native speaker. These 

students are all from affluent families with much educational support. 

5. Data collection 

Once I identified the teacher, I completed the preliminary visits in her 6th grade 

class, despite the fact that it was not my target class. Since the 5th grade class would not 

be available until the beginning of the new school year, my informal visits had to be 

completed before then. However, these visits granted me opportunity to develop a sense 

of Mrs Yang’s teaching practice and the way in which students are engaged with the 

language. Mrs. Yang told me that the approach she adopts for teaching the 5th grade is 

similar to that of the 6th grade. Through informal observation, I obtained a general sense 

of her teaching practice, the physical environment (she uses in the same classroom for all 

her courses), and the students. After completing the preliminary visits, I decided to 

choose Mrs. Yang for my study. 

I obtained the principal’s signature on the permission letter, my IRB approval, and 

then visited Mrs. Yang once again. In this meeting, I conducted the pre-observation 

interview and we worked out the practical and logistical matters, such as when I should 

present my study to the parents and also the students to obtain their consent, where I 

might place the audio recorder, and my observation schedule. Classes began on 

September 12th, but the first parent conference was not until September 23rd. 

Unfortunately, Mrs. Yang had insisted that I meet the parents before starting my 

observation. Therefore, I came to the parent conference and gave a short presentation 

highlighting the purpose of the research, the study procedure, the means of maintaining 

confidentiality, the potential risks and benefits and, finally, the volunteer nature of 
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participation in the study. Three parents signed the consent form immediately. The other 

two submitted them on the following Monday with all the students’ consent forms. 

5.1 Interviews 

Two formal and many informal interviews 6were conducted with Mrs. Yang. I 

met her once before and once after the observation. Both were audio-recorded, lasting 

approximately 50 minutes long. The pre-observation one focused on obtaining her 

background information, the program and the school, a general understanding of her 

teaching (eg. objectives, approaches), and her perspectives regarding the issues of the 

core practices discussed in the literature (eg. how to create understandable input, how to 

build the communicative ability of the study). The questions of the post-observation 

interview were generated based on the analysis of the data. Informal interviews 

constantly occurred either immediately after or before the observation time. When I had 

some quick questions with regard to what happened in the observed class, I usually asked 

her right after it, if time allowed. If not, I would ask her before the next scheduled 

observation. These talks were not recorded, but all the answers were immediately written 

in the field notes. All the interviews were conducted in the teacher’s native language— 

Chinese and were later translated into Chinese. All the translations were cross-checked 

by a Chinese-English bilingual colleague. 

5.2 Observations and audio-recordings 

I observed two full units of Mrs. Yang’s 5th grade Chinese classes starting from 

September 26th to January 19th in the following year crossing two school quarters. 

Totally, 48 class periods were recorded (36 hours) with approximately 45 minutes each. 

6 For questions of both interview, please see Appendix A 
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The instruction was based on the textbook Chinese Made Easy along with Mrs. Yang’s 

own supplementary materials. She defined the units mostly based on the structure of the 

textbook. The themes of the first unit were greetings and numbers. Mrs. Yang taught 

some key classroom expressions before she started the first unit. The second unit was 

about the family. Students could talk about their family members after learning this unit. 

Each class was audio-recorded, which was immediately transcribed after the observation 

with the help of other information kept in the field notes and the pictures of the 

smartboard and whiteboard. The barely noticeable audio recorder was placed on a small, 

front side desk, which was close both to the students and the teacher. Therefore, its 

appearance would not influence the natural classroom interactions. My role as the 

inquirer in the observation was a participant researcher (Creswell, 2007). I always sat at a 

desk, which was in the back of the classroom close to the teacher’s desk. Once in a while, 

she asked me to participate in the class activity, especially in situations where one student 

was absent and she needed someone to complete the activity. 

The original observational plan was to observe from the very beginning of the 

school year. However, considering the 5th grade students are still very young, Mrs. Yang 

suggested that I meet the parents first at the teacher-parent conference, which was 10 

days later. This was critically important because there were only five students in this 

class. Therefore, the participation of every student counted. With this concern, I took her 

suggestion, which turned out as a good decision. Even though I missed 10 days 

observation, the study benefited in that the teacher used these first days to establish a 

positive rapport with her students and the strategy of meeting the parents won me the full 

participation. In the pre-observation interview, Mrs. Yang explained what she did in 
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those first 10 days including talking about the Pinyin and character, the teaching of 

classroom expressions and starting the first lesson of unit one. My first observation was a 

continuing class on lesson one. For Pinyin and characters she gave a general introduction 

to the basic concepts and continued discussing and practicing them in the following 

classes. Therefore, missing the lessons did not influence the results. 

5.3 Field notes 

Because the school did not give me permission to video record the class, for this 

study, the field notes becomes critically important. The information, which cannot be 

recorded by the audio recorder, is substantially supplemented through field notes. The 

field notes largely focused on the content and linguistic functions of each instructional 

activities, the teacher and students’ engagement with content, namely, the gestures and 

actions of the teacher, the devices that she used, the identification of students for 

answering questions, the gestures and actions of the students. The contents regarding 

informal interviews were also recorded in the field notes. 

5.4 Artifacts 

Besides the audio recording and field notes compilation, various materials were 

collected for the purpose of triangulation (Glense, 2006). One important supplementary 

source to the audio recording is the photographs of the contents on smartboard and 

whiteboard during the classes. It provides important information of the ways, through 

which the teacher used various devices and other materials. Another important source 

that can demonstrate students’ engagement with language is the written works including 

their in-class notebook, and homework assignments. I took the picture of the homework 

handouts right in the class that I observed, and for the notebook, I took the picture all 
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together when the observation was completed. Other materials like the teacher’s syllabus 

and handouts, which provide more information about the design of the course, were also 

collected. 

6. Data analysis 

Besides the choice of the case and data collection, the other critical issue is the 

analytical frame, which is at the core of the design. There are myriad ways to analyze a 

case study depending on the case and the research questions. For this particular study, 

which investigates classroom interactional discourse and instructional practices, I am 

going to adopt those analytical methods in the qualitative tradition. In the following 

paragraphs, I describe my process of data analysis. 

First of all, the process is recursive and simultaneous with the data collection. The 

very initial stage of inductive analysis (Hatch, 2002) and open coding (Creswell, 2007) 

already began while I was composing the in-class field notes, which tended to describe 

the instructional activity types. After five observations, I did a pilot inductive analysis of 

these classes and carefully chose the codes, such as choral repetition, small group 

activity, direct vocab instruction, which were thereafter used in the later field notes 

composition. Moreover, I noted any particular HLTPs and micro-practice moves 

mentioned in the literature and those seemed lead to positive student engagement and 

some possible HLTPs that Mrs. Yang could have been enacted. For example, she used 

chunks of Chinese such as children songs and chants, which students often actively and 

autonomously produce. In encountering such an example, an analytical memo (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1998) was later annotated in brackets with a comment like “using meaningful 

chunk”. In addition, as I took notes during observations, I focused on the students’ 
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reactions, especially those the recorder could not capture, such as gestures and 

expressions, which showed their engagement with language. For example, I manually 

noted every of students’ reactions to the teacher’s questions in terms of the numbers and 

order of showing of hands in order to accurately present the students’ engagement with 

language. 

In addition to the early inquiry, which occurred in the composition of the field 

notes, there were generally three layers of analysis after the observations and 

transcriptions were completed. The main quest of the first step was to investigate the 

range and typicality of the Instructional Activities (IAs) in order to present an overall 

picture of this particular Chinese classroom. To realize it, I concentrated on describing 

and identifying the IAs of the teacher. Instructional Activities is a term Troyan, Davin 

and Donato (2013) borrowed from Learning in, from, and for Teaching Practice (LTP) 

project, which defined them as 

Learning teaching is designed around a small set of common instructional 
activities (IAs), which are chosen to have legitimacy in actual school classrooms 
and known to support student achievement. These IAs enable us to treat teacher 
preparation as initiation into a “practice” with shared tools and language 
developed around shared goals. The IAs serve as containers that carry principles, 
practices, and knowledge into practice and support both student learning and 
teacher learning. (LTP, 2011, “Instructional Activities [IAs],” para. 1, cited in 
Troyan, Davin and Donato, 2013, p. 158-159) 

First, I used the audio log (see Table 3.1) technique inspired by Erickson’s 

microethnographic method (2004, 2006), which is intended to segment the continuous 

recording of each class. In this way, the researcher is able to take account of the full data 

set to identify the typical IAs. Every class was segmented into the different instructional 

activities using the boundary cues such as transitional markers (like “ok”, “now”, “next”) 

in the classroom discourse and the shift of topics. Every segment was identified by time 
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markers from the audio recordings and labeled by coding terms such as greetings, read 

together, competition game, direct word instruction, textbook comprehension, small 

group conversation activity, reading and writing exercise, and pinyin exercise. In total, 46 

instructional activities were identified. The inductive analysis (Hatch, 2002) of these IAs 

resulted in eight categories such as warm-up activities, vocab/expression review, direct 

instruction, exercise, discussion and feedback. The estimation of these categories was 

rough. For example, some of the activities such as ask and answer questions could be 

coded as either expression review or exercise. The point, however, is to present an overall 

picture of what is going on instructionally in this classroom. To better understand the 

instructional practice of Mrs. Yang, segments were also coded in terms of the teacher’s 

use of language and the ACTFL modes of communication including interpersonal, 

interpretive reading, interpretive listening, presentational speaking and presentational 

writing. Then, in order to determine the typicality of the IAs, I accounted the number and 

duration of the episodes that represent the codes and compared the duration of each 

activity to the full duration of all the classes to obtain the percentage. Basically, the high 

the frequency and duration of an activity were the two determinant of the typicality of an 

IA (See Table 3.1). 

1 2 3 4 5 
Time Description: Instructional Activity High-leverage Engagement 

What were type (IAT): teaching practice With 
participants’ Use of language (UOL) (HLTP) Language 
observable behaviors ACTFL standards Micro-practice (EWL) and what were they addressed & Modes saying and doing? (M-P) 

(Table 3.1 Sample audio log) 
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The second phase of the analysis will focus on the identification of the HLTPs 

either from the previous literature or any new ones (column 4), the analysis of whether 

this practice raises high EWL of the student (column 5), whether this practice is high 

leverage (column 6). With regard to determining the quantity and quality of the 

engagement, I will use Svalberg’s framework of EWL (2009). Once the high leverage 

practice is identified. I will choose one or two to further decompose them and examine 

their micro-practices. 

In sum, in this chapter, I first stated the three research questions and my 

assumptions about language learning and teaching. I, then, explained the methodology 

design and how it matches the research purpose. Lastly, I discussed the focal site, 

participants, data collection and the process of data analysis. Moving toward chapter four, 

I will present findings related to the identified HLTPs in this class and its relation with 

students’ EWL. 
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Chapter 4 Instructional Activities in Mrs. Yang’s class 

1. Introduction 

Before I discuss the High-leverage Teaching Practices (HLTPs) in Mrs. Yang’s 

class and their relation to student learning outcomes, a description of her teaching is 

necessary. In order to present a holistic view, this chapter discusses the range and 

typicality of the Instructional Activities (IAs) performed in two full units—totaling 48 

classes with an average of 50 minutes each. Providing an exhaustive account of the IA 

types and their frequency in a classroom is one of the most effective ways to familiarize 

the reader, because Instructional Activities are a teacher’s common consecutive small set 

of operations in class to support student achievement. They are the “containers” (Troyan, 

Davin, & Donato, 2013, p.159) or “vehicles” (Kearney, meeting), which carry the 

pedagogical knowledge, principles, and practices. Only through the use of such external 

forms can the teacher exercise his/her knowledge, experience and understanding in order 

to realize the specific and broader goals of that class. Therefore, their recognition can 

help the reader develop a picture of the instructional practice. 

2. General Classroom Environment 

Before delineating the IAs, I would like to start a tour of the physical instructional 

environment of Mrs. Yang’s class, because the material structure of a classroom affects 

learning. The immediate surroundings such as the noise, lighting, temperature, colors, 

and arrangement of the desks, could be facilitators or impediments to the cognitive, 

affective and social types of Engagement (Svalberg, 2009), especially for young learners. 

The supportive physical conditions would not only promote the students’ attention, but 

also accommodate and even empower them with a sense of ownership. In addition, a 
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classroom arrangement, especially the desks, can reflect the instructor’s philosophy of 

teaching and his/her pedagogical approach. Generally speaking, Mrs. Yang’s classroom 

is environmentally positive, that is to say, it is bright, quiet, uncrowded, and cozy. Its 

decoration carries a lot of Chinese elements with drawings, calligraphy, a flag, a map, 

calendars, and characters. On the walls, she also displays the student’s projects, cultural 

crafts, and their field trip pictures. The students can easily take in an exotic oriental sense 

when entering the room. Moreover, it is technically intelligent, equipped with devices, 

which include a smart board linked with a computer, a projector, and an audio recorder. 

Mrs. Yang makes the best of all this equipment by variously using them during the 

instruction. The desks are arranged in the traditional style of one row after the other, 

facing the teacher, who mentioned in the interview that she is left with no options to 

adjust the desks since she shares this room with another mathematics teacher. 

3. The Range and categories of the IAs 

Totally, eight large categories of Instructional Activities (IAs) were identified in 

the teaching of two full units during 48 class periods (40 hours in total). They are Warm-

up Activity, Expression/Vocab Review, Direct Instruction, Textbook Comprehension and 

discussion, Exercise, Feedback, Assessment and Management. The teacher selects 

various specific IAs for each category, the total number of which, coded by the 

researcher, is 46 (see Table 4.1). 

Generally speaking, Mrs. Yang’s classes observe a pattern, which begins with 

warm-up activities such as greetings, calling attendance and ends up with assigning 

homework. The arrangement of the in-between Activities varies according to the different 

days of a lesson. Usually, various types of exercises, namely, speaking, listening, 
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character writing, Pinyin and vocabulary review follow after the instruction of the new 

contents. As mentioned in the data analysis section, using the microethnograhic method, 

the researcher first segmented all the teaching sessions according to the change of 

activities. Then, each IA category and IA type were coded in terms of the type, frequency 

of use and duration (see Appendix C). The percentage of the total duration of each 

category in the observed 48 classes was presented in the pie chart below (See Figure 4.1). 

(Figure 4.1 Percentage of the duration of the eight IAT categories) 

Among the eight categories of IAs, the three major ones are Exercise, Direct Instruction 

and Vocabulary/Expression Review. The teacher spent the most time on practicing what 

they have learned in class, which accounted for 40% of the total instructional time 

including oral, listening, reading and writing, Pinyin and typing exercises. The second 

largest category is Direct Instruction, accounting for 19%. The third largest amount of 
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time, accounting for 15% percent, was spent on reviewing the vocabulary and 

expressions. The teacher averaged out the other five categories—Warm-up Activities 6%, 

Assessment 6%, Textbook comprehension and discussion 5%, Management 5%, and 

Feedback 4%. 

For the descriptive analysis, the researcher further coded the instructional 

activities in the Exercise category by the language modes of communication proposed by 

ACTFL. The exercise activities eventually were coded into seven categories. They are 

interpersonal, interpretive reading, interpretive listening, presentational speaking, 

presentational writing, interpretive reading & presentational writing, and interpretive 

reading & presentational speaking. Each category was also calculated by the total 

duration and the proportion of each category is presented in the following pie chart (See 

Figure 4.2). 

Interpersonal 3% 

15% 

32% 

34% 

3%
9% 

4% 

Interpretive reading 

Interpretive listening 

Presentational speaking 

Presentational writing 

Interpretive reading +
presentational writing 

Interpretive reading +
presentational speaking 

(Figure 4.2 Percentage of the duration of the seven language mode categories) 
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As it shown in this chart, Mrs. Yang spent 34% class time on interpersonal, 32% on 

presentational writing and 15% on interpretive reading and presentational writing skills, 

which rank the top three among all modes. In addition to writing and interpersonal 

speaking skills, she also used about 9% of the time to improve the students’ listening 

comprehensibility. About 13% of the time was given to interpretive reading and 

presentational speaking. This result shows that the teacher actually used nearly half of the 

exercise time in the class to consolidate students’ writing skills. 

4. The Typical and Atypical IAs 

4.1 The determination of the typicality of an IA 

The determination of the typicality of an instructional activity is based on two 

criteria—its total frequency and the percentage of its duration in a category. The total 

number of the observed classes is 48. If an activity appearing more than 24 times is 

viewed as typical. If it does not meet this criterion, but its duration accounts for more 

than 30 percent in its category, it is also marked as typical. The rationale is that the 

typicality of an activity exists in two levels—in a whole lesson or within a category, 

because some categories and activities do not enjoy an equal presence due to its own 

nature. Even if an IA does not appear that often, however, if the teacher spends one third 

of the time in that category on it, it might also be counted as regular in this class. Based 

on these two standards, 15 typical IAs were identified (See Table 4.1). 

Categories Typical IAs Atypical IAs 
Warm-up activity 

Small talk 
Song singing 

Expression review 
Choral/individual reading Competition games 
Choral repetition Say together/individually 

Translation 
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Sentences making 
Flashcard pointing/getting 

Phrase rule reviewing 
T said the strokes, S guess 

Direct instruction 
Word/phrase Set discourse chunks 

Character knowledge 
Pinyin rules 
Punctuation 
Culture 
Typing 

Text comprehension & discussion* 
Exercise 
Oral Asking and answering Big group role play activity 

questions 
Small group interpersonal Homework presentation 
activity* 

Filling the blank of the 
paragraph based on 
information on PPT pictures 

Reading and writing Textbook/Workbook Project writing exercises 
reading and writing 
exercises 
Character writing/race on Meaningful writing exercise 
board* 

Scramble sentence/number 
Write in the air 
Say strokes together 

Listening Textbook exercises Video watching & 
discussion 

Pinyin Choral repetition 
Textbook/Workbook 
exercise 
Choral reading 
Spelling 
Rule reviewing 

Typing Library typing activity 
Pen-pal email writing 
project 

Discussion and Feedback 
HW/Test/Exercise 
discussion 

Assessment 
Tests 
Presentation 
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Teaching management 
Homework assigning Test Reminding 
Homework checking Project/Homework 

explanation 
Rewarding system 
explanation 
Activity setup 

(Table 4.1 Typical and atypical instructional activities) 
* indicate the IA is typical within its category 

4.2 Typical instructional activities 

As it is demonstrated in the above table, typical IAs are identified in two types. 

One type is the activities in the class level. They appear more than 24 times during the 

observational period. The other group is in the category level. Their duration accounted 

for one third of its category time. In the following section, I am going to provide a brief 

discussion of each. 

4.2.1 Warm-up—Small talk and song singing 

Warm-up activities in this research indicate the preparatory stage at the very 

beginning of each class period, in which the teacher connect to the students, focuses their 

attention and helps them begin to think in Chinese. On average, Mrs. Yang spent three to 

four minutes per class, which accounts for 4% of the total time. Two types of activities 

were identified in this category—small talk and song singing. 

Among the 48 class periods observed, the pre-class interactions in 43 periods 

were recorded. Five were missed for various reasons. Among the recorded ones, this 

activity occurred 40 times, which was highly frequent. In addition, the analysis shows 

that the teacher purposefully used this time as a part of her instruction. Therefore, this 

study treats it as a type of IA. Its duration accounted for 75 percent of the total warm-up 

time. However, the real communication was actually shorter due to the difficulty in 
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separating it from the waiting and students’ chatting. During this time, Mrs. Yang 

routinely greeted the students, prepared them for the class, called the attendance and 

chatted with them. The topic of the small talk varies depending on the day. It included 

introducing the researcher, wishing someone “Happy Birthday”, talking about past 

holidays, a field trip, communicating the teaching plan or answering questions. Since the 

observational time happened at the start of a beginning level course, the students’ 

Chinese was very limited. Even under this condition, Mrs. Yang took every opportunity 

to converse with them in the topics that they had already learned or would learn soon. For 

example, she welcomed and greeted the students in Chinese using the expressions they 

had learned, such as “你好吗” (how are you), “请进” (please come in), “请坐下” (please 

sit down). If someone did not show up, she always asked the others if they had come to 

school by saying “他/她在吗” (Is he/she in school) ? When she prepared them for class, 

she used the Chinese classroom expressions, such as “把你的作业拿出来” (Please take 

out your homework), or “你的作业写完了吗” (Did you finish your homework)? Even 

though for half of this time, the teacher spoke in English, due to the students’ limited 

Chinese, the analysis highlights her efforts to use target language in class. She treated this 

activity as a chance to relate to her students and manage the class. The EWL analysis 

showed an increase in the student engagement in the later small talks. 

Singing, tongue twister saying, or chanting is other typical way in which Mrs. 

Yang warmed up the class. It occurred in 29 classes. She taught four songs, one tongue 

twister and one chant, the content of which were closely related to the teaching 

objectives. Two of them are about greeting, one number, and one family members. The 

tongue twister exercises the pronunciation of the numbers. The chant was a simple 
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cultural rhyme introducing China. She often conducted this activity in a timely manner 

while she was checking the homework. Mrs. Yang mentioned in the pre-observation 

interview that singing was one of the students’ favorite activities, especially the young 

female learners. If her students particularly loved to sing, she would often use it. The 

reason she favored this type of activity is due to its effectiveness in assisting memory, 

motivating students, and creating a relaxing learning atmosphere. 

4.2.2 Expression review—Choral reading and choral repetition 

Two typical IAs in the category of expression review are choral reading and 

repetition. Mrs. Yang used choral reading the most when she reviewed the vocabulary 

and expressions. Its frequency is 46 out of the total 48 classes, indicating that it almost 

occurred at least once or more than once in a class. She let the students read various 

levels of the language elements—words, phrases, sentences, or dialogues from different 

resources including flashcards, Powerpoint, and the textbook. This type of activity took 

up 44% of the duration of the category of expression review. Another one is choral 

repetition, meaning the teacher models language and the group of learners repeat it 

together. Even though, its frequency is 28, the actual existence is more than that number. 

It was difficult to accurately record it due to its universal nature. Choral repetition could 

happen anytime in a brief manner as a move in many other activities. For example, when 

Mrs. Yang directly instructed the words, she often led them to read. Also, before the 

interpersonal small group activity, she first did a review in the form of choral repetition. 

Besides these two typical ways, Mrs. Yang also adopted other ways for review, such as 

word competition games, translation, flashcard pointing and sentence making. The whole 

category occupies 15% percent of the class time. These two IAs and their duration 
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highlight her traditional style of using mechanical drill repetition to assist students’ 

retention. 

4.2.3 Direct instruction—Word/phrase instruction 

Direct instruction is a general term for explicit teaching of knowledge or a skill 

using lectures to demonstrate and explain. Mrs. Yang spent 19% of the class time to 

direct instruct word and phrases, sentences, character knowledge, Pinyin rules, 

punctuations, culture and typing. The direct teaching of words and expressions happened 

29 times, which accounts for 62% of the total time of this category. She observed a 

pattern for word instruction. Routinely, she guided the students to take out the notebook 

and then reviewed the related words or expressions. In the third step, she introduced new 

words in the way of the teacher reading them aloud first, then providing the English 

meaning, and lastly conducting the choral repetition. After that, she elaborated it by 

offering more examples and asking questions to practice. In the last step, she 

demonstrated character writing and led the students to write stroke by stroke. The 

example shown in table 4.2 demonstrates the procedure of her direct instruction. It 

happened in the fourth observational period when Mrs. Yang taught the word “们” (plural 

particle). Her instruction of the other words were in the similar way. 

Instructional Activities & Moves (Content of this lesson: 们) 
1. Prepare students to take notes of the new words. (Ask them to take out the NB). 
2. Review the previous learned characters: 我、你 

a. Choral repetition of the words 
b. Make a phrase by using the vocabulary 

3. Introduce the new structure/words 
a. Read it and introduce the meaning in English: 们 

4. Choral repetition 
5. Explain the new characters 们 

a. Meaning 
i. Explain the meaning and function of the new word in English 
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ii. Make phrases by using the character 

iii. Ask questions about the phrases has 们 
b. Display how to write the characters 

i. Write it on the WB 
ii. Explain the strokes and their order 

c. Pinyin 
i. Spell Pinyin for students 

ii. Choral repetition 
6. Direct students keep note and explain again (们) 

a. Direct students write pinyin and character on the notebook 
(Table 4.2 Example of direct word instruction) 

4.2.4 Text comprehension and discussion 

The activity of text comprehension and discussion is not typical, compared with 

other IAs. It happened 13 times and accounted for 5% of the total class time. However, it 

was coded as an individual category, the realization of which comprised of small steps. 

Each lesson in the textbook Chinese Made Easy includes a text of different forms, such as 

a dialogue, a song, or a short narration. Mrs. Yang guided the students to comprehend the 

text after they learned the new words. The pattern was first asking questions, then reading 

aloud, and discussing the questions to check comprehension. She sometimes explained 

the meaning of some difficult sentences or sometimes had the student translate them. 

Finally, if there were difficult language point, she instructed the students to take notes. 

4.2.6 Speaking Exercise—Asking and answering questions & small group 

interpersonal activity 

Exercise took up 40% of the class time. It comprised of speaking, reading and 

writing, listening, Pinyin and typing exercises. There are two typical speaking IAs. One is 

asking and answer questions and the other is small group interpersonal activity. Asking 

and answering questions has the highest frequency. It happened 38 times. Mrs. Yang’s 

way of conducting it followed the typical interlocutory pattern of initiation-response-
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evaluation (IRE). She routinely asked questions to review what they learned in the 

previous lesson before the instruction of new contents. For example, in the 25th 

observation, after singing, Mrs. Yang asked a series of questions for a review. 

Excerpt 1 (the 25th observation) 

01 T: 我是中国人，我住在美国。你呢？ 
02 I am a Chinese. I live in the US. How about you? 
03 Eli: 我是美国人，我住在布法罗。 
04 I am an American. I live in Buffalo. 
05 T: 非常好。你呢？ 
06 Very good. How about you? 
07 Lily: 我…, I forgot how to say… 
08 I.. 
09 T: 我是… 
10 I am… 
11 Lily: 我是美国人，我住在布法罗。 
12 I am an American. I live in Buffalo. 
13 Leo: 我也是美国人，我也住在布法罗。 
14 I am an American too. I also live in Buffalo. 
15 T: 非常好。 
16 Very good. 
17 Caden: 我也是美国人，我也住在布法罗。 
18 I am an American too. I also live in Buffalo. 
19 Jim: 我也是美国人，我也住在布法罗。 
20 I am an American too. I also live in Buffalo. 
21 T: 非常好。 
22 Very good. 

This excerpt is typical. Mrs. Yang asked one question and her students answered one by 

one. Or she let them ask the next person to answer. The details of its operation vary. 

Sometimes, the students answered according to their real situation. Sometimes, they need 

to respond based on the information given on the Powerpoint or the textbook. She also 

used it as a small move in other activities, such as direct instruction and text discussion to 

check comprehension. 
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Another typical IA in this category is the small group interpersonal activity. 

Though it happened 15 times, however, its duration accounts for 34% of the duration of 

this category. They are in the forms of skit play, interview, or information gap task. For 

the skit play, she did not prescribe a script, but only provided a background information 

or some general instruction. For example, in the 4th observation, she asked the students to 

do a skit imagining that they met and greeted each other in the lobby of a Chinese school 

and then accidentally bumped to each other. She arranged these tasks after the students 

were well-prepared through direct instruction, drill repetition, and the asking and 

answering questions exercise. And while the students were practicing in small groups, 

she keenly monitored and supported them. 

4.2.6 Reading and Writing Exercise—Textbook/workbook exercise and character 

writing 

Textbook or workbook exercise is a typical activity that Mrs. Yang adopted to 

improve the students’ reading and writing skills. It appeared 25 times. The exercise types 

are various. Most of them train both the reading and writing skills on different linguistic 

levels—character, Pinyin, word, sentence and discourse in different formats, such as 

writing Pinyin for the word, writing a character of a given radical, filling the blank in the 

sentence, completing the dialogue, and paragraph writing based on a given picture. A few 

of them only focus on reading in the form of matching exercises. In the post-observation 

interview, Mrs. Yang mentioned that these high frequency only happened in the 

particular time—the beginning stage of learning. Her purpose was to model the students 

reading and writing, especially writing, due to the unique feature of Chinese characters. 

Once they got used to it as time passes by, its frequency decreased accordingly. Instead, 
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she assigned them as homework. She also pointed out a fact that parents usually were not 

able to provide assistance or guidance at home, which was another driving force of her 

decision, especially at this stage. 

Besides the textbook and workbook exercises, Mrs. Yang also spent plentiful time 

solely on character writing, which took up 54% of the category time. She asked the 

students to write with different tools, such as on the big white board, the small white 

board, in air, flashcard, and notebook. She also launched races either among all the 

students or between groups. Mrs. Yang revealed in the interview that she decided to 

allocate more time on writing because of the opaque orthography and sound relationship 

of the Chinese characters. 

4.2.7 Feedback and discussion 

Giving feedback to the completed exercises is another category. She frequently 

discussed the homework, in-class exercises and tests. It occurred 24 times and accounted 

for 4% of the total class time. This type of activity usually took place at the beginning of 

the class, or after the completion of an in-class exercise. Mostly, Mrs. Yang first let the 

students to read the answer either individually or as a group and then discussed the ones 

that most students have questions. However, this is not the only type of feedback. Mrs. 

Yang also provided corrective feedback at any time during the classroom interactions. 

However, it mostly happened in a quick manner. Therefore, it is difficult to record it as 

an individual activity and count its duration. 

4.2.8 Teaching management—homework checking and assigning 

Two typical IAs in the category of teaching management are homework assigning 

and checking, which were the daily routine in Mrs. Yang’s class. She usually checked 
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and collected the homework after the small talk at the beginning of the class. In the end, 

she either wrote or told the students about the assignment of the day. Homework 

checking occurred 37 times and assigning 39 times. To eliminate the three assessment 

days—two tests and one presentation, there were only six days that Mrs. Yang did not 

assign homework. 

5. Conclusion 

Generally speaking, this chapter delineates a panoramic view of Mrs. Yang’s 

class. Based on the analysis of the instructional activities types, the researcher presents 

the range and the proportion of each category. The presentation of the typical IAs 

manifests the pattern of her teaching and its maturity. It also shows that her mixed style 

of pedagogy with both the mechanical drill practices, controlled IRE interlocutory 

patterns and the meaningful interpersonal tasks. Another highlight of the results is that 

Mrs. Yang allocated a big portion of time on character reading and writing. In the 

following chapter, the researcher is going to further decode these IAs in terms of HLTPs. 
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Chapter 5 High-Leverage Teaching Practices in Mrs. Yang’s Teaching 

1. Introduction 

The previous chapter provides a broad picture of Mrs. Yang’s teaching by 

describing the range and typicality of the instructional activities types (IATs) in her 5th 

grade Chinese class. This chapter reports the results of the analysis of high-leverage 

teaching practices (HLTPs) by presenting the ways that Mrs. Yang exercises them in her 

instruction. That is, I identify the prominent and absent HLTPs as well as their 

micropractices and specific moves. Examples and excerpts are presented to show how 

this teacher employs the moves to achieve the core practices. The second part of this 

chapter reports the result of the analysis of the post-observation interview. It focuses on 

presenting Mrs. Yang’s own evaluation of her instruction from the perspectives of 

HLTPs and the degree to which it matches the researcher’s evaluation. Lastly, it also 

discusses Mrs. Yang’s perspectives of applying the proposed HLTPs in her local context. 

Overall, her classroom instruction is characterized by few HLTPs (see table 1). 

Only two are prominent in Mrs. Yang’s teaching. They are HLTP #1-facilitating target 

language comprehensibility, and HLTP #2-building a classroom discourse community. 

The absent ones are HLTP #3-guiding learners to interpret and discuss authentic texts, 

HLTP #4-focusing on form in a dialogic context through PACE, and HLTP #5-focusing 

on cultural products, practices and perspectives. The last HLTP is #6-providing oral 

corrective feedback to improve learner performance. Glisan and Donato’s deconstruction 

of it attends more to teacher knowledge and thinking when giving oral corrective 

feedback. However, it is hard to get access to the cognition of the teacher by conducting a 

classroom observation study. Compared with the first five HLTPs, which are distinctly 
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embedded in concrete pedagogical moves, their thinking flow chart to make the 

appropriate corrective feedback in a particular situation is hardly visible in its enactment. 

Therefore, considering this fact, the researcher chooses not to focus on Practice #6 in the 

framework. 

2. Prominent HLTPs #1: Facilitating target language comprehensibility 

In Mrs. Yang’s instruction, the first salient core practice is facilitating 

understanding. Even though she is not trained in this framework and her teaching indeed 

manifests few core practices, her efforts in helping the students understand what she says 

are distinct. This result proves the claim of Glisan and Donato (2017) that this core 

practice is fundamental to foreign language instruction in spite of language or level. 

According to the Input Hypothesis of Krashen (1982, 1985), whatever the language, a 

person can only learn through obtaining a sufficient amount of comprehensible input. 

Meaning is essential to understanding which leads to the acquisition and retention of the 

language. Moreover, only when the learner first understands can s/he proceed to 

comprehensible output (Swain, 1985). Through this process, s/he is able to get involved 

in conversational interactions, and thus, the language is eventually mastered. Therefore, 

in a class, the ability to engage the students in talk-in-interaction constitutes the 

cornerstone of the proficient language teacher. 

Glisan and Donato (2017) further deconstruct this overarching practice into three 

micropractices. In order to make sense of the language, the teacher needs to know how to 

1. create comprehensible language, 2. create a context for understanding, 3. create 

graspable interactions. Moreover, under each of the micropractices, the authors provide 

concrete moves to help language educators realize them. Through the achievement in 
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these three aspects the teacher can eventually obtain the ultimate pedagogical goal of 

making the linguistic meaning accessible to the student. Even though the delineation of 

this core practice is standardized, its manifestation in an individual local context is 

variable. The ways in which an instructor apply these rules to their own classroom to 

teach a particular language with a specific group of students are adaptable. For example, 

how the teacher helps a group of college students understand differs from that of making 

the meaning accessible to a group of 10-year-old middle school students. The choice of 

particular procedures and the weight of using them varies its expression in different 

contexts. The analysis of Mrs. Yang’s classroom illuminates the features of HLTP #1 in 

the instruction of young learners of Chinese. 

In this 5th grade introductory level class, Mrs. Yang applied all the three 

micropractices to achieve HLTP #1. That is, she created comprehensible language, 

context and interactions. The following table displays the moves that Mrs. Yang used for 

this particular group of students (see Table 5.1). As it shows, she adopted 12 out of the 15 

skills in the framework. Eighty percent of the proposed steps are identified. Three are 

absent. They are: 1.2 defining new words with examples rather than translations, 3.1 

interacting with the learners using active comprehension checking strategies, and 3.3 

using question sequences. Although she used most of the moves, however, the allocation 

and density of their application distinctively feature the practice in this particular local 

context. 

HLTP #1 Micropractices Moves 
Facilitating 1. Creating target language 1.1 Paraphrasing new words 
target language comprehensibility 1.3 Slowing down 
compressibility 1.4 Building on the vocabulary 

1.5 Reentering the vocabulary 
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1.6 Signaling new words with tone 
voice 
1.7 Using connected discourse 

2. Creating contexts for 2.1 Using gestures 
comprehension 2.2 Using visual and concrete object 

2.3 Focusing learner attention on the 
topic of the lesson in advance 
2.4 Creating a lesson with a purpose 
relevant to learner’s lives 

3. Creating comprehensible 3.2 Cuing for recurrent words and 
interactions phrases to check how well students 

are following 
3.4 Providing useful expressions and 
phrases 

(Table 5.1 Prominent Move of HLTP #1 in Mrs. Yang’s class) 

2.1 HLTP #1.1 Creating target language comprehensibility 

HLTP #1.1.1 Paraphrasing new words and expressions 

Mrs. Yang used most of the proposed skills to help her students understand the 

target language. The only one that she did not use is that of defining new words with 

examples. However, not all the moves were used regularly. Due to the fact that this is an 

introductory level class and the observation period was at the very beginning of the 

school year, the choice of paraphrasing or defining new words to students was rarely 

available. The analysis of the direct vocabulary instructions shows that translation is one 

of the primary methods that she adopted to help the students understand. When 

introducing new words, she directly translated the meaning in 29 out of the 35 cases. The 

following excerpt is a typical example: 

Excerpt 2 (the 12th observation) 

01 T: 好，跟我读， 今天。 
02 Alright, read after me. Today. 
03 S: 今天 
04 Today 
05 T: 今天 
06 Today 
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07 S: 今天 
08 Today 
09 T: Which means today. 好。 
10 Alright 
11 S&T: Yesterday 
12 
13 T: Yesterday 
14 
15 S1: 昨天 
16 yesterday 
17 T: 昨天，非常好。 
18 Yesterday, very good. 

The explanatory alternative to an English translation, especially when encountering a 

grammatical word, is illustrated in the following excerpt. When Mrs. Yang taught the 

plural suffix “们”, she explained it in English to the students. 

Excerpt 3 (the 4th observation) 

01 T: This is a new word. This is a new word. This is a plural form 
of 你, or 我。Plural form is more than one person. Ok? 

02 you I 

The high frequency of these two skills reveals that relying on the students’ first language 

is central to Mrs. Yang’s strategies in helping with comprehension. However, they are not 

the only ones used. During the observation periods, as the classes proceeded and the 

students learned more and more expressions, Mrs. Yang only paraphrased once, which 

shows that her awareness of the skill of using simple target language to explain new 

words. This happened in the 24th observed class, when she taught family member 

phrases. She paraphrased the grandparent expressions in Chinese as in the following 

excerpt: 

Excerpt 4 (the 24th observation) 

23 T: 好，read after me, it’s a long sentence. 爸爸的妈妈叫奶奶。 
24 Good, Father’s mother is called grandmother on father’s side. 
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25 S: 爸爸的妈妈叫奶奶 
26 Father’s mother is called grandmother on father’s side. 
27 T: Or you can also say 是奶奶 
28 is grandmother on father’s side 
29 S: 是奶奶 
30 is grandmother on father’s side 
31 T: 妈妈的妈妈是外婆 
32 Mother’s mother is grandmother on mother’s side. 
33 S: 妈妈的妈妈是外婆 
34 Mother’s mother is grandmother on mother’s side. 
35 S2: My grandpa! 
36 S1: Uncle Billy! 
37 T: 好，爷爷 
38 Ok, grandfather on father’s side 
39 S: 爷爷 
40 grandfather on father’s side 
41 T: 外公 
42 Grandfather on mother’s side 
43 S: 外公 
44 Grandfather on mother’s side 
45 T: 好，listen, 爸爸的爸爸是爷爷 
46 Good, father’s father is grandfather on father’s side. 
47 S4: The dad’s dad 
48 T: 对，dad’s dad 
49 S5: 妈妈的-
50 T: 妈妈的爸爸是外公 can you follow? 
51 Mother’s father is grandfather on mother’s side. 
52 S: 妈妈的爸爸是外公 
53 Mother’s father is grandfather on mother’s side. 

As compared with English, the Chinese language has more family member terms. 

For example, English does not distinguish grandparents on the mother’s and father’s side. 

They are distinct in Chinese. In addition, before introducing them, the students have had 

to learn how to say “mother” and “father”. Therefore, using them to paraphrase is not 

only easier to explain in the target language, but also serves as a way to review the 

learned vocabulary. The above excerpt demonstrates that the students have no difficulty 

in understanding. Mrs. Yang’s comments in the post-observation interview on using this 

skill justify her reasoning of when to use this method in class. 
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I seldom use it (the paraphrase skill) with the 5th grade students. Most of the time 
I directly translate the meaning. I use it more with the 7th and 8th graders. … It 
really depends on how much they have learned. I often ask myself, do they 
understand if I paraphrase these words. (p. 4, post-interview) 

Even though Mrs. Yang did not often paraphrase, four other moves in this category are 

embedded in her teaching style. These include using an appropriate speech rate and 

signaling new words with voice as well as building on and re-entering the vocabulary. 

HLTP #1.1.3 Slowing down the rate of speech & HLTP#1.1.6 Signaling new words and 

structure with tone of voice 

A proficient language teacher is adept at supporting the students’ comprehension 

through the control of his/her speech and voice, which are always mingled. Therefore, I 

am going to discuss the ways that Mrs. Yang uses these two skills in one section. 

Generally speaking, her rate of speech is neither too slow nor too fast and her enunciation 

is very clear. Even though her students are 10-year-old young learners, given the content 

they have already learned, she did not speak very slowly all the time as long as they did 

not exhibit any difficulty in understanding. Mrs. Yang is also skilled at using the tone of 

her voice. She knows where to slow down to make the language clear enough and where 

to rise, prolong and pause to grab the students’ attention. When encountering new, 

difficult or complex expressions, she always adjusted her speech rate. Her artistry of 

speech and voice control are reflected by the following excerpt, in which Mrs. Yang first 

reviewed the “months” and taught the new questions of “what date is it”? 

Excerpt 5 (the 13th observations) 

01 T: 这是什么？吴哲仁？ 
02 What’s this? Leo? 
03 Leo: 十二月 
04 December 
05 T: 对，非常好，十二月，这是几月？莫欣？ 
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45

06 Correct, good, December, which month is this? Caden? 
07 Caden: 七月 
08 July 
09 T: 非常好，这是几月？安小睿？ 

Very good, which month is this? Lily? 
11 Lily: 五月 
12 May 
13 T: 五月，这是几月？何志明？ 
14 May, which month is this? Jim? 

Jim: 八月 
16 August 
17 T: 八月，非常好，这是(0.1)几月::几号::？几月::几号::？安小睿？ 
18 August, very good, what date is it? What date? Lily? 
19 Lily: 八月一号 

August the 1st 

21 T: 非常好，八月一号 
22 Very good, August the 1st 

23 Ss: 八月一号 
24 August the 1st 

T: 这是几月:几号:？吴哲仁？ 
26 What date is this? Leo? 
27 Leo: 五月五号 
28 May the 5th 

29 T: 五月五号，非常好，何志明you say the next, 这是几月几号？ 
May the 5th, very good, Jim, you say the next, which date is this? 

31 Jim: 二月二十五号 
32 February the 25th 

33 T: 非常好，二月二十五好，今天::是几月几号？今天::Look at your 
flashcards. 今天::是::: 

34 Very good, February the 25th, good, what date is it today? Today, 
Today is::: 

Jim: Oh, that’s the first one that I have. 
36 Caden: 今天today 
37 Today 
38 T: 几::月对，几::号？今天是几月几号？ 
39 Which month::::, yes, which date? Today is which month which 

date? 
Caden: Month 

41 T: 今天today是—is 几月(0.1)几号？ 
42 Today is which month which date? 
43 Ss: Today is:::: 
44 Caden: Wait 

T: What do you think what 几 means？ 
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46 Caden: 几 means which 
47 T&Ss: Which month, which day 
48 T: That’s the Chinese way asking date. So how do you respond? 
49 Jim: Today is whatever.. 
50 Caden: Today is… 
51 T: 今天是 
52 Today is 
53 T&S: 今:天:是十月:二十一号。 
54 Today is October the 21st. 
55 T: 非常好one more time. 今天是几月几号？Answer please 
56 Very good What date is it today? 
57 T&S: 今:天:是十:月:二十一号。 
58 Today is October the 21st. 

In the beginning of this excerpt, Mrs. Yang first reviewed the months of the year 

by asking two questions “这是什么” (what is this) and “这是几月” (which month is 

this)? When she asked these two learned questions, she used normal speech neither fast 

nor slow. However, when she introduced a new question “这是几月几号” (what date is 

it), she paused for a second before she spoke the new phrase “几月几号” (which month 

which day), raised her voice, and prolonged the expression. Her series of operations 

successfully drew the students’ attention to the new phrase, even though it was the first 

time that she introduced this expression. However, since “which day” shares the same 

morphological structure as “which month”, the students had no trouble understanding it. 

Lily was able to answer immediately. When Mrs. Yang directed it to Leo, she did not 

pause and spoke faster than the first time, but still slower than her regular rate of speech. 

She then asked Jim in the same manner. After that, she moved on to the second new 

question of “今天是几月几号” (what date is it today)? Even though the word “today” is 

not new, however, they had just learned it two days ago and were not yet familiar with it, 

which Mrs. Yang had anticipated. Therefore, when she asked this question, she added 
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stress to the word “today” using a slightly louder voice and a more prolonged speech 

pattern to signal and direct the students’ attention to it. This is a manifestation of Mrs. 

Yang’s knowledge of her students and her attention to her speech. She even quickly 

reminded them in English so that they could retrieve this word in their flashcards. Jim 

found it right away since it was on the top of his flashcards. Caden also figured out its 

meaning. Their responses indicated that all Mrs. Yang’s strategies functioned well. Then 

she repeated this question at a very slow rate while writing it down on the white board. 

However, from line 41 to 50, Mrs. Yang switched to English to translate the whole 

sentence word by word and asked the students to provide the meaning of the word “几” 

(which). In their responses, the students accordingly switched to English. She continued 

asking in English how they could answer this question. This part was unnecessary since 

the students had already demonstrated their understanding. She could have directly led 

them to respond in the target language. From line 53 to 57, the students attempted to 

answer this question, so she purposefully spoke slowly so that they could manage it. This 

excerpt illustrated Mrs. Yang’s expertise in determining her speech to fit her students and 

utilizing her voice to support their attention. 

HLTP #1.1.4 Building vocabulary and structures over time 

Mrs. Yang masterfully builds on vocabulary and expressions. This is 

demonstrated in her arrangement of the curriculum and its enactment. She clearly 

understands what the students know and do not know. More importantly, she is 

scrupulous and thoughtful when deciding how fast and how many new words to give to 

her students. The whole curriculum reflects this deliberation. For example, in the 

Greeting unit, she first taught student the greeting word “你好” (hello). After that, she 
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continued to build on it with another expression “你好吗” (how are you). Even though 

she used the textbook, Chinese Made Easy, for this course, however, her curriculum did 

not completely follow its contents as she added words and expressions or changed 

the order. For example, in the first few lessons, the students learned the pronouns “you” 

and “I”. She added the plural particle “们”, so that the students could use it with“我”(I) 

and“你”(you). In this way, these two words, “我们” (we) and “你们” (you plural), are not 

completely new. After the students were already quite familiar with the four 

pronouns“我”(I)“你”(you)“我们”(we)“你们”(you plural), she brought “他” (he) and 

“她” (she) two lessons forward. In the book, these two words are arranged in a later 

lesson. When she taught these two pronouns, she also asked them to think about how to 

say, “they”, which is a continuation of the plural particle. After the students learned “he” 

and “she”, Mrs. Yang added the possessive particle “的”, and had them figure out how to 

say “my”, “your”, “his”, and “her”. Little by little, she presented all the pronouns without 

overwhelming the students. 

Besides the curriculum arrangement, Mrs. Yang also meticulously enact 

vocabulary building in class, especially when teaching children. Excerpt eight in the 

previous section is a good example of her enactment of vocabulary building. She first 

reviewed two questions “what is this” and “which month is it”. And then she added the 

new word “which day”. It forms the question “what date is it”? After that, she continued 

to make the sentence complex by adding the word “today”. This process illustrates how 

Mrs. Yang gradually made a new sentence accessible to the students. 

HLTP #1.1.5 Frequently re-enter words and expression 
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Lexical reiteration is critical in vocabulary acquisition and retention. However, 

the instructor re-enters new words and expressions in a variety of ways. The traditional 

paradigm of language education adopts the method of mechanically repeating the words. 

The novice teachers, especially, those who learned in this tradition of teaching, easily 

adopts it in their own teaching. However, Glisan and Donato (2017) argue having student 

read the new words repeatedly in a rote fashion results in boredom and lack of 

engagement. Thus, the teacher should go beyond it to conduct a meaningful lexical 

recycle. 

The analysis reveals Mrs. Yang’s purposeful re-entering of the newly learned 

words. However, her method is mixed using both traditional rote and meaningful styles. 

In the pre-observation interview, when asked the question about her teaching method, 

Mrs. Yang described it as “traditional” (pre-observation interview, p. 2). This 

understanding can be reflected by the large amount of rote vocabulary review activities, 

which accounts for 15 percent of the total class time. However, in the meanwhile, Mrs. 

Yang was aware that rote might bore her students, so she varied her approach. For 

example, for the instructional activity of “reading together”, she kept changing the details 

in its realization. At times, she would let the students read together, at others individually. 

She might have them read the real flashcards, or the online Quizlet flashcards. 

Occasionally, the students would read the words or sentences in the textbook or from 

Powerpoint slides. In so doing, she tried to decrease the tediousness of the repetition. 

Moreover, in order to further engage them, she also resorted to different competition 

games. 
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However, Mrs. Yang did not restrict her reviewing activities only to mechanical 

repetition. At the same time, she also naturally re-entered the vocabulary in a meaningful 

context, which resulted in a good amount of target language use. Even in this very 

beginning stage, she persisted in using the learned expressions. Thanks to her insistence, 

the students had the opportunities to listen to and respond with these expressions instead 

of continually hearing their first language. Before she started the lessons in the textbook, 

she first taught a dozen frequently used classroom expressions, such as “good morning”, 

“hello, students”, “hello teacher”, “read after me”, “let’s start the class”, “are you ready” 

etc. Every day before the class, Mrs. Yang welcomed the students in Chinese. She also 

managed the class in the target language, always providing the expressions such as “let’s 

begin the class”, “class is over”, “take out your textbook”, “today’s homework is…”, 

“did you finish writing” etc. in Chinese. As time passed, the students became fluent in 

their use of these expressions, able both to respond and ask questions on their own. 

Another way in which Mrs. Yang re-entered words is closely related to the skill of 

building vocabulary. Excerpt five is a good example of this point. When Mrs. Yang built 

the new sentences bit by bit, she had reiterated the questions with regard to month and 

date more than 10 times. In this process, she not only built vocabulary but, at the same 

time, continuously reviewed it. 

HLTP #1.1.7 Presenting connected discourse rather than isolated word for drill 

The pedagogy of lexical instruction under the old paradigm presents isolated 

words followed by repetitive drill exercises. However, such an unnatural method leads to 

communicative incompetence. With the paradigm shift in the field of world language 

education, scholars (Lewis, 1993; Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992) accordingly argue for a 
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change in instruction. Instead of presenting isolated words, the teacher should use lexical 

chunks in appropriate contexts, which helps to create comprehensible language. In this 

way, the student will develop a communicative competence applying what they learn in 

the target language. 

Generally speaking, Mrs. Yang taught new words in both ways: presenting 

connected discourse and isolated words. Most of the time she provided lexical phrases of 

varying length. For example, when she gave the class four responses to the greeting “how 

are you”, which are “I am very good”, “I am not good”, “I am not bad”, and “I am ok”, 

she did not first teach the individual words such as “I”, “am”, “very”, “good”, “not”, 

“bad”, and “ok”. Instead, she directly presented the sentences and let the students 

practice. She taught other expressions such as “what is your name”, “where do you live”, 

and “who is this” in the same fashion. Another type of connected discourse that Mrs. 

Yang used were songs, tongue twisters and chants. During the observation period, she 

gave them five songs, one tongue twister and one chant in total. The students did not 

learn word by word. Instead, Mrs. Yang demonstrated them and explained their meaning 

on the sentence level. One typical daily activity at the beginning of the class was singing 

the songs together. Then, if the students later encountered the individual words in other 

contexts, Mrs. Yang also reminded them by singing the line of the song which contained 

the particular word. 

2.2 HLTP #1.2 Creating contexts for comprehension 

Glisan and Donato point out that, “context implies concrete circumstances for 

social and cultural discourse practices” (2017, p.29). It is crucial to comprehension. The 

information deprived of a context could be misleading. Therefore, besides using the 
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strategies of adjusting the way that the language is given, the teacher may also increase 

comprehensibility through providing and enriching the setting. The authors proposed four 

techniques for this particular micropractice. Data analysis shows that Mrs. Yang is an 

expert in taking advantage of contexts to assist her instruction. 

HLTP #1.2.1 Using gesture to make new language clear & HLTP #1.2.2 Using visual 

and concreate objects to support comprehension 

Visual support is a major approach, to which Mrs. Yang resorted to explain 

meaning. In the interview, she also mentioned the use of pictures and objects as the most 

effective way to make interpretation transparent. At the same time, they are also effective 

in engaging and motivating the students, especially the younger learners. Her instruction 

is filled with different types of visual supports including gesture, real object, picture in 

Powerpoint and Quizlet flashcards. First, in her class, gesture is a common technique. 

She often used it in every part of her teaching. For example, at the very beginning of the 

school year, when Mrs. Yang taught the classroom expressions, such as “say it again”, 

“open the textbook” and “are you ready” etc., she also collaborated with her students 

creating a gesture for each expression. Later in the class, whenever she spoke them, she 

gestured accordingly, which served as an affordance to understanding. She also taught the 

body language for numbers, which is specific to Chinese culture. While the students 

practiced speaking, she always showed these hand signs at the same time to support them. 

For example, when the students were answering questions like “what date is it today”, 

she showed the answer in gesture to assist them. 

Pictures were the most common visual tool that Mrs. Yang used when presenting 

new or unfamiliar words. In the 14th observed class, Mrs. Yang had already taught 
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“dates” and asked different questions with regard to them, like “你的生日是几月几号” 

(When is your birthday)? The students would answer “我的生日是…” (My birthday 

is…). In this small dialogue, they had already learned all the expressions except the word 

“生日” (birthday). Though this word was not in the vocabulary list, they got to know it 

from the “Happy Birthday” song. When Mrs. Yang asked this question, she presented the 

two sentences in Powerpoint, which highlighted the word in red and put a picture of 

birthday cake (see Figure 5.1) next to it. In this way, she reminded the students of its 

meaning so that they would know how to answer her question. This use of pictures to 

support meaning is constant in her classes. Her Powerpoint slides are filled with such 

images. She also inserted pictures in the online Quizlet flashcard instead of providing an 

English translation. Besides gesture and picture, another visual tool that Mrs. Yang uses 

is real object. For example, when she taught the pronouns, she pointed to the students and 

herself and have them guess the meaning of “he” and “she”. When she instructed the 

possessive particle “的”, she first collected different students’ stuff like pencil, notebook, 

eraser, and marker etc. in a bag with the traditional Chinese embroidery on it and kept 

saying the sentences, “这是他的” (This is his) and “这是她的” (this is hers) until they 

figured out their meaning. In the whole process, Mrs. Yang did not use the first language 

at all. Also, when she discussed the major cities in China, she used a Chinese map to 

show where the cities are. 
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(Figure 5.1 Powerpoint slide to talk about birthday) 

HLTP #1.2.3 Focusing learner attention on the topic and objective of the lesson in 

advance & HLTP #1.2.4 Creating a lesson with a purpose relevant to the learners’ lives 

Another type of context to facilitate understanding is found in situating the lesson 

in a framework and declaring its purpose beforehand. Prior knowledge is crucial to in 

eliminating confusion and so constructing meaning. Therefore, experienced teachers 

usually structure the curriculum in thematic units, which select and highlight a theme 

through an instructional module. Each activity has a main focus in the topic of a given 

unit. More importantly, the topic and purpose should be closely related to the lives of the 

students, which can result in their strong interest and high motivation. In addition, before 

each lesson pedagogical objectives are explicitly stated. In this way, the student is 

prepared to reach comprehension during the instruction. 

Generally speaking, these two moves are observable in Mrs. Yang’s classroom. 

She structured the curriculum in thematic units, which are all closely related to the 

students’ lives and their interests. During the observation time, the instructed themes 

were greetings, numbers and dates, and family. The curriculum primarily follows the 
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structure of the textbook, however, with many adjustments. For example, in the 

interview, Mrs. Yang mentioned that the color unit is arranged in the latter part of the 

book, which is not covered until the sixth grade. However, based on her experience with 

younger learners, she has moved it forward into the curriculum of the fifth grade. She 

also added the topic of Chinese Zodiac, which is not even in the textbook. In the same 

vein, for the sixth graders, she added some topics like food and body parts. Moreover, she 

constantly modifies the school schedule unit, which is comparatively abstract. To make it 

more accessible and engaging, she combines it with other topics like clothes and hobbies. 

These arrangements demonstrate her principle of selecting themes in the establishment of 

her curriculum. 

However, in terms of HLTP #1.2.4, Mrs. Yang pointed out the purpose and 

objectives of the class in a very limited way. During the observation time, there were 

only three occasions when the researcher heard Mrs. Yang very briefly mentioned the 

focus of that class. For example, in the 24th observation, after reviewing the vocabulary, 

she proceeded to teach the new content and said, “Actually we are going to learn family 

member today” (the 24th observation, p. 4). She did not further elaborate. In the post-

observation interview, Mrs. Yang mentioned that she had three reasons not to spend time 

announcing the objectives. First, it wastes time. Also, due to the fact that she has four or 

five classes per day, it is impossible to write all the objectives on the board before each 

class. Second, she usually spent several days discussing one lesson, so she assumes that 

the students are aware of the topic of that day. Third, she often improvised, changing the 

activities based on the students’ reactions. 
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2.3 HLTP #1.3 Creating comprehensible interactions 

Interaction is the third method of assisting comprehension. Some teaching 

techniques help the student to transform passive listening into an active co-constructive 

process. Such an interaction can be verbal or non-verbal. Glisan and Donato (2017) offer 

four techniques to realize it. Two are found in Mrs. Yang’s teaching. However, even 

though they are detectable, their frequency was low. Therefore, compared with the 

previous two micropractices, Mrs. Yang’s performance, in terms of creating 

comprehensible interactions, is the weakest. 

HLTP #1.3.2 Cueing for recurrent words and phrases to check comprehension 

Cueing represents an incomplete statement that stretches and emphasizes the last 

word in the sentence, pausing for the learner to complete it. In this way, the student is 

pushed to finish the sentence. This skill is effective when the teacher wants to stay with 

the target language, but needs to know if the student is following. It maintains the use of 

the target language. Mrs. Yang often cues in her class. However, it is not the major way 

she checks understanding. Even though she uses many techniques of HLTP #1, she relies 

on the first language greatly to make the instruction understandable. Specific to 

comprehension checking, on most occasions, Mrs. Yang directly asks questions in 

English, as is shown in the following excerpt, where she explained the plural particle 

“们” and demonstrated words containing this suffix. 

Excerpt 6 (the 4th observation) 

01 T: This is a new word. This is the plural form of 你 or 我. 
02 You I 
03 Jim: 你的 
04 yours 
05 T: Plural form is more than one person. Ok? So why don’t we write it 

down? I write the character here. 们, Ok. Let’s try to write it. 
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06 (…) 
07 Eli: It means more than one person? 
08 T: Ok, it does not mean anything alone, but if it is in a phrase, ((T 

wrote 我们，你们，他们 on the board)) 
09 we, you plural, they 
10 (…) 
11 T: Does it make sense? 
12 Ss: Yeah. 
13 Lily: Does it have any tone? 
14 T: No tone. It’s neutral. 

In this excerpt, after Mrs. Yang’s explanation, she led them to write the particle 

stroke by stroke and then Eli confirmed its meaning. Then she elaborated and wrote some 

words which contain it. The students then read them on their own. In line 10, she asked in 

English “does this make sense”? They responded, “yes”. This is typical of Mrs. Yang’s 

checking. The other way is to ask questions in Chinese. However, occasionally, she cues 

the students to complete her statement. This happens especially when she does not count 

on English, as is shown in the following excerpt: 

Excerpt 7 (the 17th observation) 

01 T: And today we gonna learn another way to say my name is called. 
Ok？跟我读，叫 

02 Read after me, called 
03 (…) 
04 T: Sometime people say 你叫什么 for short. It’s the same meaning. 

What’s your name, Ok? 你叫什么？ 
05 What are you called? What are you called? 
06 S: 你叫什么？ 
07 What are you called? 
08 T: You respond 我叫::: 
09 I am called… 
10 S: 我叫安小睿/吴哲仁/莫欣/何志明/吴哲仁。 
11 I am called ((students’ Chinese name)). 

In this excerpt, Mrs. Yang first announced there is another way to ask about 

name. And then she led the students in reading each word in the sentence and explained 

them. She also mentioned a short form of it and modeled asking and answering. 
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However, when she answered it, she did not finish, but paused after saying “我叫…” (I 

am called…) and left the floor open. She raised her voice when saying the word “叫” 

(called) and also prolonged it, cueing the students to finish it. This excerpt displayed her 

skillful operation of this technique. However, the HLTP analysis shows that she rarely 

uses this technique since the first language is always her solution. 

HLTP #1.3.4 Providing useful expressions and phrases to negotiate meaning 

Another tool that enables the learners to negotiate meaning is to provide them 

with a list of expressions, such as “would you repeat it”, “do you mean”, “is this…what 

you say”? With these, students can manage conversations by asking for repetition, 

clarification, and confirmation. Mastering these phrases allows them to actively 

participate in a conversation instead of only passively following along. Mrs. Yang uses 

this technique, but in a very limited way. At the beginning of the school year, she taught 

some classroom expressions. Two of them are: “再说一遍 ” (can you repeat it) and 

“我有一个问题” (I have a question). She also posted the second sentence on the front 

wall of the classroom (see Figure 5.2), typing it in characters with Pinyin and its English 

translation. Mrs. Yang often used the first phrase in class and the students had no 

problem understanding it. However, they never initiate it. On the contrary, they often 

used the second sentence to ask questions. In the following excerpt, Mrs. Yang explained 

the morphological rule of forming an expression that describes someone from a certain 

place, like 北京人(Beijing People). Then, Leo asked her a question. 
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(Figure 5.2 Sign of the interactional question) 

Excerpt 8 (the 21st observation) 

01 Leo: So 杨老师 
02 Ms. Yang 
03 T: 什么？ 
04 What? 
05 Leo: 我有一个问题。 
06 I have a question. 
07 T: 你有什么问题？ 
08 What’s your questions? 
09 Leo: Umm, so, you would say like 湖南人？ 
10 S: Hunan people 
11 湖南人，yes，I am from 湖南。You are right. Is that your question? 
12 Hunan people, Hunan 
13 Leo: Yes. 
14 T: 湖南人。Yes, I am. 我是湖南人。 
15 Hunan people, I am Hunan people. 
16 Eli: Oh, yeah. 
17 Jim: I don’t understand. 

This excerpt shows that the expression, “我有一个问题” (I have a question), 

equipped Leo with a threshold to negotiate the meaning of “湖南人” (Hunan people). 

Thanks to it, half of this excerpt took place in the target language. However, when he 

asked the question, he returned to English again and Mrs. Yang also switched back to it 

accordingly. In the interview, she asserted that this year she only put one sign on the wall 
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by the time of observation. However, in the previous school years, she had more signs, 

which were made by the students. She also claimed that she gradually added more 

expressions later on and her higher level students often use them in class. 

In sum, HLTP #1 is one of the most prominent core practices in Mrs. Yang’s 

instructions. Eighty percent of the moves in the framework are found in her practice. 

However, this does not imply that her teaching style aligns with what the scholars 

endorse. As is discussed above, her pedagogy still follows the old paradigm in relying on 

the first language as the primary way to make meaning accessible. The findings show that 

Mrs. Yang is skillful at most of these moves, but this capability does not necessarily lead 

to a substantial shift in her pedagogical methodology. This result will be discussed in 

detail in chapter seven. 

3. Prominent HLTP #2: Building a classroom discourse community 

Among the six HLTPs in Glisan and Donato’s (2017) framework, Mrs. Yang 

enacts two of them in her teaching. One makes the input comprehensible and the other 

builds a classroom discourse community. Mrs. Yang makes an effort to apply strategies 

that will establish a learning environment, in which the communicative discourse can be 

nurtured. Here discourse indicates the interactions used in the context of the shared 

experience of a group of people. A class, which can foster it, is critically important to 

encourage the learners to go beyond the first step of comprehension and begin to express 

themselves in the target language. Most importantly, they are also more motivated and as 

a result competent in maintaining conversations. To achieve this pedagogical goal, the 

teacher needs to create a welcoming environment, encourage the learners, decrease their 

anxiety, and help them to develop the habit of expressing themselves, which is not easy. 
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In their framework, Glisan and Donato (2017) place this skill as the second core practice 

comprised of three micropractices—engaging learners in oral classroom communication, 

designing and conducting oral interpersonal pair and group tasks. They also provide the 

specific steps to achieve them. The essence of this core practice is the teacher’s 

understanding of the meaning of interpersonal communication. In their book, the authors 

delineate its features and misconceptions. It refers to a spontaneous and meaningful 

activity which consists of conversational partners, who exchange information as in a real 

life situation. The common practices under the old teaching paradigm, such as having the 

students recite and perform a scripted dialogue, or report by reading a written script, or 

role play from the textbook, are not expected in a classroom discourse community. The 

manner in which the teacher constructs and enacts the interpersonal exercises depends on 

the assumptions of his/her role as well as the students’ and also the beliefs with regard to 

language learning. If a teacher treats himself/herself as the center of the class and the 

students as the rote imitator or note taker, the interaction is very likely to be one 

directional rather than a co-construction of natural meaningful dialogues. Such a 

mechanical mode of language learning deprives the students any opportunity to develop 

communicative competence. 

The analysis shows Mrs. Yang’s proficiency in designing and conducting 

interpersonal group tasks and her awareness of developing an oral community. Among 

the 16 moves, 12 are visible in her instruction (see Table 5.2). However, in terms of 

engaging the learner in communication, she uses a more traditional means as in she holds 

a tight control of the directions of all the conversations. She intentionally builds a close 
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relationship with her students by chatting with them before/after the class, however, in a 

restricted way. 

HLTP #2 Micropractices Moves 
Building a 1. Engaging learners in oral 1.1 Get to know the learners and help 
classroom classroom communication them to become familiar with one 
discourse another 
community 1.2 Find topics that will motivate 

learners 
1.3 Find every opportunity for engaging 
in spontaneous interactions 

2. Designing oral 2.1 Use the theme as the context 
interpersonal pair and group 2.2 Address the unit/lesson objective 
tasks 2.3 design a task that fits the context and 

is engaging for learners 
2.4 Consider specific language 
2.5 Create a card/paper 

3. Conducting oral 3.1 Checking students understanding 
interpersonal pair and group 3.2 Preview the activity orally 
tasks 3.5 Tell what they will be expected to do 

3.6 Develop a way to signal the end of 
the activity 

(Table 5.2 Prominent Move of HLTP #2 in Mrs. Yang’s class) 

3.1 HLTP #2.1 Engaging learners in oral classroom communication 

HLTP #2.1.1 Getting to know the learners and helping them to become familiar with one 

another & HLTP #2.1.2 Finding topics that will motivate learners to talk and exchange 

ideas 

In Glisan and Donato’s framework, the scholars (2017) propose five steps to 

engage learners in oral communication. The first critical key for constructing such a 

community is to help its members to become familiar with each other. Not only does the 

teacher need to know her students, but the students should also know each other. Only 

when a good relationship and a harmonious atmosphere are established, will the members 

be motivated to share their thoughts. The instructor can achieve this goal by creating 

meaningful interpersonal activities, in which the participants converse about their habits, 
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likes and dislikes, opinions and ideas. Therefore, the choice of themes in the curriculum 

is crucial to their willingness to participate. For example, topics that are related to the 

learners, their family, personal life, and the local community, are effective in prompting 

sharing. 

Mrs. Yang demonstrates a good amount of knowledge of her students, such as 

their birthday, family members, and personal interests. For example, in the eighth 

observation, when Jim entered the class, Mrs. Yang said “happy birthday” to him and 

then taught all the students the birthday song to sing to Jim. The data shows two major 

methods that she adopts to better know her students. Interpersonal activity is one major 

source. The topics observed are greetings, numbers and dates, and personal information 

such as name, age, nationality and family members. They are all relevant to the students’ 

personal life. In each unit, Mrs. Yang also designed various activities, through which the 

students share their information, such as talking about family members and their 

information, things like their names and jobs (the 31st observation), asking the classmates 

about their parents’ phone number (the 5th observation), and their siblings’ ages (the 35th 

observation). When teaching the family member unit, she asked the students to bring a 

family photo and had them talk about it. Conducting small talk is another strategy of Mrs. 

Yang to become familiar with her class. However, she mostly chats with them in English. 

In the post-observation interview, Mrs. Yang conveyed her belief that knowing the 

students is critical to develop a close relationship with them, which is important to the 

success of a teacher. All in all, she pays great attention to and is proficient in carrying out 

these two skills. 
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HLTP #2.1.3 Finding every opportunity possible to engage in spontaneous interactions 

and in chit-chat with your learners 

The skill of conducting spontaneous interaction is present in Mrs. Yang’s 

practice, but in a limited way. She consciously maximizes the opportunity to engage the 

students in natural talk. However, she restricts herself only using the expressions that 

they have learned. Mrs. Yang never misses the opportunities to use the target language 

when encountering the following—greeting the students, calling attendance, managing 

the class, and the learned contents such as introducing personal information like name, 

age, birthday, family members. Code-switching happens frequently, whenever she 

encounters new expressions. The following excerpt is a typical example. Mrs. Yang 

started her conversation in Chinese and then switched to English when she mentioned 

words the students did not know. 

Excerpt 9 (the 9th observation) 

01 T: 莫欣在吗？ 
02 Is Caden here? 
03 Lily: I think he is here. 
04 T: 请坐，请坐。 
05 Please sit down, please sit down. 
06 … ((Ss are talking English)) 
07 T: 你好，莫欣，请进。请进，请坐。 
08 Hello, Caden, please come in, please come in, sit down please. 
09 Caden: 你好，杨老师。Can I get some water? 
10 Hello, Mrs. Yang 
11 T: 去吧。你好，吴哲仁，请进。 
12 Go please. Hello, Leo. Please come in. 
13 … ((Ss are talking in English)) 
14 Leo: I am hungry. 
15 T: You are hungry? 
16 Leo: Yes. 
17 T: 你好，何志明，请坐。Ok，你们好。你们好。 
18 Hello, Jim. Please sit down. Hello you (plural), Hello you (plural) 
19 Leo: 你好，homework! 
20 Hello! 
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21 T: 你们好！Again，你们好。Come on，你们好，你好。 
22 Hello you (plural)! Hello you (plural) Hello you (plural) Hello! 
23 Leo: 你们好 
24 Hello you (plural) 
25 T: 你好 
26 Hello 
27 Leo: 你好, 杨老师 
28 Hello, Mrs. Yang 
29 Jim: 你好吗？ 
30 How are you? 
31 Ss: 你好 
32 Hello 
33 T: I receive two homework last time. 这是作业，给我。给我，给杨

老师。 谢谢。 
34 This is the homework. Please give it to me. Please give it to me, give it 

to Mrs. Yang. Thanks! 
35 Leo: I did my here. The characters are outside. 
36 T: 没关系，没关系。谢谢。Did you have a nice break? 
37 Ss: Yes. 
38 Eli: I went to shooting. 
39 Caden: I went to Washington DC. 
40 Lily: I stayed here and watched the music video. 
41 Leo: I went to roller skating on my cousin’s birthday. 
42 T: Did you forget talking Chinese? 
43 Ss: No. 
44 T: Do you remember some words? 
45 Ss: Yeah, I did. 
46 Lily: I remember some words. 

This excerpt is a typical example illustrating Mrs. Yang’s use of code-switching 

in a small talk activity. It happened at the beginning of the ninth observation, which was 

the first class after a long weekend. There were only two students in the classroom. While 

they was waiting for the others, Mrs. Yang asked in the target language if the rest of the 

students were in school today. She then directed those who were already there to sit 

down. Lily understood her and responded in English. When Caden, Leo and Jim arrived, 

Mrs. Yang greeted them in Chinese. After everybody were present, she greeted the whole 

class again by saying “你们好” (hello you all), which, however, did not get the students’ 
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attention. In line 21, she repeated it several times and also said, “come on” in English in-

between each Chinese phrases. This was succeeded. After that, Mrs. Yang proceeded to 

check the homework. She had taught several related phrases at the beginning of the 

school year. Therefore, for the homework checking activity, she spoke mostly in the 

target language. When Leo explained that he had written some of the characters outside 

the assigned space, she naturally replied in Chinese “没关系” (it’s ok) and “谢谢” (thank 

you). Occasionally, Mrs. Yang chose to use some Chinese phrases, which she had not 

taught yet, but were frequently used. She often spoke this type of expressions in an 

succinct manner, such as she said, “去吧” (please, go) in line 11, when Caden asked if he 

could get some water, or when she directed the students to hand in their homework, she 

said ,“给我” (give it to me) in line 33. Although they had not yet learned these phrases, 

she chose to communicate in the target language. In this episode, she quickly code-

switched three times. When Jim said, “I am hungry”, she switched and responded, “You 

are hungry”? Later, for the second time she said “come on” to draw their attention. 

Finally, when she started collecting the homework, she switched to English saying, “I 

received two homework last time”. She used the first language because they had not 

learned the expression yet. The first and third code-switching were due to the use of 

unlearned content. From line 36, she switched entirely to English chatting about the long 

weekend they had enjoyed and asking whether they remembered the Chinese they had 

learned before. Accordingly, the students responded in English. 

HLTP#2.1.4 Using humor and shared experience to refer to common understandings 

Using humor and sharing personal experiences are powerful ways of motivating 

the students and promoting interactions in class. Studies (Pomerantz & Bell, 2007, 2011) 
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indicate that humor can lower the affective filter and create a relaxing atmosphere. In 

addition, joking behavior also facilitates language socialization. However, not every 

teacher is good at making jokes. This capability is closely related to personality. Humor 

is not part of Mrs. Yang’s teaching style. Not much joking was observed. However, she 

did share personal experiences. In this way, the students can become more familiar with 

their teacher, and thus, an harmonious discourse community is established. Generally 

speaking, she is open with her personal life. Whenever she asked questions, she always 

answered first based on her own situation. In addition, she often shared her past 

experience. For example, in the family members unit, Mrs. Yang brought a family photo 

to class, introduced her family members and shared their experiences of traveling. In the 

post-observation interview, she confirmed that she considers sharing an important 

method. She often did it, especially, with the seventh and eighth grade students. 

3.2 HLTP #2.2 & 2.3 Designing and conducting oral interpersonal group tasks 

Interpersonal activities are essential to promote a classroom discourse community. 

A good interpersonal task guarantees student practice and so achieves the teaching 

objectives. However, to successfully carry it out is not an easy task. It requires careful 

design and enactment. In their framework, Glisan and Donato (2017) include these two 

skills as micropractices. They further deconstruct the designing phase into five steps and 

the conducting phase into six with one step as an option. The success of this type of 

activity crucially depends on its design. First, it should be embedded in a larger theme or 

unit context and its purpose should address the lesson objectives. The novice teacher 

sometimes easily overlooks the initial pedagogical goals and focus more on the activity’s 

ability to entertain. In addition, the participants should be prepared with the vocabulary, 
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grammar structure, cultural knowledge and communication strategies. Last, it must be 

meaningful. In their framework, the scholars (2017) suggest using the information gap 

technique. The teacher groups the students in pairs, while one takes role A and the other 

role B. The counterparts in a pair receive different information. In this way, they are 

required to ask questions of each other and to solve the problem through communication. 

During the observation period, Mrs. Yang organized 15 interpersonal group 

activities, where the students had to communicate meaningfully. They may be 

categorized into three types. The first is “skit playing”. In this activity, Mrs. Yang 

provided a context with some general requirements. She did not prescribe specific lines. 

The students then engaged in role play using the words and expressions they have 

learned. This kind of IA appeared mainly in the first few lessons when the students’ 

knowledge was still limited. For example, in the second observed class, Mrs. Yang asked 

the students to perform a skit in the context, where two students meet in the hallway, 

greet each other in Chinese and then as they are parting, accidentally bump into each 

other. First, she had initially asked them to practice individually with different partners. 

She then picked two of them to perform. The second type was an interview activity, in 

which the students asked questions to obtain information about their classmates, such as 

their birthday, their parents’ phone number, name, or job. The third was the information 

gap activity. Mrs. Yang gave the students cards containing various kind of information. 

For example, in the 18th observed class, after they learned the words for name and 

nationality, Mrs. Yang made and distributed a fake identity card for each. They then 

needed to talk to each other to acquire this information, i.e. name and nationality. 
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Whether Mrs. Yang used a card or not, she did not prescribe a script beforehand requiring 

the students to truly communicate in order to complete the task. 

In addition, all these activities closely address the teaching objectives of the 

particular class. For example, in the first and second lesson of unit one, the students 

learned to greet in Chinese. Mrs. Yang’s skit allowed them to practice these greetings. 

One overarching goal of unit two was to teach the students to ask about and introduce the 

basic information about their family members. Mrs. Yang developed a series of 

information gap activities. In the 18th observation, the students asked about name and 

nationality. In the 23rd, they inquired about name, nationality and location of home. In the 

29th, they needed to ask about the number of people in each other’s families, the location 

of their home of these members, and their name and age. This demonstrates Mrs. Yang’s 

careful design and preparation to allow the students to reach her objectives step by step. 

Generally speaking, Mrs. Yang strongly enacted the second and third 

micropractices of HLTP #2 in this type of IA. Before giving the exercises, she reviewed 

the words and expressions to make sure that the students were prepared. Moreover, she 

often gave a demonstration, so that they understood what was expected. Then, she would 

group them in pairs. Since the number of students was odd, she always partnered with 

somebody and required them to switch partners two or three times. As a result, the 

students constantly moved around. Having one group perform in front of the class 

afterwards was another of her routines. She usually drew lots to decide on the presenters. 

Among the six steps proposed by Glisan and Donato (2017), Mrs. Yang did four of them 

except for informing the students of the allowed time for the task and playing music in a 

background. However, because this is a primary level class, usually the students would 
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not spend very long in finishing their task as Mrs. Yang closely monitored all the groups. 

If she noticed that someone went off the topic or used English extensively, she reminded 

them or provided immediate assistance. In the post-observation interview, Mrs. Yang also 

mentioned that she did not specifically tell the 5th grade student how much time they had. 

However, she always made sure to keep them on track. Upon completion, she often 

counted down to signal the end of the task, which was very effective in bringing the 

students back to order. In sum, Mrs. Yang had good control and performed beautifully in 

carrying out the well-designed activity. 

4. The teacher’s perspective on HLTPs 

4.1 Self-evaluation: match and mismatch 

In order to answer the overarching question about the tensions between the 

proposed HLTPs and the real practices, I designed a sub-question to explore the teacher’s 

perspectives on the core practices in Glisan and Donato’s framework (2017). The post-

observation interview was designed to elicit Mrs. Yang’s thinking on the application of 

the framework. When the observation was done, she read Glisan and Donato’s book 

Enacting the Work of Language Instruction: High-leverage Teaching Practices (2017). 

While reading, she kept notes and later shared them in the interview. In addition, she 

evaluated her own teaching in terms of her application of the HLTPs. Afterwards, I did 

an in-depth interview to obtain her view of her performance of the HLTPs and opinions 

regarding their application in her local context. The interview lasted approximately three 

hours. This data served as a triangulation of the HLTP analysis and revealed more 

tensions between the proposed practices and their use. 
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The result shows that Mrs. Yang’s own judgement of the HLTPs used in her class 

matched at the rate of 92 percent with those of the researcher (see Table 5.3). We both 

agreed that her instruction did not demonstrate HLTP #3, #4, and #5. However, the two 

fundamental HLTPs #1 and #2 extensively existed. As table 5.3 displays, the 

disagreements happen in three moves—#1.1.7 using connected discourse rather than 

presenting isolated words, #1.2.3 focusing learner attention on the objective of the lesson 

in advance and #2.1.3 finding every opportunity for engaging learners in spontaneous 

interactions. Mrs. Yang did not think that she performed these three moves. On the 

contrary, I had given her credit for using them in a varying degree as discussed in the 

previous sections. For example, when Mrs. Yang conducted direct lexical instruction, she 

used a mixed method of presenting the new words in either connected discourse or in 

isolation. The reason that she did not mark this one was due to her misunderstanding of 

this particular move, which was later disclosed by her comments in the interview. The 

other two moves were found in her teaching but in a limited way. 

HLTP #1 Micropractices Moves Presence Presence 
by the by the 
researcher teacher 

Facilitating 1. Creating target 1.1 Paraphrasing x x 
target language language 1.2 Defining o o 
compressibility comprehensibility 1.3 Slowing down x x 

1.4 Building on the x x 
vocabulary 
1.5 Reentering the x x 
vocabulary 
1.6 Signaling new x x 
words 
1.7 Using connected x o 
discourse 

2. Creating contexts 2.1 Using gestures x x 
for comprehension 2.2 Using visual and x x 

concrete object 
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HLTP #2 
Building a 
classroom 
discourse 
community 

3. Creating 
comprehensible 
interactions 

Micropractices 
1. Engaging learners 
in oral classroom 
communication 

2. Designing oral 
interpersonal pair 
and group tasks 

2.3 Focusing learner x o 
attention on the topic 
of the lesson in 
advance 
2.4 Creating a lesson x x 
with a purpose 
relevant to learner’s 
lives 
3.1 Using o o 
comprehension 
checking strategies 
3.2 Cuing for x x 
recurrent words and 
phrases to check how 
well students are 
following 
3.3 Using questions o o 
sequences 
3.4 Providing useful x x 
expressions and 
phrases 
Moves 
1.1 Getting to know x x 
the learners and 
helping them to 
become familiar with 
one another 
1.2 Finding x x 
motivating topics 
1.3 Finding every x o 
opportunity for 
engaging in 
spontaneous 
interactions 
1.4 Using humor and o o 
shared experience 
1.5 Using IRF o o 
2.1 Use the theme as x x 
the context 
2.2 Address the x x 
unit/lesson objective 
2.3 design a task that x x 
fits the context and is 
engaging for learners 
2.4 Consider specific x x 
language 
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2.5 Create a x x 
card/paper 

3. Conducting oral 3.1 Checking students x x 
interpersonal pair understanding 
and group tasks 3.2 Previewing the x x 

activity orally 
3.3 Telling students o o 
how much time they 
have 
3.4 Playing music in o o 
the background 
3.5 Telling what they x x 
will be expected to do 
3.6 Developing a way x x 
to signal the end 

HLTP #3 Micropractices Moves 
Guiding learners to interpret and discuss authentic text o o 
HLTP #4 Micropractices Moves 
Focusing on form in a dialogic context through PACE o o 
HLTP#5 Micropractices Moves 
Focusing on culture in a dialogic context o o 

(Table 5.3 The comparison between the researcher’s and teacher’s evaluation of HLTPs) 
*X represents visibility in class. 
*O represents absence in class. 

4.2 The teacher’s perceptions of applying the proposed HLTPs in her local context 

Before the observation, Mrs. Yang did not know the specific focus of my 

research. I only generally told her that it is about teacher practice and classroom 

interactions. Upon the completion of the observation, I introduced the HLTP framework 

to her and inquired about her willingness to read the book and share her opinions in the 

interview. She immediately agreed to do so. However, I felt that her attitude was one of 

the suspicion. Later, in the post-observation interview, Mrs. Yang demonstrated a change 

of attitude towards the book. When asked about her general opinion, she responded, 

I really agree with them (the authors). I think what they are talking about here is 
very important and effective in class. And what they suggest are very useful 
strategies, that I genuinely think the teacher should do in their class, such as 
paraphrasing, slowing down, building on vocabulary, using visuals, which I often 
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use in my class. … However, there are also some with which I agree, but seem 
too difficult to enact. (Post-observation interview, p. 6) 

Generally speaking, Mrs. Yang agreed with the proposed core practices and 

admitted that they were crucial in language classes. She had already enacted some of 

them in her own teaching. The absent HLTPs could be categorized into three groups in 

terms of application. For some of the practices, she expressed a willingness to try. 

However, for others, despite of her endorsement, she found difficulty to achieve. In 

addition, Mrs. Yang also discussed the practices, that she felt were not applicable to her 

local context. 

4.2.1 Absent, but easily applied practices 

During the interview, while discussing the specific moves of HLTP #1 and #2, 

Mrs. Yang expressed her agreement with and confidence in using certain ones in her 

future classes. For example, HLTP #1.3.1—interactive comprehension checking 

strategies and #1.3.3—questions sequences are two moves that create comprehensible 

interactions. The teacher can creatively design a non-verbal actions for the leaners to 

signal understanding such as “thumbs-up, thumbs-down; point, touch, or move objects as 

the objects are being talked about; draw pictures of what they hear; act out parts of a 

story; or hold up small pictures of characters, places, or objects” (Glisan & Donato, 2017, 

p.31). Mrs. Yang expressed her willingness to try them out and commented on their 

effectiveness. She also agreed that this skill could help decrease first language use in 

class. To create comprehensible interactions, the scholars also suggest using question 

sequences. The supporting theory views a question as a form of scaffolding instead of 

simply an assessment tool. The sequence first asks yes/no question, then one which offers 

two choices, and lastly, the open-ended WH-question. In response, the student can start 
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with something less demanding and then move to more complex answers. This technique 

provides scaffolding to the struggling learners and, in addition, increases interactions. 

Mrs. Yang agreed that the sequence should not be fixed; it depends on the learner’s 

language level and the instructor’s pedagogical purposes. She admitted that she had not 

thought about using this technique before, but agreed that it was worth trying. However, 

she also expressed her doubt about the necessity of applying the full sequence due to the 

unique structure of Chinese WH-question. Since its structure is the same as that of an 

affirmative statement, to directly answer it is actually easier. Glisan and Donato include 

the technique of leaving an interactional space to the students in HLTP #2.1.5 when they 

discuss the skills of nurturing an oral community. Mrs. Yang reflected on her teaching 

and admitted that her tolerance of silence in class is low due to her impatient personality. 

She agreed with the scholars that providing some waiting time is important to support the 

students, increase interactions and avoid becoming the center of the class. 

4.2.2 Absent, and difficult practices 

During the interview, Mrs. Yang’s comments disclosed her confusion with regard 

to certain practices. She agreed with their importance in class. However, she did not 

know how to enact them. HLTP #1.1.7—using connected discourse instead of isolated 

words belongs to this category. The disagreement between the researcher and the teacher 

about whether she enacted it in her instruction demonstrates her misunderstanding. She 

was unaware that she had actually adopted this method in her own instruction. Even 

though Mrs. Yang had read the book beforehand, when talking about this move, she 

asked a series of questions “what does this mean?” “do I need to put all the words in one 

sentence?” “I showed the Youtube video in class. Does that count”? All these questions 
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Presentation A 

T: Now we will draw a house together. Watch me as I draw the house on rhe 
paper. rJ11e house has rwo floors. Now you draw rbe house with rwo floors on 
your paper. The house also has a door. Draw rhe door on your house. Jc can be a 
big door or a small door. 1berc are l()indows coo. The house has rwo 111i11doUJS on 
rhe first Jloo,· n.nd two windo,vs on the second floor. l am drawing rwo 1uimlows. 
You draw wiudo111s now on your house. Everyone, show me your house now. 
Now point to che wi11dows, please. Point co the door, please (reacher checks 
comprehension). Thank you. Your drawings look beautiful! Now, lee's draw a 
tree next to our (teacher pauses, points to house, and learners chime in). 

Ss: House. 

indicate her lack of understanding. She mostly relied on the example given by the authors 

in the book to obtain the sense of this move. In it, the teacher presents new words— 

different parts of a house in a well-developed discourse directing the leaners to complete 

a drawing task (see Figure 5.3). However, this is one of the ways that teachers can situate 

new words in a discourse, but not the only one. Mrs. Yang confined her thinking to this 

context and commented in the interview, “Not all the topics can be used this way. I did 

teach body parts to my 6th graders similarly. However, I do not think it applies to all the 

topics, such as the greeting unit” (post-observation interview, p. 8). In addition, her 

bewilderment was caused by her lack of awareness of the pedagogical purposes behind 

this practice, as is shown in her inquiry above with regard to Youtube video. 

(Figure 5.3 Glisan & Donato’s example of HLTP #1.1.7) 

HLTP #2.1.3—finding every opportunity possible to engage in spontaneous talk 

with learners is another difficult practice for Mrs. Yang. Theoretically, she agreed that 

dialogic teaching is potent. However, in the meantime, she confessed that, in reality, 

having conversations with the students in class is formidable because she does not feel 

competent in this regard. Her greatest concern was that the students could easily go off 

topic. This would lead to her losing control of the class and the ability to achieve her 
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pedagogical goals. In addition, she indicated her students heavily rely on English in 

chatting, which also cause chaos. She particularly pointed out that this was true not only 

with the 5th graders, but also the 7th and even 8th. Her response to this move suggests that 

on the one hand, even though she admitted that spontaneous interactions were effective, 

her mindset, in reality, was fearful. On the other, Mrs. Yang lacked the teaching skills to 

conduct an uncontrolled talk in the target language. 

The last practice in this category is HLTP #3—guiding learners to interpret and 

discuss authentic texts. The instructional activities of text-based discussion existed in 

Mrs. Yang’s class. However, her typical procedures included the following steps. The 

texts are all selected from the textbook, Chinese Made Easy. She usually had the students 

read or listen to the text first and then checked their comprehension by asking questions 

with regard to the main idea and the details. The following step was a choral repetition of 

the text sentence by sentence. After that, either the teacher or the students would translate 

the text. Glisan and Donato (2017), however, argue that this“traditional” way of 

conducting a classroom discussion should be discouraged. They deconstruct this core 

practice into two smaller grain-size practices: HLTP #3.1—guiding learners to interpret 

authentic texts and #3.2—leading a text-based discussion. The detailed moves to realize 

them are presented in the following table (see Table 5.4). The gist of their HLTP #3 is, 

first, to expose students to culturally authentic texts, second, to help them develop a 

competence in constructive inferencing, which was defined by Hammadou as “a thinking 

process that involves reasoning a step beyond the text using generalization, synthesis, 

and/or explanation” (2002, p. 219), and third, to accustom them to approach discussion 

through instructional conversation in the target language. 
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HLTP #3 Guiding learners to interpret and discuss authentic texts 
MP #1 Guiding learners to interpret authentic texts 

Move #1 Select an authentic text in terms of topic familiarity, context-appropriateness, 
level of interest; age-appropriateness; linguistic level; strategy use by students 

Move #2 Guide students through sequence of interpretive tasks 
a. Pre-reading/Pre-listening/Pre-viewing: Introduce text in a way that piques 
interest 
b. Skimming for main ideas and scanning for important details: conduct these 
in class 
c. Provide time for students to read/listen/view entire text 
d. Interpretive phase: guessing meaning in context 
e. Interpretation/discussion phase 
f. Creativity phase 

MP #2 Leading a text-based discussion 
Move #1 Prior to beginning the discussion, be sure that learners have demonstrated 

comprehension of main idea(s) and important details of the text 
Move #2 The first time that you engage your class in this type of discussion, give a few 

“rules” to follow regarding expectations for how they contribute to the 
conversation 

Move #3 Arrange the tasks in a circle or semi-circle to facility face-to-face 
conversation 

Move #4 Sit in the circle, at least for the first few times that you facilitate the 
discussion 

Move #5 Ask questions one at a time for discussion. 
(Table 5.4 Glisan & Donato’s HLTP #3) 

Mrs. Yang willingly accepted the proposed approach and agreed that it should be 

encouraged in class. However, when asked about the feasibility of applying this HLTP, 

she expressed a major concern with regard to locating appropriate authentic materials. 

Even though, she had applied them before, such as using a train or airplane ticket, the 

occasions were rare. She asserted that, generally speaking, finding authentic materials 

was a time-consuming task. In addition, she highlighted the conflict of locating the 

authentic texts that are aligned with the textbook. She also expressed another concern 

with regard to conducting a discussion with the beginning level students and doubted the 

feasibility. 

4.2.3 Practices that are not applicable to the local context 

Though Mrs. Yang viewed most of the practices of Glisan and Donato’s 

framework as valuable and achievable, she pointed out that some are not applicable to the 
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context of a primary level Chinese class consisting of young learners. For example, at the 

beginning stage of an introductory class, the options of paraphrasing and defining new 

words were rarely available. During the observation period, Mrs. Yang paraphrased once, 

which was discussed in the previous section. She agreed that teachers should often use 

them to assist understanding, but not with the primary level students. She stated that there 

are more chances to achieve these two skills in her advanced classes. 

Another practice that Mrs. Yang thought was not applicable, particularly for the 

beginning learners, is the HLTP #2.1.5—engaging learners in multiple turns-in-talk by 

integrating IRF, increasing wait-time and offering scaffolding assistance. She admitted 

that, compared with the other higher-level students, she least used the IRF with the 5th 

graders, especially the first half of the school year. The students’ knowledge was not rich 

enough to get involved to benefit these types of interaction. The following elaboration 

provides a view of Mrs. Yang’s understanding and practice with the IRF: 

I do a lot IRF with the 7th and 8th graders, because they are more able to talk. I 
often try to relate the topics that we have learned. Take those of vacation and 
clothing as an example. After I ask questions regarding vacations, I will ask, “if 
you are going to Beijing on a summer vocation, what type clothes will you take?” 
In this way, I can naturally relate the clothing topic. If the students answer, “I 
went to Canada on this summer vacation”, I would continue asking them, “how 
did you go there”, “what did you do there”? This is another example of how I 
integrate this content. And I often do this with my students, because it is the 
format of our oral test, where we ask the student to carry on a conversation. … 
Students’ ability to communicate and move conversations forward is one of our 
ultimate goals. (Post-observation interview, p. 19-20) 

The above example shows that Mrs. Yang was skilled at integrating the contents they had 

learned in different topics. In addition, she pointed out that she often practiced in this way 

to accustom the students to their oral test, the goal of which was to nurture their 

communicative competence. However, the account of her IRF enactment only gave 
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attention to her efforts in asking questions but did not mention how she responded to the 

students’ answers. This made her enactment of IRF sound like a long unnatural 

conversation comprised of several turns of IRE in related topics. This judgement was 

based on her own descriptions and comments in the interview, revealing that she strictly 

controlled on the conversations ignoring the students’ “unrelated” responses. This made 

her talk-in-interaction less natural and meaningful. However, due to the fact that the 

described IRF practice was absent in her 5th grade class, this conclusion was only made 

by inference drawn from her interview account rather than direct observation. 

Another absent core practice in Mrs. Yang’s class is HLTP #4—focusing on form 

in a dialogic context through PACE. The PACE model is a guided, story-based 

participatory approach to the instruction of grammatical structures proposed by Adair-

Hauck and Donato (2002). PACE is an acronym for Presentation, Attention, Co-

construction and Extension, the four steps of this approach. Glisan and Donato (2017) 

include this model in their HLTP framework and argue that it should be a core practice of 

foreign language teaching to instruct the forms of a language. Through this approach, the 

teacher can draw the learners’ attention in order to help them develop an awareness of 

linguistic forms, but in meaningful and cultural contexts through a co-constructive 

conversational process. 

In the interview, Mrs. Yang stated that she was unlikely to apply this HLTP in her 

classes. She believes in a natural way of learning a language for the young learners and 

her middle school students, especially the 5th and 6th graders, are not ready for grammar 

instruction. She further asserted that even if she were going to adopt it for grammar 

instruction, finding qualified authentic materials remained a major concern. It was 
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impossible to find a culturally authentic story, which did not contain too many new words 

and at the same time included a lot of cases of a certain grammatical structure. She highly 

doubted the existence of such a text. Her feasible alternative is to make up a story, which, 

however, is discouraged by the scholars. She also mentioned that she learned about the 

PACE model in a previous professional development workshop and tried it with the 

higher level students to discuss grammar points like the particle “了” and the potential 

complements. She acknowledged that this approach is effective in developing an 

awareness of the foundation of this particle. However, she created the story using words 

from the textbook and integrated the grammar. What is worth mentioning is that she used 

a similar method to that of Attention and Co-construction to discuss the orthographic 

forms of Chinese characters. 

HLTP #5—focusing on cultural products, practices and perspectives in a dialogic 

context, is also absent from Mrs. Yang’s class. Treating culture in a language class has 

always been controversial among practitioners. While a few still insist that linguistic 

elements should be the only focus, nowadays most teachers believe that culture should be 

a part in a language class. However, their attitude toward the ways of integrating culture 

varies greatly. Some treat it as add-on content, which serves as an entertaining and 

motivating stimulant. The World-readiness Standards of learning language proposed by 

The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) state that culture 

education should include cultural products, practices and perspectives. However, 

perspectives are usually ignored in class. 

In their HLTP framework, Glisan and Donato (2017) argue for an IMAGE Model, 

which is especially designed to explore cultural perspectives based on the work of 
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Barnes-Karo and Broner (2010). IMAGE is acronyms representing the four steps— 

Images and Making observations, Analyzing additional information, Generating 

hypotheses about cultural perspectives, and Exploring perspectives and reflecting further. 

HLTP scholars have deconstructed it into two micropractices—planning and enacting. It 

guides the teacher in developing a lesson around cultural images, based on which 

observations, inferences and conclusions may be drawn with regard to cultural 

perspectives. 

In her instruction, Mrs. Yang addressed cultural topics. However, she only 

focused on informing the students about cultural products and practices in their first 

language. During the observational time, six discussions were observed. However, among 

them, only one was purposefully designed for cultural instruction. The other five were 

either initiated by the students or were brought up when she taught some particular 

linguistic words. The only designed instruction on culture is introducing “春节”, the 

Chinese Spring Festival. Mrs. Yang first showed an introductory video of it in English. 

Before watching, she asked two general questions, such as what is Spring Festival. She 

then discussed the two questions with the students and further asked more detailed 

questions, such as when is it, what do people do on that day, and what do people eat. 

After discussion, she played the video again. Lastly, she also addressed questions from 

the students. The whole process was conducted in their first language. 

In both the pre- and post-observation interviews, when talking about her beliefs 

with regard to teaching Chinese culture, Mrs. Yang claimed that it should be included in 

the language class. However, she disagreed with treating it as a focus of the instruction, 

“I treated culture as ‘sprinkles’ in my class. I only introduce it when encountering, such 
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things as festivals or content mentioned in the textbook. I won’t purposefully design a 

whole lesson to address it” (Post-observation interview, p. 1). For her, obtaining basic 

cultural knowledge would be enough for her students. When asked if she would consider 

using the IMAGE model, she said, 

I probably won’t use this method. I teach culture in the first language, not only for 
the 5th, but also for 8th graders. Teaching it in the target language would make the 
discussion really shallow. In addition, culture is only a complement in our 
curriculum. I won’t discuss it in such detail [as the McDonald example given by 
Glisan and Donato’s book]. I don’t think they would be interested in doing it. I 
did use images and videos. However, in terms of analyzing, I don’t think my 5th 

graders are competent to generate hypotheses. And I don’t see the necessity of 
doing it in a language class. (Post-observation interview, p. 39) 

Even though Mrs. Yang expressed her familiarity with ACTFL standards and had 

attended many workshops, it seems that in terms of cultural instruction, she did not agree 

with the idea of discussing cultural perspectives with students, especially young learners. 

She neither believed that the cognition of the young leaners is mature enough to have a 

discussion with regard to cultural perspectives, nor did she think it necessary to do so. 

5. Conclusion 

This chapter discusses the discernable and absent HLTPs in Mrs. Yang’s class. 

The analysis shows that only two HLTPs—#1 facilitating target language 

comprehensibility and #2 building a classroom discourse community were present. She 

enacted 80% of the moves proposed by the scholars in her class. However, the other three 

HLTP #3, 4, 5 were all absent in her class. HLTP #6 is not included in the discussion of 

this research. The teacher’s evaluation with regard to core practice application in her 

class 92% matches that of the researcher’s judgement. The analysis of the interviews 

further elaborates her perspectives on applying them in her class. However, whether the 

enactment of the HLTPs can result in a better learning outcome is still a question. The 
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following chapter will focus on discuss the relationship between the enactment of the 

HLTPs and the students’ engagement with language. 
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Chapter 6 The Patterns of Student Engagement with Language (EWL) 

1. Introduction 

This chapter presents the analysis of student engagement with language in Mrs. 

Yang’s class and discusses its loose correlation with her enactment of the high-leverage 

teaching practices (HLTPs) and the instructional activity types (IATs). It begins with a 

description of the criteria for an EWL analysis explaining the degree of its assessment 

and the rationale for the determination. It proceeds to present the four patterns revealed in 

the analysis. They are HLTPs with high EWL; non-HLTPs with low EWL; non-HLTPs 

with high EWL and IATs with varying degrees of EWL. 

2. Criteria for EWL analysis 

This study bases the analysis of the student learning outcome on Svalberg’s 

(2009) criteria for identifying engagement with language. She defines it as “a cognitive, 

and/or affective, and/or social state and a process in which the learner is the agent and the 

language is object (and sometimes vehicle)” (p. 247). She deconstructs this concept into 

three aspects—cognitive, affective and social. The scholar believes that this engagement 

happens not only as a mental activity. Active social interactions and the willingness to 

initiate speech in and/or about the language can also demonstrate different facets of it. 

Based on this understanding, Svalberg (2009) further suggests questions for the 

researcher to identify each aspect of the learner’s EWL (See table 6.1). Whether s/he is 

alert, focused, reflective and critical reflects the degree of cognitive engagement. Also, 

the willingness, purposefulness and autonomy in using the language indicates the 

affective engagement. Lastly, whether the learner is interactive, supportive, or leading in 

the language provide an index showing engagement from the social aspect. 
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Cognitive 

How alert? (Does L seem 
energetic or lethargic? Does 
L seem to notice 
language/interaction 
features?) 
How focused? Is I..;s attention 
on the language ( as object or 
medium) or not? (Does I..;s 
mind seem to wander?) 
How reflective? 
How critical/analytical? Is I..;s 
reasoning inductive or 
memory/imitation based? 
Does L notice and reflect or 
simply react? (Does L 
compare? Does Lask 
questions? Does L infer/draw 
conclusions?) 

Affective 

How willing to engage? (Is L 
withdrawn or eager to 
participate?) 
How purposeful? (Does L seem 
to be 'going somewhere' or just 
coasting along?) 
How autonomous? (Is I..;s 
behaviour dependent or 
independent?) 

Social 

How interactive (Verbal and 
other behaviours? Does L use 
interaction for learning?) 
How supportive? (Verbal and 
other behaviours? Does L 
engage in negotiation and 
scaffolding?) 
Leader or follower? (Are I..;s 
interactions reactive or 
initiating?) 

(Table 6.1 Criteria for identifying engagement with language Source: Svalberg, 2009) 

Using these indicators, the researcher designed a grading system to determine the 

degree of the students’ EWL. One thing should be noted that even though in the process 

of the analysis, each activity is given at a specific score, its main purpose is to obtain an 

overall sense of the EWL level. Therefore, the system includes two types of 

benchmarks—the score and the level. The following table displays the score range and its 

corresponding level (See table 6.2). The low level is ranged from one to three; the 

low/mid—four to five; the mid—five to six; the mid/high—six to seven and the high— 

seven or above. The final statistics use the range of the score instead of specifics indicting 

that the evaluation targets a general qualitative-oriented, quantitative property. 

The score was determined by the number of features in the table that appeared and 

the number of students who demonstrate the features. The existence of one index resulted 

in one score. For example, in one episode, the students were alert, focused and engaged. 

Then they received a score of three, which represents their degree of EWL. The focal site 
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of this study was a prestigious private suburban school in the local area. Generally 

speaking, the students were focused, alert and engaged in the activities. The analysis 

shows that most of the time, they presented at least these three features. They often paid 

attention to what the teacher said, responded quickly either repeating or asking and 

answering questions, looked energetic and eager to participate in the activities. However, 

according to Svalberg (2009), their engagement is not only confined to these features. 

Being reflective, critical, purposeful, autonomous, interactive, supportive and assertive 

reflects the different facets of EWL. Therefore, based on this fact, I decide to set the low 

range from one to three. In addition, the score was also determined by the number of 

students who demonstrated the features. If there were one or two students whose mind 

seemed to wander, the score was marked less than three. On some occasions, the students 

were highly alert, focused and engaged, for example, when they were singing songs, or 

participating in a competitive game. Then, their EWL raised to the low/mid-level with a 

score of four. The varying degrees of the students’ status could result in losing one point 

or adding one. If they demonstrated one or two more features such as being critical and 

purposeful, then the score was marked five and the EWL level was still low/mid. If the 

number of the students and occurrence of the EWL episodes were more, depending on 

the degree, one or two credits would be added. Thus, the level was upgraded to the mid. 

If they exhibited seven or more features, the EWL level was high. Or, if only six features 

were present, but appeared on several occasions and involved more than three students, 

the level was also marked as high. 

Scale No. of the 
features* 

Low 1-3 
Low/Mid 4-5 
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Mid 5-6 
Mid/High 6-7 
High 7-8 

*The number of the features is the major determiner. However, the score is also influenced by the 
number of the students demonstrating the elements. 

(Table 6.2 Engagement with language grading scale) 

Using the above EWL scale and scoring system, the researcher analyzed and 

counted the score and labelled the level of EWL of all the episodes in each type of IA. 

The distribution of the numbers of EWL level illuminates their relationships to the 

instructional activity and high-leverage teaching practices. The detailed analysis also 

illustrates the outcome demonstrated in the learning process indicated by student 

engagement with language. The four relationships are as follows: 1) the HLTPs, which 

are also typical instructional activities, demonstrate high levels of EWL, 2) the non-

HLTP instructional activities show a high-level of EWL, 3) the non-HLTP instructional 

activity demonstrates a low-level of EWL and 4) the instructional activities, which 

partially demonstrate HLTPs, display a changing EWL. Before the explication of these 

four patterns, it should be noted that the nature of the HLTPs and their relation to the IAs 

is too complex to be captured in a simple table. Some of the HLTPs are more directly 

related to certain types of instructional activity. However, others are more hidden and 

cannot be visibly externalized by the IAs. Therefore, the EWL tables presented below 

mark the HLTPs in a simplified way for the convenience of an analysis so that it can 

show the most direct relation between them. Fewer HLTPs are labelled in the table that 

actually exist in reality. 

3. Non-HLTPs with low level EWL 

Mrs. Yang’s teaching exhibited many practices opposite to that of pedagogical 

concepts embraced in Glisan and Donato’s framework. Their core belief is that language 
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learning does not solely happens as a cognitive process but also as social interaction. In 

this way, the students not only learn the language forms, but most importantly develop 

their communicative competence, which is the ultimate goal. Therefore, the scholars 

believe that the teacher must design purposeful activities in a meaningful context in order 

to achieve it. The more natural the process, the more desirable will be outcome. These are 

the underpinnings of the design of the HLTP framework. On the opposite are the 

decontextualized mechanical drill practices often used in the old pedagogical paradigm, 

where that which is most commonly seen is a list of individual words with their meaning 

in the first language. Here, the students perform choral repetitions in class and the teacher 

tightly controls the IRE conversational pattern maintaining dominance in fear that the 

class will stray from the objectives and so be unable to complete the planned lesson. 

In Mrs. Yang’s class, even though some of the HLTPs were observed, a great 

number of her teaching practices followed the norms of the old paradigm, such as the 

activities in the category of expression and vocabulary review. Among them, the typical 

ones are choral reading and repetition, in which the students loudly repeated the 

individual words for memorization. Mrs. Yang varied the details in their enactment to 

avoid boredom. The students repeated either after the teacher or the tape recorder. Most 

of the time, they read together as a group. However, she occasionally invited an 

individual to read. Linking orthography to phonology is important when learning a 

logographic language. Therefore, Mrs. Yang allocated a great amount of time for choral 

reading. She notably varied the reading, such as from Powerpoint, the textbook, 

flashcards, and Quizelet flashcards. Moreover, she adopted the same techniques for the 

Pinyin exercises. The students’ EWL for these two IAs in different categories are mostly 
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low, distributing around the low or low/mid-level (See table 6.3). The following excerpt 

shows the typical interaction in the IAs of choral repetition. 

IATs HLTPs Low Low/Mid Mid Mid/High High 
Expression/Vocabulary Review 

Choral/individual reading x 29 17 
Choral repetition x 25 3 
Competition game x 6 4 
Say together/individually x 5 6 
Translation x 4 5 
Sentence making x 3 2 
Flashcard pointing/getting x 4 
T said the strokes, S guess x 1 
Phrase rule reviewing x 1 

Exercises IV. Pinyin 
Choral repetition x 10 2 
Choral reading x 2 2 

(Table 6.3 EWL level of the expression and vocabulary review activities) 

Excerpt 10 (the 1st observation) 

01 T: 好，我们来看，你们跟我读，你好。 
02 Ok, let’s look at (these words), read after me. Hello 
03 S: 你好。 
04 Hello 
05 T: 早上好。 
06 Good morning 
07 S: 早上好。 
08 Good morning 
09 T: 老师好 
10 Hello, teacher 
11 S: 老师好 
12 Hello, teacher 
13 … 

In this excerpt, according to Svalberg’s criteria (2009), the language was 

definitely treated as an object rather than serving as the medium of communication. 

When the students were imitating what Mrs. Yang spoke, cognitively, their EWL was 

undemanding. The majority of the students were alert and focused. While they were 

repeating the words, they looked energetic and their attention was focused because they 
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always promptly responded to Mrs. Yang. However, they did not necessarily always 

demonstrated these features. There were moments when the minds of one or two students 

seemed to be wandering. They kept silent or looked distracted. Mrs. Yang usually noticed 

this very quickly and reminded them by knocking on their desks or pointing to the words. 

During the observation time, this happened to Jim several times. In these cases, the 

cognitive EWL was then marked as lower than two. Also, the only presence of either 

attention or alertness were relatively shallow. Affectively, the students appeared willing 

to participate. When Mrs. Yang asked for individual volunteers, most of them raised their 

hands high showing their eagerness to participate. However, their performance was 

neither purposeful nor autonomous. They were only passively following along the 

teacher. In terms of the social dimension, even though they were engaged verbally, the 

simple imitation was minimally interactive. Therefore, the EWL scores for these 

activities were three or, sometimes, lower. 

During the choral repetition activities, the students, occasionally, noticed the 

language and raised questions with regard to it. If that happened, one or two features and 

EWL episodes were identified, the score raised to four or five, the low/mid-level. For 

example, in the following excerpt, after a Pinyin choral repetition of the initials and 

tones, Leo raised a question. 

Excerpt 11 (the 2nd observation) 

01 T: 好，跟我读 ((do the sign with hands of the phrase)) bō pō mō fō 
02 Ok, read after me. 
03 S: bō pō mō fō 
04 T: dē tē nē lē 
05 S: dē tē nē lē 
06 T: bā, bá bǎ bà. 
07 S: bā, bá bǎ bà. 
08 T: pō pó pǒ pò. 
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09 S: pō pó pǒ pò. 
10 … 
11 Leo: Why do you say bō pō mō fō and then say bā, bá bǎ bà? 
12 T: Because this is an /a/ sound. That’s /o/ sound. 

When they practiced the pronunciation of the three initials /b/, /d/, /p/, Mrs. Yang chose 

two consonants—/o/ and /a/ to form with initials together as a full syllable so that the 

students could practice. After finishing this activity, Leo asked Mrs. Yang why she first 

sounded /o/ and then changed to the /a/ sound. His question indicated that he did not just 

passively imitate her, but actively reasoned and analyzed what he had repeated. The 

features of this episode included alert, focused, analytical and engaged. Thus, the score 

was raised to four and the level, low/mid. 

The second typical instructional activity that Mrs. Yang adopted for vocabulary 

review is choral reading. Two situations could change the student EWL level. If Mrs. 

Yang displayed the expressions in characters with Pinyin, then they read smoothly, 

because they did not need to extensively recall and reflect of the sound of the characters. 

Thus, the EWL is low. Mostly, the scores are three or lower. However, if Pinyin was 

absent, the level could rise a little higher. Cognitively, they had to reflect more and 

analyzed the characters in recalling their sound and meaning. The students’ reflective 

process was revealed by the sound like “umm” or “oh, oh”, showing that they were 

thinking hardly. Also, they were cognitively critical not only to their peers but also to 

themselves demonstrated by the fact that they often corrected themselves. Occasionally, 

they asked questions or made comments on the characters, which pointed to the 

autonomy and purposefulness. For example, in the following excerpt, Mrs. Yang showed 

the flashcards to the students of the learned words. 

Excerpt 12 (the 3rd observation) 
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01 T: 好，let’s watch those card again. 看这里啊。 Can you see it clear? 
02 Good. Look at here. 
03 S: Yes. 
04 T: 好，这是什么？ 
05 Ss: Umm, ((students are thinking)) 
06 Lily: I had this one. 
07 Ss: 你.. 
08 T: 很好，very good，很好 
09 Very good, very good 
10 Caden: 很好 
11 Very good 
12 Jim: That’s the standing man. 
13 T: Yes. 
14 … 

In this episode, when Mrs. Yang showed the words “很好” (very good) to them, 

even though the students at first did not respond promptly. However, when they mumbled 

“umm”, or someone said “你” in a little voice, they were reflecting hard on the word. 

Although Lily was not able to say the word, her comment of I had this one indicating her 

notice and reflection. While Mrs. Yang was telling them its pronunciation, Jim blurted 

out that the character had a particle of standing man. This showed that Jim was analyzing 

the character and noticed a familiar particle. This analysis helped him relate to the word 

meaning and sound. Similar types of cognitive involvement happened at times when the 

students tried to read the characters together. However, generally speaking, the EWL 

episode did not happen frequently in this type of IA. What presented in this example is 

only the beginning of it. The EWL level of the complete IA is low/mid. 

When Mrs. Yang reviewed new words, she also employed other ways, such as 

having the student count the number and date together, or asking them to recall all the 

learned expressions, or making them translate the English words into Chinese or 

reversely, or making up a sentence with the given vocabulary. The students’ EWL in all 
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these activities were not high, either in the level of low or low/mid. The demonstrated 

features were similar to those discussed above. 

4. Non-HLTPs with higher level of EWL 

Among the non-HLTP instructional activities, two distinguish themselves 

showing high engagement. One is the competition games in the vocabulary and 

expressions review category. The other is the character writing exercises. Both are not 

mentioned as a core practice in Glisan and Donato’s framework (2017). 

4.1 Competition games 

As shown in the table 6.3, none of the IAs in the category of expression review 

are HLTPs. Their EWL were either in the low or low/mid-level except the competition 

game. During the observational time, Mrs. Yang arranged four types of games in the total 

of ten times. They were Quizlet word game, flashcard competition, Bingo and Around the 

World game. All were used to review the vocabulary and expressions. The students 

competed for their speed of recognizing and recalling the words. They were the only 

instructional activities which are not HLTP, but showed higher level of EWL. Six are in 

the mid and four mid/high-level. 

Generally speaking, in order to win the game, the students were highly alert and 

focused. Usually, when Mrs. Yang showed a word, the students shouted it out 

immediately. Otherwise, it would be difficult for them to win. In addition, they were also 

greatly reflective in word recall. The following excerpt presents the beginning part of one 

Bingo game they played. 

Excerpt 13 (the 26th observation) 

01 T: Ok, 准备好了吗？ 
02 Are you ready? 
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03 S: 
04 
05 T: 
06 
07 Caden: 
08 
09 Leo: 
10 
11 Jim&Eli: 
12 
13 Leo: 
14 Eli: 
15 
16 T: 
17 
18 Caden: 
19 
20 Jim: 
21 
22 Eli: 
23 Lily: 
24 T: 
25 
26 Jim: 
27 T: 
28 Leo: 
29 

准备好了。 
We are ready. 
Ok, 第一个，which means the first. 妈妈。妈妈，妈妈，妈妈。 
The first one, mother, mother, mother, mother 
妈妈? 
Mother? 
妈妈，妈妈 
mother, mother 
妈妈 
mother 
Where is it?! 
妈妈，oh, there it is. 
mother 
第二个，和，和 
The second one, and, and 
I don’t know what is 和 

and 
Which one is the 和 

and 
Oh, there it is. 
Found it! 
好，第三个 
Ok, the third one 
Do I even have 和？ 
You should. 
Where does my 妈妈go ? 
… 

This excerpt shows the intensity of the students’ reflection on the words. After Mrs. Yang 

called out the first word “妈妈” (meaning mother), all the students reflected on its form. 

Their speaking of the words was not a simple mimic of the sound of the teacher, but 

simultaneously relating the equivalent form to that sound. However, based on Svalberg’s 

criteria, their focus was on the linguistic form and the reasoning was simply information 

recall as a reaction to the words. Except that they were highly alert, focused and 

reflective, the cognitive dimension was relatively shallow, because they were not the 

instances of independent noticing or reflection. They were still a memory-based and 
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reactive behavior. Nonetheless, the students’ EWL in this type of IA was further 

supported by their affective and social engagement. 

Affectively, they were highly engaged. Competition game exceedingly appeals to 

young learners. When they played Bingo, they always asked for the second and third 

round. When they did the Quizlet game in class, everyone held up a high hand or even 

two hands to show their eagerness to play in front of the class. In addition, the students 

were highly autonomous during these activities. Some student-initiated episodes occurred 

as well. For example, on the same day of the above excerpt, before the Bingo game 

began, Mrs. Yang first prepared for the game by asking the students to collect enough 

flashcards with some certain words or phrases. When she was deciding what words 

should be included, Lily initiated her suggestion. 

Excerpt 14 (the 26th observation) 

01 Lily: We should do 口 
02 Measure word for family member 
03 T: Let’s do family member first. 
04 Lily: We should do 口. 
05 Measure word for family member 
06 T: Do you have empty cards? 
07 Caden & Yeah. 

Eli 
08 Lily: Since we need three more, we should do 口 
09 Measure word for family member 
10 T: Ok, let’s do 口, Do you need a card, 吴哲仁？ 
11 Measure word for family member Leo 
12 Caden: Not me. 
13 Lily: Can we do 口 first? 
14 Measure word for family member 
15 T: We do 口 first. 
16 Measure word for family member 
17 … 
18 T: Let’s write 口, let’s add it. 
19 Measure word for family member 
20 Lily: What does that mean? 
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21 T: That’s a measure word. It does not mean anything. It’s a measure word 
for family. 

22 Jim: 口. 
23 Measure word for family member 

In this episode, Lily first suggested the word “口” (a measure word for family 

members) in the game. Mrs. Yang did not respond to her. Lily was very persistent and 

suggested three time until she obtained the teacher’s attention, who finally agreed on it. 

“口” was not in Mrs. Yang’s vocabulary list. However, this measure word was often used 

to express the number of family members. Even though Lily suggested it, she did not 

really understand its meaning as shown in line 20, where she asked “what does that 

mean”? She did that probably because it was often used, but she did not fully 

comprehend it, or because she simply liked this word and already remembered its form 

and sound. She showed a strong purpose in asking the teacher to include a word she 

wanted and initiated a negotiation with the teacher. 

With regard to the social dimension, the students frequently supported each other, 

especially in the Quizlet and Bingo games but the attention still focused on language-as-

object. When one student was playing Quizlet on the smart board, all others were 

watching. However, they were actively reflecting on the words and verbally supporting 

their peers rather than only passively observing them. 

Excerpt 15 (the 17th observation) 

01 T: I wanna do the match. Who wanna do it? 
02 Ss: Oh, oh, I can. ((All students raise their hands)) 
03 T: Ok, lady first. 
04 Ss: <sigh> 
05 ((Lily went to the smart board to do the Quizlet matching game)) 
06 T: Ok, go. 
07 Leo: Oh, she made a mistake. Yeah. 
08 T: 非常好。 
09 Very good. 
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10 Leo: Drag it. 
11 Caden: Yes, it’s yesterday. 
12 Eli: 号，It’s right next to 号. 
13 Measure word for family member 
14 T: 星期四，yeah. 
15 Thursday 
16 Eli: 号，号 
17 Date, date 
18 T: 对 
19 Correct 
20 Lily: Thirteen, no, it doesn’t like me. ((She complained about her results and 

indicates that she was usually very quickly in doing this game)) 

In this excerpt, Mrs. Yang first asked for the volunteer. All the students raised hand 

demonstrating their eagerness to participate. When Lily was selected, the boys even 

sighed indicating their disappointment. The whole episode actually only happened in one 

minute. However, in this one minute, even though Lily was the only player, all the other 

students except Jim were simultaneously participating. They were proactively and 

critically watching. Leo first pointed out that Lily made a mistake and later advised her to 

drag the word. Caden confirmed the meaning of the word on which Lily was working. Eli 

even told her where the word was located. The focus, however, was still the language-as-

object. Affectively, they autonomously joined the game even though they were not the 

actual player. They also verbally supported Lily to find the meaning of the words as they 

were all engaged. 

In general, the EWL level that the students demonstrated in the competition 

game were higher compared with the other IAs in the vocabulary and expression review 

category. Cognitively, the students were alert and focused. However, the focuses were all 

on the linguistic forms. The reasoning in these types of activities was information recall 

and most of the times were reaction to the teacher instead of independent noticing or 

reflection. Therefore, the cognitive dimensions were relatively shallow. However, the 
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competitive games extensively support their EWL by promoting their affective and social 

engagement. This result echoes Svalberg’s claim that enjoyment of the competitive task 

facilitates the learners’ engagement (2009). The game exerted great positive impact on 

their willingness to engage and even boosted them to reflect on the forms of the language 

proactively. They also demonstrated extensively peer support. 

4.2 Writing exercise 

The core practices in Glisan and Donato’s framework (2017) mostly focus on 

the verbal interactions in a foreign language classroom. However, the analysis of the 

instructional activities in Mrs. Yang’s class interestingly shows that she allocated nearly 

half of the exercise time on writing. More importantly, the students exhibited high level 

of engagement with language while they were practicing their writing skills. The 

activities can be classified into three categories—textbook/workbook exercise, character 

writing exercise and project writing. As discussed in Chapter four and five that Mrs. 

Yang assigned a large amount of the class time monitoring the students’ character 

writing. The types of the exercises from the textbook and workbook that Mrs. Yang chose 

were in a great variety, such as completing the words, or dialogues, translation, word 

puzzle, and dismantle the character parts. For character writing, one major type was 

character practices in words, phrases and sentences on the small or big white board. She 

also organized the character races, in which the students competed on the speed and 

accuracy. In addition, there were also some meaningful writing practices, such as making 

a family tree or a Chinese calendar. 
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IATs HLTPs Low Low/Mid Mid Mid/High High 
Exercises II. Reading and Writing 

TB/WB reading & writing 2 2 3 2 
exercise 
Character writing exercise 6 6 3 4 
Project writing 2 2 

(Table 6.4 EWL level of the reading and writing activities) 

The students demonstrated active and deeper engagement while writing. As 

displayed in table 6.4, Mrs. Yang arranged 19 exercises and four project writing activities 

in total. For the former, six are in the level of low/mid, six mid, three mi/high and four 

high. For the latter, two are in the mid-level and two high. The analysis shows that the 

students’ cognitive engagement got involved in deeper reflection and many insightful 

noticing while they were writing. For example, in the third observation, when they wrote 

the character “很” (meaning very), Jim expressed his noticing, “this is the standing man” 

and Lily echoed him by asking, “is that the standing man”? She raised the question, 

because the radical “彳” is a special form of the regular standing man radical “亻” and 

then Mrs. Yang explained, “that’s double standing man”. Leo, then, confirmed his 

recalling, “Oh, yeah. I do remember that”(The third observation, p.10). This short 

interaction happened when all the students were writing the character “很”. Jim first 

noticed its radical and pointed it out. However, Lily’s question showed her critical 

reflection on Jim’s assertation, because she recognized the distinction between the single 

and double person radical. After Mrs. Yang’s explanation, Leo also indicated that his was 

contemplating on the on-going conversation. The students’ attention was still on the 

language form and their recognition of the radical highlighted an active reflective and 

critical engagement, which, as a result, was deeper than the teacher initiated, translation-

based interactions as we analyzed in the vocabulary reviewing interactions. 
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In addition, the students were also remarkably critical to the writings of their own 

and their peers. In the sixth observation, Mrs. Yang asked the individual student to write 

number one to ten on the white board. Lily was one of the volunteers. Mrs. Yang 

assigned number nine and six to her. After she completed “九” (nine), she did not move 

on to six, but kept reading it and then asked Mrs. Yang, “can I rewrite it”? With Mrs. 

Yang’s permission, she started rewriting. However, the process was not easy, because she 

mumbled, “I just had it. I just had it and I forget. Oh, oh”. After she finished, Mrs. Yang 

asked the class, “对吗” (meaning is that correct)? The other students replied promptly, 

“对” (meaning correct). This small exchange shows that Lily was critical when she 

finished the character at the first time. She knew something was wrong. The self-talk 

lines showed that her efforts in thinking to reform the character and its difficult process. 

And even though the other students were not actively involved in the action of writing, 

but they actively speculated on the Lily’s writing. The frequency of the students’ 

reflective and critical EWL episode in the writing exercise was exceedingly higher than it 

was in other types of activities. 

Affectively, the students also demonstrated higher autonomy and willingness to 

write the characters. In the sixth observation, Mrs. Yang assigned the students to make 

the number flashcards of one to ten. They discussed the character for zero in the previous 

discourse. “零” (meaning zero) is a complex character and was not in Mrs. Yang’s fifth 

grade curriculum. However, four out of the five students insisted writing that character. 

While they were writing, Leo first commented, “I still don’t fully memorize zero”. Mrs. 

Yang replied to him, “you don’t need to” and emphasized that it was not a required word. 

However, later on, Lily picked up this topic again asking her classmates, “what’s zero”? 
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Eli directly asked Mrs. Yang, “can we write zero too? Actually, I wanna do this 

character”. Here, Eli clearly was self-motivated to challenge himself with writing a very 

complex character. Mrs. Yang did not respond to his question though. Leo added another 

question, “what’s pinyin for zero? I know how to spell it. I keep forgetting the tone”. 

Mrs. Yang heard Leo’s question and wrote its Pinyin on board. While she was writing, 

Lily said, “I know it”, indicating that she did the Pinyin of zero correctly, and quickly 

added, “oh, I did the tone wrong”. What does Leo and Lily said implied that both of them 

were making a flashcard for zero, because to make a flashcard they usually need to write 

the character on one side and its Pinyin on the other. Later, regardless that his previous 

question was ignored by Mrs. Yang, Eli asked her again, “can I do eleven to 零”? Mrs. 

Yang thought he intended to write number eleven and thus rejected, “Please don’t do 

eleven, because we didn’t learn it yet”. Eli explained, “No, can I do the eleventh card 

with 零”? Mrs. Yang responded, “yes, of course”. And Caden followed that conversation, 

“Yeah, that’s what I did” (the 6th observation, p.7-8), which indicated that both Caden 

and Eli also were self-motivated to do the character on their own. Later on, in the 8th 

class, while the students were completing their workbook homework, Mrs. Yang told all 

the students to write the simple version of “零”, which is “〇”, instead of the complexed 

one. However, three students, Eli, Caden and Leo rejected this suggestion and insisted on 

writing the challenging one. Affectively, the students demonstrated their strong autonomy 

to engage with Chinese characters. 

With regard to the social dimension, they often interacted verbally, mostly in the 

first language, with each other and supported their peers with a certain form or meaning 

of a particular word. For example, in the following excerpt, Mrs. Yang dictated the 
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family member characters. One phrase was “两个” (meaning two and the measure word 

used for the family members). However, Lily wrote “哥” instead of “个” for the second 

character because they have the same Pinyin with different tones. Mrs. Yang pointed it 

out for Lily that she wrote the wrong character, but she only read the two words again 

emphasizing the tones and Lily did not get it. 

Excerpt 16 (the 32th observation) 

01 T: 两个。对啦 
02 Two of, correct 
03 Leo: 两个。 
04 Two of 
05 T: 安小睿，it’s not 两哥，it’s 两个 
06 Lily, two brothers, two of 
07 Lily: Oh, what? 
08 Leo: Not like brother sister 哥 
09 Brother 
10 Jim: It’s too confusing. 
11 Eli: 两个哥哥。 
12 Two brothers 

Lily did not get it. Leo further explained to his classmate in line eight, pointing out that 

the “个” (gè) character is not the brother “哥” (gē). After that, Jim also expressed his 

confusion on these two words. Eli took the turn over and phrased the two words together 

to distinguish them for him. This excerpt indicated that the students’ focus was still on 

the language-as-object, because they were working on a particular form of it. They 

sometimes distinguished the different forms such as what happened in this excerpt, or 

sometimes focused on the details of a particular character. In addition, this excerpt also 

demonstrated the ways that they supported each other to negotiate the character meaning 

and pronunciations and thus, highly engaged with the language. 
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5. HLTPs with high level of EWL 

As discussed in the previous chapter that few HLTPs were present in Mrs. Yang’s 

teaching. The observed moves are mostly the skills in HLTP #1—facilitating target 

language comprehensibility and HLTP #2—building a classroom discourse community. 

Among them, the most complete micropractices that Mrs. Yang enacted were the 

micropractices of designing and conducting oral interpersonal pair and group tasks, 

which were realized in the form of small interpersonal group activities. Mrs. Yang 

organized fifteen small group activities in total. The students demonstrated highest level 

of engagement with language in this type of IA. The EWL of three of them are mid, six 

mid/high, and six high levels. 

During this type of activities, the students always stayed alert and focused. 

Otherwise, it was difficult for them to complete the task. In addition, all the students 

looked willingly participate in the activity indicated by their proactive attitude and their 

often laughter during the activity. They were also highly critical and reflective to what 

their partner said. Moreover, the whole activities were completed through verbal 

behavior. Therefore, at least one of them needed to take the initiation in the task. In 

addition, some students also verbally supported their peers. Therefore, the average EWL 

in this IA was mid/high, which was unusually higher than that of the expression review 

activities. 

Excerpt 17 (the 18th observation) 

01 Eli: 吴哲仁 
02 Leo 
03 Leo: 好。 
04 Ok. 
05 Eli: 你叫什么？ 
06 What’s your name? 
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30

35

40

45

07 Leo: 你叫-
08 You are called-
09 Eli: No. 你叫什么？ 

What’s your name? 
11 Leo: (0.4) 
12 Eli: 你叫什么？ 
13 What’s your name? 
14 Leo: 你叫-

You are called-
16 Eli: No. 
17 T: 我叫 
18 I am called 
19 Leo: 我叫 Howie, I don’t know. Howe? Should I say that? 

I am called-
21 Eli: 我叫Jay Howe 
22 My name is Jay Howe. 
23 T: 我叫, should be full name. 我叫Jay Howe。 
24 I am called, My name is 

Leo: 我叫Jay Howe. (0.2) 你呢？ 
26 I am called How about you? 
27 Eli: 我叫王云。 
28 My name is Wang Yun. 
29 T: 王云 ((Mrs. Yang corrected Eli’s pronunciation of the second character 

in the name)) 
Yun Wang 

31 Eli: 王云。你姓什么？ 
32 Wang Yun. What’s your surname? 
33 T: 对，你姓什么？ 
34 Right, what’s your surname? 

Leo: 我姓Howe. Howe, How, How, 
36 My last name is 
37 Eli: Ok. 
38 Leo: I don’t know how to say this last name. 
39 Eli: 你呢？ 

How about you? 
41 Leo: 你呢？ 
42 How about you? 
43 Eli: 我姓白，我姓王。 
44 My last name is Bai, my last name is Wang. 

Leo: 王。 
46 Wang. 
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This above excerpt is part of the small interpersonal activity happened in the 18th 

observation. Mrs. Yang arranged an information gap activity to practice talking about 

each other’s name and nationality. She designed an identity card for each student with 

different information. The students were supposed to ask three of their peers what their 

name and nationality is in Chinese. Because this class size was small, the students could 

quickly find and change their partners even though Mrs. Yang did not group them. 

As is shown that Leo and Eli treated mainly language-as-vehicle according to 

Svalberg’s criteria (2009). The students were “doing a communicative task in the target 

language without paying attention to aspects other than communicative efficiency” (p. 

244). However, the aspect of language-as-object appeared when Eli cut Leo off when he 

noticed that Leo used the wrong pronoun in his answer, as argued by Svalberg (2009) that 

both can be present in many contexts. Another fact that Mrs. Yang played a role of the 

monitor and kept providing the corrective feedback during the conversation brought more 

of their attention on the language-as-object. Cognitively, Leo and Eli were highly focused 

and alert because the conversation only involved only two of them. Affectively, they both 

appeared willing to engage. Socially, the whole task completed through verbal 

interactions between the two. However, Eli demonstrated a higher level of engagement. 

When Leo was answering Eli’s question, Eli quickly stopped him twice because he used 

the wrong word for the first-person pronoun. This behavior facilitated Eli’s engagement 

in the form of noticing and reflection. Moreover, Eli later purposefully chose to ask the 

question “你姓什么” (meaning what is your surname) in line 30, which they practiced 

earlier in this lesson and was not required by Mrs. Yang in this particular task. Mrs. Yang 

showed a little surprise when heard him asking this question by saying “right, what’s is 
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your surname”. As for the social dimension, he greatly supported his peer when he 

answered wrong and when failed asking him questions in the line 38. 

The following excerpt happened in the lesson that Mrs. Yang taught two 

questions asking about age. In this small group activity, the students were supposed to 

ask siblings’ age. Before this activity, she reviewed all the family member words they 

had learned and also the two ways to ask about age—“你多大” (how old are you) and 

“你几岁”(how old are you). The choice depends on the different situation. “你多大” 

(how old are you) is a question used to ask the adult and “你几岁”(how old are you) is 

used to ask a child who is under 10. Mrs. Yang taught both questions to the students and 

explained that 10 is usually the boundary to make the difference of these two questions. 

The conversation in the following excerpt happened between Jim and Caden. 

Excerpt 18 (the 35th observation) 

01 Jim: 你妹妹多大？ 
02 How old is your younger sister? 
03 Caden: 没，do you say 没有 if you don’t have a 妹妹？ 
04 Don’t, don’t have younger sister 
05 T: 对 
06 Correct 
07 Caden: 没有，我没有妹妹。 
08 No, I don’t have a younger sister. 
09 Jim: 你(0.2)姐姐多大？ 
10 How old is your elder sister? 
11 Caden: 我十三岁。你几岁？ 
12 I am 13 years, how old are you? 
13 Jim You should say 你 dao，eh，what is that? 
14 T: 你多大？ 
15 How old you are you? ((question for who are older than 10)) 
16 Caden: 你妹妹几岁？ 
17 How old is your younger sister? 
18 I am called 
19 Jim: 你多大？Are you over ten? 
20 How old are you? 
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21 Caden: Yeah. 
22 Jim: Well, you are over ten, so 
23 Caden: I am actual ten. 
24 Jim: So I can say 你多大？ 
25 How old are you? 
26 Caden: 我十岁。你妹妹多大？You have a 妹妹。 
27 I am ten. How old is your younger sister? 
28 Jim: Ah, (0.3) 
29 Caden: You have a 妹妹。 
30 Jim: 我有。Eh, how should I say? 她，eh，她十 
31 I have. 
32 Caden: I know you have a 妹妹。 
33 Jim: 她, eh, 她 
34 She, she 
35 Caden: Just say 她十岁。 
36 She is four. 
37 Jim: I forgot how to say it. (Laughing) 她十岁. 
38 She is four. 

Both Jim and Caden were cognitively alert, focused, affectively engaged and 

socially used verbal interaction for learning. They conversed about their sibling’s age. 

Jim first initiated the dialogue by asking how old is Caden’s younger sister? However, 

Caden only has an older sister. The answer involved a content that Mrs. Yang did not 

review. He instinctively responded with the word “没有” (meaning do not have). 

However, he refrained himself and turned to ask Mrs. Yang if it is correct. Driving by the 

force of keeping the conversation going, he autonomously sought the information from 

Mrs. Yang. Caden did not just simply imitate what Mrs. Yang said, when he resumed the 

conversation and further phrased it into a sentence, showing that he was purposeful and 

highly autonomous, which also involved in active reflection. Then, Jim continued to form 

the question and this time he intended to change the subject to older sister. After he said 

你(的) (meaning your), he paused for two second, which indicated that he was reflecting 

hardly on the word of “姐姐” (older sister). Caden answered with the wrong pronoun. He 
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meant to say “她十三岁” (she is thirteen) instead of “我十三岁” (I am thirteen). Jim 

failed to notice this mistake. In the next turn, both of them almost simultaneously 

initiated a question to each other. Caden initiated the question of “你几岁” (how old are 

you) and quickly noticed his mistake. He then reformed it into “你妹妹几岁”(how old is 

your younger sister)? This reformation demonstrated Caden’s alertness and self-

criticalness. On Jim’s side, he intended to ask Caden how old he is. However, he had a 

trouble to phrase it. Even though he heard Caden said “你几岁”(how old are you for 

someone who is younger than ten), he did not simply imitate his sentence. He did that 

purposefully because he knew Caden is above ten and in this case the question he should 

use is “你多大” instead of “你几岁”. This intention was proved by the following 

question he confirmed in English, “are you over ten”? With Caden’s affirmation, he self-

assured that “你多大” is an appropriate express to use. After addressing Jim’s question, 

Caden restated his question to Jim asking how old his sister is. Jim, however, did not 

answer immediately, which led to his confirmative statement that Jim does have a 

younger sister twice and implied that he should answer this question. Jim had a trouble to 

form the answer, but he responded in a short Chinese sentence saying “我有” when 

Caden emphasized that he has an younger sister. This expression was improvised and 

served a good example showing the students treated the language-as-vehicle instead of an 

object of learning. Jim attempted twice by saying “她” (she) and made a sound showing 

his frustration and then Caden supported his peer by saying the answer. 

The interactions in these two episodes demonstrated a high level of EWL of the 

students in this high-leverage practice. In the process of completing the group tasks, 
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except being alert, focused and engaged, cognitively, they showed their active reflection 

on what their peer said and critically correct it like Eli and Caden. Affectively, they 

demonstrated their strong purposes in the speaking like Jim and and Eli. In addition, they 

were also socially engaged, not only because the whole activities were completed through 

the verbal interaction, but also because they took the initiatives in communication and 

supported each other. In Mrs. Yang’s class, only in the small interpersonal group activity 

did the students displayed such a high engagement. 

6. IAs with varying degree of EWL 

Besides those activities, which demonstrated relatively high or low EWL, two 

types of IAs displayed various levels of EWL. One is the small talk and the other is the 

ask and answer activity. Even though the EWL level of a majority of these activity 

instances are either low or low/mid, some are at the mid, high/mid or even high level. 

Therefore, a detailed analysis is needed. 

6.1 Small talk activity and its EWL 

Small talk is one of the two typical warm-up activities. It happened almost every 

day before the actual teaching began while Mrs. Yang was waiting for all the students to 

arrive. She usually greeted the students, called attendance, or chatted with them during 

this time. There were totally 48 classes during the observation time. Five small talk was 

not able to recorded due to various reasons. There were three classes that Mrs. Yang did 

not have the small talk with the students. Therefore, 40 small talk episodes were 

recorded. 20 of them happened in the first unit, and 20 in the second. The EWL result 

was displayed in table 6.5. Sixteen of the small talk activities were in the low level, 18 

low/mid, four mid and two mid/high. The detailed analysis showed that among the first 
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20 small talk activities, 19 were in the low and low/mid-level, only one is mid. Even 

though, the general level was not very high compared with the other activities, however, 

when the class moved on to the second quarter, low level EWL decreases, mid and 

mid/high increased and the features in the teacher and students interactions changed. 

IATs HLTPs Low Low/Mid Mid Mid/High High 
Warm-up Activities 

Small Talk 2.1.1 16 18 4 2 
2.1.3 

Unit 1 (first 20) 10 9 1 
Unit 2 (second 20) 6 9 3 2 
Song Singing 1.1.7 29 

(Table 6.5 EWL level of the warm-up activities) 

Glisan and Donato (2017) suggest two moves—getting to know the learners and 

engaging learners in spontaneous interactions in order to build a classroom discourse 

community. Small talk before or after a class is a good way to realize these two moves. 

Mrs. Yang insisted on practicing small talks with the students, but in a limited way. 

Because this is a beginning level class, what the students learned are very limited, 

especially in the first 20 observed classes. Routinely, Mrs. Yang always greeted the 

students and called attendance during this time. At the beginning stage, the nature of her 

talk was in the manner of the IRE pattern as a way to review the greeting expressions. 

Usually the teacher initiated the conversation and gave an evaluation response to the 

students’ answers, as displayed in the following excerpt. 

Excerpt 19 (the 2nd observation) 

01 T: 你好吗？你好吗？吴哲仁 
02 How are you? How are you? Leo 
03 Leo: 好 
04 Good. 
05 T: 我—? 
06 I— 
07 Leo: 我很好。
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08 I am good. 
09 T: 我很好。我很好。你好吗？白峰？ 
10 I am good. I am good. How are you? Eli 
11 Eli: 我很好。 
12 I am good. 
13 T: 我很好。你好吗？莫欣 
14 I am very good. How are you? Caden 
15 Caden: 我很好。 
16 I am very good. 
17 T: 我也很好。You are also very good. 我也很好。你好吗？ 
18 I am also very good. I am also very good. How are you? 
19 Caden: 我也很好。 
20 I am also very good. 
21 T: ((pointing to her to let the students ask her the question)) 
22 Ss: 你好吗杨老师？ 
23 How are you, Miss Yang? 
24 T: 还可以。 
25 I am ok. 
26 Jim: That means ok, I guess. 
27 T: Uh-huh. 还可以 
28 I am ok. 

Comparatively speaking, the students’ engagement in this stage was low. This 

particular excerpt happened in the second observed class. They just had learned the ways 

to respond to the greeting question “how are you”. Mrs. Yang used this opportunity to 

review what they had learned. In line 1, she first initiated the talk to Leo. However, Leo 

responded with a very limited answer with only one character, “好” (good), which 

actually sounded abrupt and unnatural. Mrs. Yang then tried to remind him the phrase 

they have learned by saying and prolonging the word “我” (I) to cue the rest of the 

phrase. It worked and Leo was able to recall it. After she addressed all the present 

students, she pointed to herself indicating them to ask her the question. The students took 

the signal and asked her the same question. The EWL in this activity was low/mid. They 

were alert, focused and engaged as they always promptly responded to the teacher. 

Especially, at the end of the talk, when Mrs. Yang offered a different answer, Jim showed 
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his alertness to it and actively recalled its meaning. In addition, the students were 

involved in the verbal interactions with the teacher. However, besides these, they 

behaved passively and followed along the teacher. 

At the beginning of every class, Mrs. Yang persisted in greeting and chatting with 

the students, such as asking who was absent and preparing them for the class. In the latter 

part of the observation period, this practice turned into a daily exchange in a natural and 

informal way. The students’ way of engagement also changed as they were more active 

to initiate the conversation, which was comparatively shorter but more natural. The EWL 

level also increased. The following excerpt presents the interactions happened at the 

beginning of the 21st observation. 

Excerpt 20 (the 17st observation) 

01 T: 请进。 
02 Please come in. 
03 Jim: That means please come in. 
04 Eli: 您好，杨老师。 
05 Hello (honorific), Mrs. Yang. 
06 T: 你好吗? 
07 How are you? 
08 Eli, Lily, 我很好，你呢？ 

Caden: 
09 I am fine. How about you? 
10 T: 我也很好。谢谢! 
11 I am fine too. Thank you! 
12 Jim: 你呢？ 
13 How about you? 
14 T: 我很好。 
15 I am very good. 

The flow of this greeting interaction looks smoother compared with the previous 

one. While Jim, Lily, and Caden came in, Mrs. Yang was waiting and said “请进” 

(meaning please come in). Jim stayed alert to what he heard and had an instant reaction to 
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its meaning verbally. Then Eli took the lead by initiating the greeting saying, “Hello, 

Mrs. Yang” and he purposefully used the honorific form of the word. This actually 

showed his strong purpose and independent thinking in choosing this word, because Mrs. 

Yang never uses the honorific form while talking to her students. Therefore, this is not an 

action of habit, but deliberate choice. When Mrs. Yang asked them, “how are you”, all 

the present students responded promptly without any help and naturally asked Mrs. Yang 

in turn. 

In the latter part of the small talk conversations, the students were not only able to 

spontaneously converse with Mrs. Yang to greet or inform the students’ presence or 

absence. They demonstrated more critical reflection of what they heard and purposeful 

application of what they had learned. This higher engagement should be attributed to 

Mrs. Yang’s insistence of conducting this HLTP. Eventually, the students got accustomed 

to this type of conversation and was able to naturally conversed with their teacher. 

6.2 Song singing/chanting and using the connected discourse and its EWL 

Singing or chanting was other typical way in which Mrs. Yang warmed up her 

students. As I analyzed in chapter five, it was a special form of using connected discourse 

to make the input comprehensible. The analysis showed that the EWL of this activity 

itself was not very high. They were mostly marked as low/mid. While the students were 

singing, they were focused, alert, and highly engaged in most of the time, because the 

enjoyment of singing increased their willingness to participate. Other than that, during the 

singing activity, it was unlikely that the other type of EWL episode can happened. 

Therefore, the total level was comparatively low. 
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However, the analysis showed that this type of connected discourse indeed 

promoted the students EWL but in a different way. Instead of engaging the students while 

they were singing, it actually enhanced their EWL in the other time during the class. The 

students often spontaneously initiated singing. In total, 23 instances like this were 

observed. The reasons that trigger their engaging in the singing were various. Most 

occurrences were caused by a certain word in a song, which they were talking about or 

writing. It could also be triggered by a certain context, such as a birthday. Sometimes, 

there was not an obvious reason. This, especially happened to Jim, who loves singing. 

The affective dimension of this type of engagement was distinctive. The students enjoyed 

in doing it. The intrinsic interest of this genre of discourse spurred them to autonomously 

engage. 

6.3 Ask and answer questions—IRE pattern and its EWL 

The students’ EWL levels in the IAs of asking and answering questions are also 

various. Asking questions to the students was a typical activity that Mrs. Yang employed 

for oral exercise. It mostly performed as an IRE pattern, where the teacher initiated a 

question and the students answered. After that the teacher responded with an evaluation 

like good or excellent. Totally, 48 instances are identified. Their EWL level was 

presented in the following table. They spread over the whole range. However, 73% of 

them are in the low or low/mid-level and 27% are in the higher levels. The students 

demonstrated mid-level EWL in ten instances, one in mi/high and two high. 

IATs HLTPs Low Low/Mid Mid Mid/High High 
Exercise I. Oral 

Ask and answer questions 11 24 10 1 2 
(Table 6.6 EWL level of asking and answering question activities) 
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Glisan and Donato (2017) argue that novice teachers need to master the technique 

of integrating IRF in class instead of IRE, because the pervasive use of IRE makes it 

difficult to develop a classroom discourse community. The analysis of the EWL of the 

IRE patterns support the scholars’ argument. The students’ engagement with language is 

low when the teacher tried to control and restricted the turns of the talk. The following 

excerpt is a typical example with low EWL. 

Excerpt 21 (the 17th observation) 

01 T: 很好，请坐，他是谁？((pointing to Eli)) 
02 Good. Please sit down. Who is he? 
03 Jim: 他 
04 He 
05 S: 白峰 
06 Eli 
07 T: 他是白峰。他是谁？ 
08 He is Eli. Who is he? 
09 S: 他是何志明。 
10 He is Jim. 
11 T: You say 我是何志明。 
12 I am Jim. 
13 Jim: 我是何志明。 
14 I am Jim. 
15 T: 我是谁？ 
16 Who is he? 
17 S: 他是吴哲仁。 
18 He is Leo. 
19 T: 她呢？ 
20 How about her? 
21 S: 她是安小睿。 
22 She is Lily. 
23 T: 我呢？ 
24 How about me? 
25 S: 她是… 
26 She is… 
27 T: 你是 
28 You are 
29 S: 你是杨老师。 
30 You are Mrs. Yang. 
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31 T: 非常好。 
32 Very good. 

The EWL features in this excerpt were focused, alert, engaged and interactive. However, 

the students only passively responded to Mrs. Yang. After she asked the question, “who 

is he”, they understood, but first answered in a very limited way with just the person’s 

name. Then Mrs. Yang provided a model answer to them in line seven. They started the 

mechanical repeating and replacing words practice. When she redirected the questions by 

asking “how about me”, the students need to change the pronoun accordingly. However, 

they failed as shown by line 25 and habitually started the sentence with “she is”. This 

actually demonstrated that they were not alert and reflective enough to notice the change. 

Therefore, the cognitive dimension of this EWL was low and shallow. 

However, sometimes the EWL increased higher to mid, mid/high or even high 

level. In order to locate the reasons that spur engagement, I conducted a detailed analysis 

to closely examine those ask-and-answer activity episodes which had higher EWL. The 

result shows that engagement increased in the following two situations, 1) when the 

content they practiced was not familiar enough; 2) when the conversations were more 

meaningful. When the students had not fully mastered the content, their EWL level had 

the tendency of upgrading to a higher level, because they were more reflective and 

interactive either with the teacher or each other by focusing on the language-as-object. 

Take the following excerpt as an example. The EWL level was higher when Mrs. Yang 

asked questions to review the new expressions they had just learned. 

Excerpt 22 (the 35th observation) 

01 T: Ok, 听，杨老师有问题。Listen, 他们是谁？ 
02 Listen, Mrs. Yang has a question. Who are they? 
03 Eli: 小，小 
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04 Elementary, elementary 
05 T: Full sentence, 他们是谁？白峰？ 
06 Who are they? Eli? 
07 Eli: 他们是小小… 
08 They are elementary 
09 T: 学生 
10 Student 
11 Eli: 小学生 
12 Elementary student. 
13 T: 对，他们是小学生，还有一个，他们是谁？吴哲仁？ 
14 Yes, they are elementary students. One more, who are they? Leo 
15 Leo: 他们是大学生。 
16 They are college students. 
17 T: 对吗？ 
18 Is that correct? 
19 Lily: Are they college students? 
20 Caden: Yeah. 
21 T: 对，他们是大学生。 
22 Caden: What’s the Pinyin for 大？ 
23 Big 
24 T: 大学生，大学生 
25 College student, college student 
26 Eli: D-A 
27 Caden: What’s the tone? 
28 Eli: Fourth tone over the a. 

Because the expressions of “大学生” (college student), and “小学生” (elementary 

school student) were the words they had just learned in the previous lesson. The students 

did not fully master them. When they answered Mrs. Yang’s questions, they were 

cognitively reflective on these two words. Line three and seven shows that Eli was 

reflecting hard on the rest of this phrase. And after Leo answered the second question, 

Lily, Caden and Eli had a conversation over the word “大学生” (college student). First, 

Lily confirmed her understanding showing her reflection on the sentence that Leo just 

said. Caden supported her and later asked the question with regard to the Pinyin of the 

character “大”, which highlighted that he was ruminating it too. Then, Eli supported him 
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and answered his questions about the Pinyin spelling and its tone. In this excerpt, the 

students were highly reflective on the new phrases and also engaged in the verbal 

interactions to support each other. In addition, affectively, they also seemed willing to 

participate, especially when they autonomously asked the questions. 

The second situation that increased the students’ EWL is when the conversation 

was more meaningful. This means the activity was not just a mechanic drill practice by 

asking questions, the answer of which the teacher already knew, but a real 

communication, the interlocutors of which obtained information through it. This 

happened, especially when the content of the conversation was close to the students’ own 

life and/or of the students’ interests, and thus, enhanced engagement. For example, in the 

27th observation, Mrs. Yang asked questions with regard to the family member using the 

photo that the students brought to the class. 

Excerpt 23 (the 27th observation) 

01 T: 你家有几口人？你家有几口人？ 
02 How many people are there in your family? How many people are 

there in your family? 
03 … 
04 T: For family members. 几口人？How many people? 几口人？ 
05 How many people? How many people? 
06 Lily: Four 
07 T: 四口人，一二三四，四口人。你呢？ 
08 Four people, one, two, three, four, four people. How about you? 
09 Caden: 四口人。Not counting dog 
10 T: 你呢？ 
11 How about you? 
12 Leo: I have 四口人，but now have 八口人 
13 Four people, eight people 
14 Caden: What? 
15 T: 八口人？Why？ 
16 Eight people? 
17 Leo: My sister has babies. 
18 T: Oh, congratulations. 
19 Caden: Wait, can I see the picture? 
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20 T: Both of them have babies, right? 七口人。Five plus two 七口人。 
21 Seven people seven people 
22 Caden: You have 六口人in this picture 
23 Six people 
24 T: Oh, sorry, 八口人，对，八口人，你呢？ 
25 Eight people, yes, eight people 
26 Eli: 五口人。 
27 Five people 
28 T: 五口人，if you counting the dog. 你呢？ 
29 Jim: 四口人。 
30 Four people 
31 Caden: Wait, you can’t say that because 人 is people. 
32 People 
33 T: 人 is people. You can count the pet, if you say your dog is also 

family member. That’s ok. 

She first asked the question, “how many people do you have in your family”? 

However, the students forgot the meaning of this sentence. In the omitted part, Mrs. Yang 

explained the question and the measure word to the students again. When she asked Leo, 

he first said, “四口人” (meaning four people) and then added that, “now it has 八口人”, 

(eight people) in line 12. On the picture that he brought, there were six people in his 

family. He made a mistake by saying “四口人” (four people). Leo actually meant that on 

the picture there were six people. It was a slip of the tongue. He purposefully added that 

now his family has “八口人” (eight people) instead of six, because both of his two sisters 

had a baby now. That purposeful assertion was motivated by the need of communication 

of this information to the class. However, his error attracted Caden’s attention, who 

stayed alert to what his peer said. He even asked for the picture to count and corrected the 

number again in line 22. In line 31, Caden further negotiated with Mrs. Yang of the word 

meaning of “人” contending that because “人” refers to people, therefore, pet should not 

be counted in as a family member. These arguments showed Caden’s strong purpose to 
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make meaning during the interaction. His disagreement of counting pet as the family 

member demonstrated that he actively reflected the word “人” and thought critically of 

what his peer and teacher said. The students’ efforts in making meaning in the 

conversation raised their engagement with the language. 

7. Specific HLTP moves and their EWL 

Direct instruction stood as a large category among the instructional activities in 

Mrs. Yang’s class. It was an essential type of IA, not only because it accounted for one 

fifth of the total class time, but because the fact that many specific moves of HLTP #1 

imbedded in it, such as HLTP #1.1.1 paraphrasing new words, #1.1.3 slowing down the 

rate of speech, #1.1.4 building on vocabulary, #1.1.5 re-entering the new words, #1.2.1 

using gestures, and #1.2.2 using visual and concrete objects. Unlike HLTP 2.2 and 2.3, 

which are more equivalent to a particular activity, the skills in HLTP #1 tended to be 

hidden in the direct instructions, which were multilayered. Therefore, it was difficult to 

relate the EWL level to a certain high-leverage practice. Moreover, the EWL of some 

moves could hardly be manifested, such as slowing down the rate of speech. 

The content of direct instruction included word and phrases, sentences, character 

knowledge, Pinyin rules, punctuation, culture and typing. The typical one was the word 

level direct instruction. As presented in chapter four that, each direct instruction activity 

was parsed into small steps based on Mrs. Yang’s operational procedure. Then, the HLTP 

moves were identified in each and the EWL was also evaluated accordingly. In total, 29 

direct instructional activities of new words or phrases were found. There were also 17 

episodes of direct instruction on sentence or larger level, two episodes for character 
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knowledge, one for Pinyin rules, one for punctuation, one for typing and six for cultural 

learning. 

The general EWL during the direct instructions were comparatively low. 

However, there were certain steps, where the EWL raised higher. A synthesis showed a 

pattern of the changes. When Mrs. Yang introduced the new word or phrase, she mostly 

told the meaning directly or explained it in English. However, that was not the only ways 

that she adopted. She sometimes resorted to other techniques, such as using visual and 

word formation rules to have the students conjecture the meaning. The students became 

highly reflective and reasoning in those episodes. For example, in the ninth observed 

class, Mrs. Yang taught the pronouns “他” (he) and “她” (she). She did not directly 

provide their meaning as usual. Instead, she pointed to all the boys in class saying “他” 

(he) and asked the student to guess. 

Excerpt 24 (the 9th observation) 

01 T: Ok, watch me. I am gonna tell you what 他 means, watch.
他，他，他，他, ((T points to all the boys one by one)) are this. 
吴哲仁 

02 He he 
He, he, he Leo 

03 Leo: Boy 
04 T: Boy, very close. 
05 Leo: Oh:: 
06 T: 他 
07 He 
08 Eli: Child 
09 T: Not child. Can be a child. 
10 Lily: Person? 
11 T: Person. It is a person. Look at whom I point to. 
12 Jim: Boys 
13 Caden: What? 
14 T: Boys? 
15 Jim: Gender 
16 T: 他means he. 
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17 he 
18 Ss: Oh. 
19 Leo: That’s boy. 
20 T Very close, look at me, 她，她，她for that. ((T points to S3, the 

researcher and the teacher)) 
21 She, she, she 
22 S: She 
23 T: 很好。 
24 Very good. 
25 Lily: 他她，他她 
26 He, she, he, she 
27 Leo: 他她 
28 He, she 
29 Eli: Wait, how do you tell if they say like tā, if you know he means boy 

or girl? 
30 T: So you need to watch. It depends on the context. 
31 Leo: When you watch you know. 

After Mrs. Yang raised the question, all the students got involved in reasoning on the 

meaning of this word based on the information given the Mrs. Yang and offering the 

result of their inference. At the end, Eli asked a question about how to distinguish she and 

he in Chinese indicating that he noticed that the pronunciations of he and she are same. 

His noticing and also the autonomous inquiry showed a deeper engagement. If Mrs. Yang 

directly provided the meaning as usual, the students would not have had such an 

opportunity to engage. 

In addition, the students’ EWL rose higher in the steps of character discussion and 

practice. After Mrs. Yang presented the pronunciation and the meaning of the words, the 

next step was to introduce the written form. She usually wrote the character stroke by 

stroke and displayed the order of the strokes so that the students could follow and write 

on their own. Meanwhile, she also analyzed the character structure to help them develop 

a concept of it so that they could stop viewing them as pictures. The students always 

demonstrated a higher engagement in this particular step. They tended to be more 
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noticing and analytical of the characters. For example, in the fourth observation, Mrs. 

Yang taught number one to ten. She first presented the character “一” for number one, 

which is an horizontal line. Caden commented while writing, “so I do one, but goes this 

way” (the 4th observation, p. 17). He reflected and noticed the difference between the way 

of writing Chinese one and the Arabic number. When it was time to write number two, 

Eli inferred the forming of the character for “two” based on his knowledge of number 

one. He said, “Is the number two the same as the other number” (p.18), indicating that his 

inference of the number two should be two lines. After watching Mrs. Yang writing it, he 

remarked what he noticed, “except the top line is shorter” (p.18). 

In the ninth observation, after Mrs. Yang displayed the characters “他” (he) and 

“她” (she), the students launched a small discussion of what they noticed of these two 

characters. Lily first noticed that the left part of “她” was also in her surname. This 

triggered a series of noticing among other students. Jim and Leo followed her and both 

claimed that the radical of “他” was also a part of the character of their name. As we can 

see in this episode, the students were alert and attentive to the features and parts of the 

written form. 

Excerpt 25 (the 9th observation) 

01 T: 好, number two. It is also called她。 Ok？But it means she, this is 
he. Can you see my hand writing? 

02 Ok, she 
03 Lily: The first part, is part of my name. 
04 Caden: What? 
05 Lily: That first part of 她she is in my name. 
06 T: This is a radical. 
07 Jim: Wait, that part is in my name. 
08 Leo: That part is my name. 
09 Eli: That part is in 好。 
10 Lily: good 
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11 T: Guys, this part is a high frequently used radical. It’s called radical in 
Chinese. Ok? Radical sometimes means. 

12 Leo: People actually say radical? 
13 T: Yeah. 
14 Leo: It’s a radical. 

The results also showed that the learners’ EWL tended to raise in all the 

metalinguistic discussions in the direct instructional activities, not only the written form, 

but also other linguistic features, such as Pinyin and punctuation. In addition, this result 

also related to the teacher questioning skill. The analysis showed that Mrs. Yang’s 

questions further contributed to the engagement of the students in the analytical thinking 

over the linguistic forms. For example, when Mrs. Yang instructed the two-digit 

numbers, she did not directly present the words, but provided number eleven and let the 

students infer the following ones. They easily counted from twelve to nineteen, because 

the morphological rule is the same. However, when it came to twenty, the rule changes. 

The students engaged in a discussion in guessing the word. In this process, they actively 

inferred the morphological formation of twenty through the reasoning and reflecting on 

the form of the other numbers. Mrs. Yang used the same technique when they talked 

about the tone marking rule of Pinyin. Instead of directly informing the students, she 

demonstrated the several Pinyin and ask the students to summarize the rule of marking 

the tone. The students were highly analytical through observation, noticing and reasoning 

in these activities. 

Among the above moves which raised the learners’ EWL, the skills of using 

defining or visual skills to make input comprehensible instead of providing the meaning 

in English directly are enlisted in the HLTP framework. The technique of analyzing of 

the linguistic form through questioning is a micropractice of the HLTP #4—focusing on 
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form in a dialogic context through PACE. Even though Mrs. Yang did not co-construct 

the understanding of grammar point, but she partially used the similar skill to raise the 

students’ language awareness through the discussion of the metalinguistic knowledge. 

8. Conclusion 

In this chapter, analysis moves from what the teacher does and whether they are 

core practices to the students’ engagement with language generated by the teacher’s 

practices. Engagement with language is used as an indicator showing a loose causal 

relationship between teacher’s practice and students’ learning outcome. This outcome is 

not the final result of learning, but the students’ performance in term of engagement in 

the learning process. The EWL results present four patterns of student’s EWL in relation 

to the teacher’s practice. The students are found having low-level of EWL in most of the 

non-HLTP activities, except two—competition games and writing exercises, in which the 

students displayed a comparatively high engagement. In addition, one of the few HLTPs 

existing in Mrs. Yang’s class—small interpersonal activity demonstrated a high level of 

EWL. Lastly, the students’ EWL varies in two IAs—a HLTP and a non-HLTP. 
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Chapter 7 Discussion and Implications 

1. Introduction 

This dissertation project starts with my acknowledgement that teaching is 

intricate, relational and learning does not happen automatically. Thus, the need of 

training in practice of the novice teachers is requisite. With the practice turn in the field 

of teacher education, the discussion of the core practices in foreign language teaching is 

also gaining momentum. Scholars began investigating and identifying HLTPs. In 2017, 

Glisan and Donato proposed an HLTP framework including six core practices arguing 

that these are the essential skills for the foreign language teachers to enact their core 

instructional responsibilities and to advance the student learning. This is only a starting 

point. The questions incident upon these proposed practices rise. How can these proposed 

practices be related to real teaching? Do foreign language teachers enact them in their 

class? Are there any tensions between what the scholars propose and what happens in 

reality? With these questions, I found Mrs. Yang, who is a veteran teacher in a mature 

program and had not been trained in HLTPs before participating in this project. In 

addition, I purposefully chose a beginning level Chinese class, because Chinese could be 

a language which is underrepresented in the framework and beginning level is more 

common to the novice teachers, with which they start their career. With the goal of 

investigating the existing tensions, I further raise four sub-questions: 1.) what are the 

ranges of typical and atypical instructional activities of the teacher? 2.) what are the 

HLTPs being and not being enacted? In what ways? 3.) what are the patterns of the 

student engagement with language across activity types and HLTPs? 4.) what are the 

teacher’s perspectives on HLTPs? 
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2. Discussion of the main findings 

With the exploration of the existing HLTPs, the instructional activities, and the 

student’s engagement with language during the learning process, tensions between the 

scholars’ proposed HLTPs and Mrs. Yang’s real practices are found. First of all, few 

HLTPs were present. Second, character instruction and exercises took a large portion of 

Mrs. Yang’s class time. Importantly, however, this core practice with regard to literacy is 

absent in the current HLTP framework. The analysis of EWL largely support the claim 

that HLTPs enhance learning results in terms of engagement with language. Small group 

activities, in which Mrs. Yang enacted the two most complete micropractices, showed the 

highest level of EWL. In contrast, the less meaningful expression review IAs, such as 

choral reading and repetition, demonstrated the lowest degree of engagement. However, 

the EWL analysis highlighted a tension that two non-HLTP instructional activities 

unexpectedly displayed a higher level of engagement. The last tension lies in the 

teacher’s refusal to apply some HLTPs in her local context and expression of the 

challenges in their application. 

Instructional activities are carriers or containers in which a teacher applies theory 

and knowledge to realize pedagogical goals. The enactment of the HLTPs is embedded in 

these working units. Examination of the typical and atypical IAs aims not only to provide 

a panoramic view of the teacher’s class but also another angle to investigate these core 

practices. In Mrs. Yang’s class, forty-six types of instructional activities are identified 

within eight categories, which are warm-up, expression/vocab review, direct instruction, 

textbook comprehension and discussion, exercise, feedback, assessment and 

management. Among them, fifteen are typical. The determination is based on their 
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frequency and duration. A peek of these typical IAs illustrates that Mrs. Yang’s pedagogy 

is a mixture with many elements in the old paradigm such as mechanical drills and also 

those endorsed in the new trend such as communicative tasks. 

The result of HLTP analysis shows that few practices were present. Except for the 

HLTP #6 with regard to corrective feedback, the detected moves are mostly the skills 

found in HLTP #1—facilitating target language comprehensibility and HLTP #2— 

building a classroom discourse community. Twelve out of 15 moves in HLTP #1 are 

adopted except for #1.1.2 defining new words; #1.3.1 using active comprehension 

checking strategies and #1.3.3 using question sequences. For HLTP #2, Mrs. Yang 

enacted 12 out of the 16 moves of the framework. In the following session, I am going to 

summarize and further discuss the enactment of the HLTPs, their relationships to the IAs 

and the EWL. 

2.1 The relationship between the IAs and HLTPs 

In the inspection of the relationship between instructional activities and the 

HLTPs, the fact that core practices are multilayered must be noted. The six in Glisan and 

Donato’s framework (2017) all have a large grain-size, which are comprised of smaller 

practices, realized in specific moves. Therefore, the manifestation of HLTPs in the 

instructional activities is complex. Some HLTPs, like #3, #4 and #5, are almost identical 

to their IA containers. Take HLTP #3—guiding learners to interpret and discuss authentic 

texts—as an example. Its two micropractices prescribe the planning and enactment stage 

of the class discussion activity. HLTP #4—focusing on form in a dialogic context 

through PACE—provides a detailed guideline for understanding, designing and achieving 

a PACE model lesson to instruct the grammar or other types of language forms. HLTP 
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#5—focusing on the cultural product, practices, and perspectives in a dialogic context, 

delineates the specific moves for planning and realizing an IMAGE model of a cultural 

activity. These three HLTPs can be more easily linked to the planning and execution of 

the text-based discussion, grammar and cultural instructional activities. 

However, not all of the HLTPs are in a neat equivalent relation to the instructional 

activities, particularly HLTP #1 and #2. The analysis of IATs and the HLTPs in Mrs. 

Yang’s class discloses that the fact that some of the micropractices are more related to 

certain type of IAs, whereas other specific moves are more universal, but show a higher 

potential with regard to certain IAs. One prominent equivalency is between HLTP #2.2 

and #2.3 and small interpersonal group activities. The specific HLTP moves are all found 

in her expression of this activity. Moves in HLTP #2.2 are planning-oriented, which were 

indirectly seen in her curriculum and teaching. 

Generally speaking, the moves in HLTP #1 are comparatively universal, but the 

direct instructional activities demonstrated a greater connection with it. The techniques of 

facilitating comprehensibility were more visible when Mrs. Yang directly gave 

instruction in new words, phrases and expressions, especially the skills like paraphrasing, 

building on and reentering vocabulary, signaling new words and using connected 

discourse. However, these skills were not solely confined to this kind of activity, such as 

the technique of slowing down the rate of speech, using gestures, and visuals to support 

comprehension. Mrs. Yang applied these skills whenever the students demonstrated 

difficulty in understanding as seen in IAs like translation, asking and answering 

questions, textbook/workbook exercises, and text comprehension and discussion. Some 

of the moves in the first micropractice of HLTP #2—engaging learners in oral classroom 
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communication—show a link to certain IAs. For example, #2.1.1—getting to know the 

learners and #2.1.4—sharing experiences—were often realized in three types of IAs— 

small talk, asking and answering questions, and group interpersonal activities. In Mrs. 

Yang’s class, she found many opportunities to engage in spontaneous interaction in the 

form of small talk before or after class. 

2.2 The relationship of EWL to HLTPs/IAs 

In general, the results of EWL analysis largely support the proposed HLTPs in 

Glisan and Donato’s framework. However, the effect of HLTPs in terms of students’ 

engagement are not always transparent. Some of the EWL can be directly related the 

teacher’s approach and the task design. However, the efficacy of some practices is not 

straightforward through the analysis of class interactions, especially the moves of making 

input comprehensible. Two major findings uphold the scholar’s claim that HLTPs are 

effective in students learning (Glisan & Donato, 2017; Hlas & Hlas, 2012). 

First, the students’ EWL level are the highest when Mrs. Yang conducted the 

small interpersonal group activities, through which she fully enacted the HLTP #2.2 and 

#2.3. In these activities, the students demonstrated more active and deeper engagement in 

the three aspects—cognitive, affective and social. Second, the activities that showed the 

lowest EWL level in Mrs. Yang’s class are the those mechanic drill practices, such as 

choral repetition and choral reading. When the students read words after the teacher, they 

only passively followed along and the manifested engagement was the lowest. Some 

students could be easily distracted or zoned out. The learners’ EWL increased when they 

performed choral reading, especially when Mrs. Yang did not present Pinyin along with 

the characters, because they needed to recall the pronunciations. The EWL was squarely 
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in the realm of information recall, which was relatively undemanding in terms of the 

cognitive involvement. Affectively, besides following the teacher’s instruction, they did 

not demonstrate a particular interest or autonomy to engage themselves in the activities. 

The EWL results of other IAs in the expression review categories such as flashcard 

pointing or getting, translation, and sentence making were all relatively low. 

In addition, the detailed analysis of the small talk and IRE talk activities also 

upholds the argument for HLTPs. Even though the general level of small talk in this 

particular class is not high, the comparison of their performance in the first and second 

units reveals an EWL enhancement. The way that Mrs. Yang engaged the learners in 

spontaneous interactions was limited. She confined the topics mostly within the scope of 

the learned contents, which is understandable in a beginning level class. However, credit 

should be given to her persistence in offering the opportunities of spontaneous chit-chat 

instead of giving up and resorting to English completely. The comparative results of the 

students’ EWL in the small talk activity in the first and second part of the observation 

period prove that this effort was worthwhile. Higher-level EWL episodes increased in the 

latter classes. The students greeted their teacher and even each other on their own without 

any interference or guidance in an easy going and daily life manner. Their interaction 

became more natural, active, autonomous and purposeful. 

For the activity of asking and answering questions, their general EWL was low. 

They are mostly the IRE pattern, in which Mrs. Yang held a tight control of the 

conversation and the sole purpose was to practice the target expression. However, the 

detailed analysis shows that the students EWL rose when the interactions were more 

meaningful and the content were more related to the students’ life or of their interests. 
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This is also a strong confirmation of the gist advocated in the HLTP framework of 

conducting meaningful interactions with the students instead of solely using the 

mechanical drills. 

The EWL analysis revealed two tensions. The vocabulary review activities 

performed in Mrs. Yang’s class were not HLTPs. They all showed a low EWL except 

one—competition games. Mrs. Yang designed and arranged several different games such 

as Bingo, Around the world, Quizlet and character writing competition. The students 

demonstrated higher degree of engagement when playing them, some in the level of mid 

and some in mid/high. Cognitively, they were intensively alert and focused. However, 

because these games are designed to assist vocabulary memorization, the cognitive 

involvement is not as deep as reasoning or inference. Nonetheless, the student EWL level 

became high due to the enhancement of the affective and social dimension. Due to their 

eminent interests in the games, they all actively participated and even negotiated the 

content of the game with the teacher. In addition, they often supported each other during 

the game. Though the engagement was not as deep and high as that of the small group 

activities, but were very much higher than those in the review IAs. 

Another tension is related to writing. The large portion of the time that Mrs. Yang 

allocated to the character writing in class is alarming. The exercise category accounts for 

40 percent of the total class time, half of which went to literacy practice. What is worth 

noticing is that the EWL analysis shows a high engagement of the students while they 

were completing the writing tasks. However, Glisan and Donato’s framework fails to 

address the teacher’s practice with regard to literacy instruction. 
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Other tensions are found through the interview data when Mrs. Yang discussed 

the application of the HLTPs in this particular local context. Generally speaking, the 

framework was well-received by the Mrs. Yang. She explicitly pointed out some 

techniques which she would try in the future. However, the in-depth discussions of the 

application of each move disclose her confusion of certain moves, illustrating the fact that 

only reading the book could not lead to a clear and thorough understanding of the 

practices. The results also expose the teacher’s resistance to and doubts about certain 

practices, which implies the strong force of the teacher cognition driving behind their 

practice in class. 

3. Implications for research 

3.1 Implications for the HLTP framework development 

This dissertation identifies the HLTPs used by an introductory level middle 

school Chinese teacher. It explores her thoughts and questions about their application 

after she had read Glisan and Donato’s book (2017). The results illuminate the 

manifestation of the HLTPs in a real classroom. In addition, the findings with regard to 

student engagement with language and teacher perspectives shed light on the importance 

of the HLTP framework in teacher education and its effectiveness in class. At the same 

time, the tensions that were uncovered highlight the need of improvement of this newly 

proposed framework. 

Two practices were present in Mrs. Yang’s class, even though she did not receive 

any training with regard to this framework before the observation period. Although 

scholars list six of them, the operation of a foreign language course does not necessarily 

have to include all of them, depending on the students’ age, language level and the 
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curriculum goals. For example, at the beginning stage of an introductory level course, it 

might be difficult for a teacher to conduct a classroom discussion or not necessary to 

include a PACE model to address the grammar. However, the findings illustrate that 

HLTP #1 and #2 are the fundamental practices among the six. 

HLTP enactment presents differently in various contexts. The instructor’s choice 

of the moves and frequency of their use to realize its larger pedagogical goals could be 

vastly different when teaching beginning level 5th graders as opposed to advanced level 

college students. In Mrs. Yang’s class, the opportunity to paraphrase or define new words 

were hardly available due to the students’ limited knowledge of Chinese. Meanwhile, 

providing visuals in context was the major approach to facilitate comprehension. She 

extensively applied pictures, real objects, and gestures. On the contrary, the techniques of 

paraphrasing and defining are very likely to be the major skills in an advanced level 

college course and so the visual tool becomes a minor one. In addition, the realization of 

certain moves is different depending on the various student groups and the classroom 

contexts. For example, for young learners, or those who are interested in singing, to 

situate new words in songs can appeal to that particular group of students as seen in Mrs. 

Yang’s class, which also resulted in an increase of student engagement with language. 

Furthermore, the high EWL level that the students demonstrated when they played 

competition games suggests its potential to be another high leverage practice for children. 

To simply integrate a game in a class might be too easy to be high leverage. However, to 

integrate an appropriate one which is at the same time meaningful, needs careful design 

and strong enactment. 
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Glisan and Donato’s framework was proposed based on the Indo-European 

alphabetic languages, such as English, Spanish or French. The analysis of its application 

in a Chinese class illustrates that most of these practices and moves in HLTP #1 and #2 

can be generalized into the instruction of a logographic language. However, the tension 

with regard to the teaching of writing which took a large amount of time and resulted in 

high student engagement was not mentioned in their framework. This indicates the need 

of an HLTP for literacy instruction. This practice is especially important in teaching 

logographic languages like Chinese. Its distinctive linguistic features pose particular 

challenges (Yue, 2017). First, the nonexistence of the grapheme-phoneme conversion 

rules makes the learning formidable and arduous for those whose native language 

background is alphabetic. High leverage teaching practices are needed to help the 

learners not only develop a concept of logograms, but also to address the issue of 

acquiring the written form. This is missing in the current framework. 

In addition to the unique written form of Chinese, there exist other special 

features. In terms of its syntax, Chinese is a paratactic language, which is distinguished 

from a hypotactic language like English. As early as the 1940s, Li Wang, a Chinese 

linguist, proposed two concepts of yihe (notional coherence) and xinghe (formal 

coherence) and labeled them parataxis and hypotaxis, respectively (1946; 1954). The 

term “paratactic” is used in a broad sense to indicate the typological property of a 

language according to the a lack of function words such as conjunctions, conjunctive 

adverbs, prepositions and even subject pronouns. On the contrary, the English 

“hypotactic” counterpart requires these connective elements to denote logical and 

semantic relationships. Instead, in paratactic languages like Chinese, logical meaning and 
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relationships are often expressed lexically via the contend words or structures. Their 

collocations are more strictly prescribed as compared with the English counterparts. The 

mastery of these words and structures requires not only a full understanding of their 

connotations and the context, but also the development of proficiency in applying them. 

Due to this syntactic property, which is not addressed by the HLTP framework, the 

teaching of Chinese will be different from that of an alphabetic language. 

In their framework, Glisan and Donato (2017) propose the PACE model as a core 

practice for grammar instruction. PACE is an approach which argues for “focus on form” 

through dialogic inquiry in meaningful context. The understanding of grammar here 

should be in a broad sense including not only in syntactic terms, but also in phonologic, 

morphologic and orthographic. This approach addresses not only sentence structure, but 

also the rules governing the composition of phrases, words and sounds. However, in her 

self-evaluation, Mrs. Yang revealed that she did not use HLTP #4 because she does not 

teach grammar to her 5th graders. This discloses her narrow understanding of grammar. 

In an introductory level Chinese class, the teacher might have less opportunity to apply 

this approach in addressing syntactic grammar issues, but it can be used to discuss 

character structure, word formation, and Pinyin rules, which are all fundamental in a 

beginning level class. The data shows that Mrs. Yang did use the Attention and Co-

construction skills in this model to teach the character structure and certain particles. 

More importantly, the students’ demonstrated higher engagement with language in these 

discussions. Teacher educators using this framework should make this point clear to their 

novices. 
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The fact that Mrs. Yang spent 15 percent of the total class time on expression 

review highlights an important missing element of the HLTP framework. HLTP #4 

provides a method to discuss and instruct the grammatical forms. However, a critical 

important task of the language learner is the ability to remember and master these forms 

once they are understood. This effort is demanding, but absolutely essential to the 

learning process. The scholars call for a dialogic approach instead of mechanic drills in 

class. However, they fail to address the vital role of rote memorization in learning a 

language, especially like Chinese. This researcher agrees with the scholars about the role 

of maximizing the opportunities to simulate natural and meaningful conversations in 

speaking practice and discussion of a text or cultural image. However, it is not enough. 

Teachers need a core practice to help them to achieve the goal of form memorization. 

Examples would include designing effective homework assignments, finding ways to 

help the learners form good learning habits and to motivate their autonomy. In addition, 

with the proposal of the HLTPs, the scholars fail to discuss the role of the non-HLTPs 

which are easy to learn through observation. The absence of this discussion could mislead 

novices to think that the enactment of these six core practices are sufficient to achieve a 

desirable learning outcome. 

Besides the need to add more HLTPs with regard to facilitating form 

memorization and writing instruction, the findings also point to the necessity of 

deconstructing the moves in the framework. The major contribution of Glisan and 

Donato’s framework lie not only in naming the six core practices, but more importantly 

breaking them down micropractices and moves. Only in this way can scholars make 

invisible complex teaching moves visible. The fact that Mrs. Yang found some moves 
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easy to apply and others difficult indicates that their grain sizes are different, even though 

they are placed at the same level in the framework. Therefore, further deconstruction will 

make them more transparent to those who are not familiar with these skills, such as using 

connected discourse to present new words, engaging learners in spontaneous interaction, 

integrating as much IRF as possible, and locating appropriate authentic materials. For 

both HLTP #3 and #5, the teacher needs to find authentic texts. Mrs. Yang especially 

expressed the difficulty of finding suitable authentic texts to lead a text-based classroom 

discussion. As for the suggestion of using culturally authentic story, which also would 

include many instances of a certain grammar structure and which does not use too many 

new words, she asserted that locating materials that meet the three requirements at the 

same time is virtually impossible. The only feasible solution for the teacher is to compose 

a story. Glisan and Donator (2017), however, particularly discourage this option. Even 

though the scholars place these practices on the level of moves in the framework, the 

results of this study show that they still needs a further decomposition to be more 

transparent to the novices. 

3.2 Implications for teacher education in adopting the HLTP framework 

The analysis of the absent HLTPs and teacher perception and reflection highlight 

the great influence of the teacher’s cognition in their practice. It is strongly rooted in 

every decision and enactment. For example, Mrs. Yang’s comments in the interview with 

regard to HLTP #5 showed that she treated culture as an add-on. Cognitively, she did not 

accept the role of culture in language class prescribed by the World-Readiness Standards. 

Not only she refused to adopt HLTP #5 in her instruction, but she did not think culture 

should be treated as a focus. However, the examination of Mrs. Yang’s background raises 
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a question. She has an American Master’s degree in language education and is also state 

certified. So why doesn’t she espouse the Standards? Before entering the Master's degree 

program, she had already formed a strong deposition of her habitus, which was pre-

determined by her personal language learning experience in China. Her perception was 

already deeply rooted in the paradigm which she had practiced for almost two decades. 

The existing hatibus often leads to unconscious automaticity of her daily performance, 

perceptions and even beliefs. Therefore, even though she has been extensively trained in 

the new paradigm both through the Master degree program and the certification process, 

at bottom, she strongly believes that having the student repeat words again and again is 

the only way that she can help them acquire the form. However, Bourdieu (1977) also 

asserts that the “structured structure” is also simultaneously “structuring” itself in the 

process and points to the presence of improvisation in the practice of the actor (p.72). 

The HLTP framework provides a feasible way for teacher educators to transform 

the habitus of their students. However, first and foremost, they need to recognize that 

there are two types of student teachers—those who learned language(s) in the old 

paradigm and those who learned in the new. More importantly, they should acknowledge 

that the novices from the former group already have a pre-determined disposition of 

practice with regard to language education. Their habitus should be vastly different from 

that of their counterparts who were taught under the new paradigm. Their observation of 

and participation in the traditional way of teaching resulted in a solid and durable habitus, 

which is strongly patterned and entrenched in mind and muscle memory. It is a 

formidable task to resist and restructure. Meanwhile, placed between these two 

approaches, they develop an inner conflict (Yue, 2017). The failure to acknowledge this 
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difference and address it during the student teacher’s learning process will not help them 

to resolve the great chasm between the theory and practice as well as their own struggles 

in mind. 

Even though teachers cognitively accept certain practices and the underpinning 

theory, they might still find it difficult to fight against their old habitus. Mrs. Yang truly 

used most of the moves mentioned in the framework to make the language 

comprehensible. However, they only served as supplementary techniques to achieve the 

students’ understanding. She still primarily relied on their first language, which devalued 

the importance of the other skills and even made them redundant. The familiar translation 

method functioned as her safety valve. The significance of the HLTP framework lies in 

providing a feasible method to restructure these teachers’ already patterned habitus. The 

micropractices and moves offer a transparent explanatory process. Only when a teacher 

has the opportunity to practice and experience this whole process, can they reform their 

habitus and achieve a genuine internalization of these practices. For example, in the 

practice of engaging learners in oral classroom communication, Mrs. Yang agreed that 

involving learners in spontaneous interactions is important. However, at the same time, 

she also expressed her concern about losing control of the classroom talk. She feared that 

it would lead to disorder. Another concern is the inability to complete the pedagogical 

goals. This indicates the need for more dialogic skills and classroom management in 

order to dare discard another safety valve—keeping a tight control of the conversation. In 

addition, the novices will benefit from a discussion about the balance between teaching 

objectives and space for deviating from them. 

3.3 Implications of the application of the EWL framework 
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In this study, the application of Svalberg’s framework (2009) of engagement with 

language demonstrates that it functions to interpret a dimension of student learning as a 

desirable result of the language instruction by capturing the process of their interactions 

with language. However, using this framework to interpret the empirical data of 

classroom discourse poses challenges. The decision about the nature of the facets of 

engagement was not easy due to the fact that they often overlap. Therefore, the 

distinction between them are not always clear-cut. For example, when a learner 

performed self-correction, s/he is being critical and at the same time reflective. Also, 

when the student acts as a leader, often times, s/he behaves autonomously. Thus, 

identifying the EWL features can be perplexing. Svalberg (2009) also illustrates the 

overlapping nature of these features, stating that heightened alertness and focused 

attention are actually the state of cognitive engagement, while reflection and problem 

solving are the process. In addition, the reality that the student body comprises multiple 

individuals makes any decisions even more difficult. The determination of the degree 

should be varied in terms of student numbers. Also, the chaotic nature of real classroom 

discourse further increases the intricacy of interpretation. All these factors need to be 

taken into account when investigating EWL in classroom discourse. The system 

developed in this study attempts to resolve these issues and the results are proof of its 

workability. Even though the framework is not definitive or conclusive in disentangling 

these dimensions, it works well for researchers to obtain a rough understanding of the 

general level of engagement. When facing the complexity of real classroom data, it is not 

necessary to clear up all the conceptual vagueness in a framework in order for it to be 

useful. However, the application of the framework in this research reveals the places 
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where it lacks clarity and will, hopefully, serve as a starting point for the further 

development of this framework. The system developed in this study offers a way to 

achieve a composite reading of the empirical data as a solution to the somewhat 

indefinitive framework. 

4. Implications for practice 

Several practical recommendations can be made based on the findings of this 

researcher for language teachers who are learning about HLTPs. First, HLTPs manifest 

differently in different contexts. The choice and frequency of the small moves varies 

depending on the language, the student level and age. Second, the occurrence of the 

HLTPs is not linear. They could be used simultaneously. Some HLTPs are more 

universal, like #6, whereas certain HLTPs are more related to a type of instructional 

activity. However, it does not mean that they are only confined to one type of IA. The 

partial enactment of some moves in a HLTP can also lead to a high engagement. Third, it 

is important for the teacher to understand the theories behind the practices. The lack of 

such understanding could end in ineffective or even the abandonment of the HLTP 

practice. Some of Mrs. Yang’s refusal to use the moves were the result of her 

misapprehension. 

In addition, the identification of the high-leverage teaching practices can inform 

the miss opportunities in Mrs. Yang’s class. First, she could try to create more 

meaningful ways to review words and expressions, such as adopting a dialogic 

conversation with the students. For successful practice, she could attempt to give up some 

control of the direction of the conversation and grant the students more freedom to 

converse with her. Tolerating some digression from the teaching goal is also critical to 
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engage the learners in spontaneous interaction and, thus, create a classroom discourse 

community. Second, it is understandable that Mrs. Yang monitored the students’ writing 

in class. However, the listening activity, which demonstrated a low EWL, could be 

assigned for a homework with a discussion in a later class. In this way, more time could 

be spent in dialoguing with the students. Third, Mrs. Yang arranged a video watching 

activity. There is a possibility of reforming it into both a listening activity and a culture 

discussion. Another possibility lies in changing the text-based discussion by adopting 

HLTP #3 and so granting students more space to conduct a genuine conversation based 

on the text rather than using sentence by sentence translation approach. 

5. Limitations and future directions 

The infancy of the HLTP framework explains one necessary limitation of the 

present study. The theory and research in this field is still being developed. Therefore, 

applying it can be challenging. This is the limited nature of research on HLTPs in world 

language education. However, its investigation via empirical data is critical for its further 

development. So far, little is known about the relationships between classroom discourse, 

teachers’ practice and student learning. The findings of this study, with regard to EWL, 

largely support the argument that high-leverage teaching practices lead to desirable 

learning outcomes. However, the results regarding the tensions between the proposed 

HLTPs and real practices point to the direction needed for the future study in this line of 

inquiry. First of all, this present research highlights the absence of the practice addressing 

literacy instruction and facilitating memorization. More discussions are needed with 

regard to the possibility and necessity of adding them to the framework. In terms of 

enriching the inventory of micropractices and moves, this study suggests that the grain-
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size of the moves are different and some of them need further breakdown in order to 

provide more transparency, such as using connected discourse to introduce new words, 

engaging learners in spontaneous interaction, integrating as much IRF as possible, and 

locating appropriate authentic materials. Moreover, discussion on the relationship 

between HLTPs and non-HLTPs is also necessary. 

Besides contributing to the development of the HLTP framework, this research 

also attempts to investigate learning outcome in terms of EWL. Svalberg’s framework 

(2009) proves to be practical in capturing the process of class interactions. However, 

there are limits to adopting it as a learning result indictor. It speaks more to performance 

during the learning process, which is not completely equal to the final outcome. Future 

studies, which evaluate the learning outcome in a different way, would be most valuable. 

Appendix A: Interview Protocol 

Part I: Pre-observation interview questions 

1. Can you introduce your educational background and your teaching experience? 

2. Can you briefly introduce the middle school program at Nichols? 

3. What are the teaching objectives of this course? What do you expect your student 

achieve after learning this course? 

4. What are the teaching approaches that you adopt? 

5. What language do you mostly use in the class? 

6. When you use Chinese, what methods do you use to make the student understand 

it? 

7. How do you build students’ ability to use language for communication? 
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8. Do you incorporate cultural information in teaching? What? And How? 

9. Do you teach grammar in class? In what way do you make grammar forms 

understandable students? 

10. How do you give students feedback? 

11. What are the ways that you use to present content to students? (powerpoint, 

manipulative, worksheet?) 

12. How do you check on students’ understanding? 

13. How do you assess students? 

Part II: Post-observation interview questions 

1. What is your general comments about the HLTPs in this book? 

2. Can you do an evaluation of HLTP #1? 

3. Among the moves in HLTP#1, which one do you think you used and which one 

you didn’t use? 

4. For the absent ones, do you think they are applicable to your context? And why? 

5. Are there any difficulty to apply them? 

6. Can you do an evaluation of HLTP #2? 

7. Among the moves in HLTP#2, which one do you think you used and which one 

you didn’t use? 

8. For the absent ones, do you think they are applicable to your context? And why? 

9. Are there any difficulty to apply them? 

10. Can you do an evaluation of HLTP #3? 

11. Among the moves in HLTP#3, which one do you think you used and which one 

you didn’t use? 

12. For the absent ones, do you think they are applicable to your context? And why? 

13. Are there any difficulty to apply them? 

14. Can you do an evaluation of HLTP #4? 

15. Among the moves in HLTP#4, which one do you think you used and which one 

you didn’t use? 

16. For the absent ones, do you think they are applicable to your context? And why? 

17. Are there any difficulty to apply them? 
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18. Can you do an evaluation of HLTP #5? 

19. Among the moves in HLTP#5, which one do you think you used and which one 

you didn’t use? 

20. For the absent ones, do you think they are applicable to your context? And why? 

21. Are there any difficulty to apply them? 
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Appendix B: Transcription Conventions 

Transcription conventions are adapted from Jefferson (2004). 

S All student 

Ss Multiple students 

T Teacher 

R Researcher 

T&Ss Teacher and Students 

? Rising intonation 

[bracket Overlapping utterance 

- Cut-off speech 

(0.0) Approximate length of pause in seconds 

italics Translation 

Bold Speaker’s stress 

: Prolongation of the immediately prior sound 

(word) Speech hard to discern 

((double parentheses)) Researcher’s notes 

(…) Omitted talk 
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Appendix C: Instructional Activity Type Analysis 

Instructional Activity Type Times Time Per T/A 
48 129600’ 100% 

Warm-up activity 6354’ 5% 
1. Small talk 40 4113’ T 

a. Greetings 35 1306’ 
b. Attendance calling 24 557’ 

2. Song singing/Chant, tongue twister saying 29 2241’ T 
Expression/Vocab review 19137’ 15% 

1. Choral reading (Quizlet Flashcard/Flashcard/TB/PPT)- 46 8476’ T 
words/sentence/dialogue together/small groups 

2. Choral repetition (after the teacher or tape) 28 2611’ T 
3. Competition game 10 4337’ T 

a. Point to the number 
b. Quizlet matching 
c. Bingo 
d. Go around the world 
e. Online number game 

4. Say together/individually 11 1518’ T 
5. Translation (E-C, C/P-E) 9 736’ 
6. Make up phrases/sentences 5 366’ 
7. Flashcard pointing/getting/showing 4 664’ 
8. T stroke the character, S guess 1 167 
9. Phrase rule reviewing (ask questions, watch a video) 1 299 

Direct instruction 23605 19% 
1. Word and phrase level (Analysis, explanation, comparison, 29 14684 T 

example, writing characters stroke by stroke) 
2. Sentence or larger level (sentences/songs/chants/tongue 17 4951 T 

twister) 
3. Character knowledge (stroke, radical, traditional vs 2 1003 

simplified) 
4. Pinyin rules 1 126 
5. Punctuation 1 60 
6. Culture 6 2316 

a. Show pictures (cities, Changcheng, pingpang) 
b. Show video and discussion 
c. Real object (Majiang) 

7. Typing 1 465 
Text comprehension and discussion 13 6972 5% 
(tape listening, choral repetition, content discussion, guided notes, 
role play reading, vocab read aloud) 
Exercise 50900 40% 
I. Meaningful speaking exercise 18806 

1. Ask and answer questions 30 8183 T 
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a. Based on real situation 
b. Do actions 
c. Based on information on PPT 
d. Based on pictures on TB 

2. Small group interpersonal activity (skit/role play) 15 6418 T 
a. Skit/role play 7 
b. Interview (phone number/Birthday) 4 
c. Information gap 4 

3. Big group role play activity (interactive/presentational) 4 1606 
4. Meaningful real life activity (car plate, phone number, 8 1554 

birthday, date) 
5. Homework presentation 2 484 
6. Filling the blank of the paragraph based on information on 3 561 

PPT pictures 
II. Reading and writing exercise 42 22349 

1. Characters writing exercise 19 9193 
a. Meaningful writing practice (map, birthday, date, 6 

family tree) 
b. Character writing race 9 
c. Exercises 4 

2. Textbook/Workbook reading and writing exercises 15 6570 
3. Project writing 4 6065 
4. Scramble sentence/number exercises 3 463 
5. Say strokes together 1 58 

III. Listening exercises 9 3462 
1. Exercise (circle/write out the words, sentences you hear, 7 2572 

point to the information you hear) 
2. Watch a video and have a discussion 2 890 

IV. Pinyin exercises 26 3299 
1. Choral repetition 12 1112 
2. Read aloud (together/individually) 4 370 
3. Writing/choosing 5 1234 
4. Spell 1 269 
5. Knowledge (ask questions, rule review) 4 314 

V. Sentence-level writing exercises 3 413 
VI. Typing practice (library, pen-pal email writing project) 2 1642 
Discussion & Feedback 5295 4% 
HW/Test/Exercise discussion 19 3697 
Corrective feedback (In-class exercise, test) 5 1598 
Assessment 4 7550 6% 
Unite 1 test 
Unite 2 test 
Teaching Management 8738 7% 

1. Homework assignment 39 3310 
2. Homework checking 37 2339* 
3. Activity setup 10 1139 
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4. Quiz/HWP reminding/distributing/collecting 7 623 
5. Project explanation 5 1115 
6. Rewarding system explanation 3 212 

* indicate it is an estimated time due the overlapping with other exercises. 
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